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ABSTR.å,CT

Range conditíons vrere studied on Hecra rsrand, Manitoba

from Ju1y, 19BB June, 1989. The study area is l_ocated

approximately 200 km north of lrlinnipeg on Lake !{innipeg. An

assessment \nras conducted to determine browse composition,
production and utilization levels in several habitat, types
which $¡ere identified using aerial photographs and Forest
cover Type maps. usíng these data a first approximation for
carrying capacíty was made" Habitat relat.ionships between

moose (ALces alces andersonií\, white-tailed deer (odocoíJeus

virginíanus ) and snowshoe hare ( -Lepus americanusl were

evaLuated using peIlet group counts arong fixed transects.
Transects vrere located in each habitat type; browse species

encountered were sampled using the corrected joint-point
nearest neighbour technique. rn t.he spring of L9g9r ân

extensive survey using an ocular estimate classified the
degree of browse use for Hec1a range.

several measures of habitat use rrrere examined.

Hypotheses tested revealed that moose used various habitats
disproportionately in relation Lo their avairabirit.y. Both

pellet group and browse use surveys determined that mixedwood

(s-h ) , immaÈure deciduous and inrmature conif erous vrere
pref erred habit,ats. But willow-arder \Âras most highry
preferred for browsíng. white-t.ailed deer preferred similar
habitats but did not use willow-alder. Snowshoe hare

preferred boÈh mixedwood and deciduous types and avoided



willow-alder and marsh muskeg.

Total browse production (kglha) and use was greatest in
the willow/a1der habitat,. Red-osier dogwood and willow
contributed almost 80t of total browse production for that
habitat. In estimating range capacity, ungulates were found

to use only about one-third of available browse, but t.he

condition of the most favoured species; red-osier dogwood,

willow and mountain maple has deteriorated across alI
haþitats as a result of high intensity browsing.

More informatíon is needed for determining impacts of
development on wildlife and due to the lack of natural events

such as fire, additional, preferably long-term research on

the successional trends of vegetation communities on Hecla

Island should be pursued. Managing for both the maintenance

of the ecosystem heterogeneity and maíntaining the relative
health of moose on Hecla Is1and may prove dÍfficult.
However, íf the living resources can be responsibly and co-

operatively shared by various interest groups, management

objectives can be met,

ul
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1.0
1.1

TNTRODUCT I ON

BACKGROUND

Hecl-a Provincial Natural- park was established in L9691

and has recentry been reclassified as Hecla provincial

Heritage Park, ín recognition of its unique curturar aspects

(DNR 1981). Set in the heart of Lake Winnipeg, Hecla (and

Grindstone) are Provinciar parks that encompass some of the

finest recreationa] Iands in the province (DNR 19BB) .

According to the Manitoba provineial park Lands Aet-

(Anonymous I912):

"Provincial park l-ands are dedicated to the people of
Manítoba and visitors of Manitoba, and may be used by them
f or heal-thf uf en j oyment, and f or the curtural, educat ional_
and social benefíts that may be derived therefrom. "

Furthermore, "provincial park l-and.s shall be deveroped

and maíntained;

for the conservation and manag-ement of
flora and fauna therein;
for the preservation of the specified
areas/ and objects therein that are ofqeological, cultural, ecolog,ical_ or other
scíentific interest and.;

c) to facil-itate the use and enjoyment of
outdoor recreation therein. "

Hecla rsland had been raberred as "Mani-toba's answer to
Isle Royale" (Críchton I lgjj) by virtue of the high density
moose (ALces al.ces andersonii) population inhabiting an

island within a largre l-ake. However, Hecla rsl-and has been

a)

b)



developed to provide intensiwe recreatíonar opportunities,
unl-ike rsle Royale. f n addit j-on, Hecl-a has only a smarl_

transient popuJ-ation of gray wol-ves (canis -Lupus), that is,
one or two family groups (B.Burgess, Manítoba parks, pers.
comm. 1-990). Ever since the d.evelopment of the causer¡ray in
r9'l 2, populations of moose are not as isol-ated as they are on

rsre Royale. rmmigration and emigration is berieved to occur

to and from the island across winter ice. The real

importance of this "l-abel" is that Hecla rsrand, like rsre
Royale, could be potentially avaitable for research

To be consistent with the HecIa-Grindst.one Provincial
Parks Management pran, "Lhere wífr be no reguJ_ar hunting
seasons on Hecl-a rsrand" (DNR 198B) . However, speciat hunts
may be arrowed as required for management of the herd" (DNR

19BB) . There was a fart archery season and a one-week senior
citizen (1ícense awarded by draw) hunt in December, 198g. rn

addition, Treaty rndian hunting is stirl occurring-. AJ_so,

there is an on-goj-ng, often- controversiar debate regarding
making Hecla Tsland a ',refugie" from all hunting.

The current decision for Hecla rsland (1990) concerning

huntíng on Hecra had been made by the current. Minister of
Natural Resources, (Hon. H. Enns 1990) so that there was no

moose hunting for the 1990 and 1991 seasons.

The Management pl-an al-so stípulates that the moose

population on Hecla rsland will- be managed. to give priority
to opportunities for viewíng and j-nterpretation and Treaty
Indían hunting It has been stated that moose habitat on



Hecla rsrand Ís being continuousry reduced from both a

qualitative and quantitative aspect by forest maturatíon and

human development activj-ties (crichton 1-97 j). The extent of
the impact of forest maturation on moose poputations on Hecla

Island is to date not weII known.

7.2 PROBLEM STATEMENT

The Parks Branch is workíng towards a Moose Management

Pl-an for Hecla Island. At the present time, certain
informatíon is racking. According to the Hecla/Grindstone
Provincíal- Parks Manaqement pl-an (DNR 19Bg), "fnformation
requírements incl-ude ongoing evaluation of moose distribution
through the seasons/ use of food plants, and interactions
with park visitors. As an isl-and, HecIa provides an

ínteresting opportunity to study the interacti_on between
wildlife and veg-etatíon. "

rf the parks Branch mandate is to provid.e viewing
opportuníties for Manitobans and visitors, then a suffj_cient
moose population must be maintaíned ín ord.er to enhance

viewing opportuníties. rt follows that. at the same t j_me

moose habitat must also be maintained. rn order for parks to
achieve these ends, informati-on must be mad.e avaílabfe that
wil-r critically examine the habitat avaitabre for moose.

This study attempted to examine and. assess the current
habitat conditions on Hecra rsJ-and, with specific emphasis on

browse production and utilization. Based on these d.ata,

concrusions can be drawn on whether moose can maintain



present or desired population

conditions .

levels given Lhese habitat

1.3 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

This study of moose habitat on Hecl-a rsrand had the
followingr ob jectives :

To ídentify browse species used by moose;

To assess and estimate browse production
within and between habitat types;

To assess and estimate winter browse
ut i Ii zat ion;

1)

2)

3)

1.4

4) To identify avaifable moose habitat and to
eval_uate the ungulate carrying capacity forfuture management;

5) To make recommendations for future
management of moose habitat on Hecla, withparticular emphasis on viewing enhancement.

RESEARCH PROGR.A.M

This study invorved a three part program commencing ín
June, 1988. The first part of the stud.y incl_uded map and

aeriar photograph interpretat.ion for purposes of stratifying
the avaílabre moose habitat on the basis of forest cover
types, and identifying the study areas to be sampred. The

habitat was then ground-truthed and tie-points were

identified both on the ground and on aeriar photographs for
future reference. At t.his stag-e of the project, Land.sat

imagery was considered for enhancement of the del_ineation of
habit.at types. However, it v/as found to be unsuitabl_e for
thís project¡ âS the Forest cover Type rnventory information
had better reso.l-ution. Thematic mapping technol-ogy may have



been used but was too expensive for this project.

The second portion of this study incruded a browse

production study which occurred- from August to November 1988.

At this time, accurate forage production information on

browse was obtained when forage prod.uction r^/as at its peak.

Atl- woody browse species which v/ere encountered and ferr
within t.he avail-abre verticar height range were sampÌed.

Browse species which are l-ess often util_ized and thought to
be unimportant to moose and deer were al-so sampred. The

method used was the "corrected joint poínt-nearest neighbour

technique" (Batcheler 1975) .

The third part of this study examined browse
util-ízation using a method described as the "nearest.
neighbour technigue" (Col_e 19 63 ) . This method effectively
determines the freguency of browsing and. hence, the degrree of
utilization of avaíl-abÌe habítat by moose and white-tailed
deer (odocoiJeus virg:inianus) on Hecl-a rsland. The study ran

from mid-May to mid.-June, 1999 to take advantage of pre-J_eaf

f lush condítions of browse species. Leaf f rush in 19g9 \,/as

later than many years, and therefore, the required pre-reaf
flush conditions vrere met, arthough in .June, severar speci_es

were beginning to fi-ush. As well, to comprement thís portion
of the study, a petlet g'roup count was done to determine
dístribution of use by moose, white-tail-ed deer and snowshoe

hare (Lepus americanus)



1.5 HYPOTHESIS STÀTEMENT

Moose populations can be sustained on Hecla fsland
given current and anticipated habitat conditions. Gíven this
statement the hypothesis to be tested was:

a) Browse use j's dizectly proportional to
the awaiTabíIity of browse species.

b) Habitat use j's directly proportional
to habitat avaiTabíIity

It is expected that browse use will be closely
correlated to the avairabirity of browse species as they

occur in various habitat types. fn effect, browse

utirization may be associated with oLher factors such as

browse palatability or nutritional_ quality.

1.6 LTMITATTONS

Due to the nature of thís study, where emphasis is on

the production and utii-ization of browse species, it must be

noted that the qual-ity of browse species is not add.ressed.

This, in f act ¡ mây be extremery important to the overa.l_l_

assessment of habitat. conditions on Hecla rsl_and. Future
studies may be needed to address the adequacy of the
nutriti-ve val-ue of browse to moose.

Due to the short rength of the study period and

relat.ively smal-r sample size/ measures reported cannot be

taken as absorute. variation of naturar communities are

inherentJ-y difficul-t to measure accuratery as there are many

varíables which resul-t from year to year.



Another limitation of this study is the fact that any

shift in habÍtat use from season to season can not be

detected by these sampling methods and that radj-o telemetry
and aeriar survey flights shourd be used to note any shifts
in habitat use.

I .7 STUDY .ê,REA

L.7 .t PHYS IOGRAPHY

Hecla fsland is the largest ísland in Lake Winnipeg,

with an area of approximatery 1162 k^2, measuring about. 6.4 km

wj-de and 25.6 km long. Hecra rs]and l-ies in the rnterrake-
westlake Pl-ain subdivision of the Manitoba Lowrand, and

represents a transition between the boreal- forest and aspen

parkJ-and (Figure 1) . The erevation varies between 2Lg m and.

232 m above sea l-evel- (weir i-960) . Geot-og-ícarry, the isl_and.

lies in the Red River Formation and the bedrock is l_imestone

which was deposited during the Ordovician period.

L.7 .2 DRATN.A,GE AND VEGETATION

The soil type is degraded rendzina which deveroped

under grasses over high lime drift and was l-ater artered. by

forest invasion. This soil is typified by fine textured
crays, deposited when the area fay beneath gracial Lake

Agassiz. on poorty drained soils, ext.ensive marshes, bogs,

fens and wet meadows have developed.

Major vegetation associations are described. by the

Manitoba Provi-nciar Forest lnventory, (DNR/ n. d. unpubr . )

based on verticar photo-interpretation methods. This

inventory bases it.s cl-assification on site productivity for



forested and non-forested areas.

Productive forest. lands are designated by the ma¡or

tree species found on various sites. For exampre, softwood

species incrude brack spruce (picea maríana) and tamarack

(Larix l-aricina) on poorry d.rained, wet sítes and on higher
ground with better drained sites, white spruce (picea glauca)

and balsam fir (Abies baTsamea) Hard.wood species incrude

trembling aspen (PopuJus tremul-oides), barsam poprar (populus

baLsamifera), paper bírch (BetuJa papyrifera) and g.reen ash

(Fraxinus pensylvanica) .

Non-productive forests
low/alder associations .

incl-ude treed muskeg and

.3

wiI

1.7 CTIMATE

The climate on Hecla rsrand is cl-assed as Humid

continentar. The frost free period is approximately 110 days.

The average July temperature ís about 19 degrees centigrade
and the averag-e January temperature is about -rg degrees

centigrade. (Environment canad.a Normars | 1_gg2) . The averagie

annual- snowf arr is r .4 l- . 5 m (Environment canad.a Normals,

7982) .

1.8 DEFINITIONS

Basar Area cross-sectionar area taken at the breast
height (1.3 m) of a st.and.ing. tree (Daniel et
aL 1,97 2)

Al-l- trees withín the stand are the same age
or at least of the same age class. A stand is
considered even-aged if the difference in age
between the oldest and the youngest trees does
not exceed 20å of the length of rot.ation
(Smith 1962)

Even-aged
stands



Tie-points

Uneven-aged
stands

Twig

Stems

Points that are readily identifiabl_e both onthe ground as wel_I as on a map or aeríal
phot.ograph.

Contain at l_east three agre cl_asses
intermingted intímately on the same area(Smith 1962)

That part of a branch distal to the point
where branch d.iameters wouId, if air dried.,
equal the largest. diameter observed for a stubof a browsed branch of that species (Telfer
1969)

That portion of woody growth which protrudes
from the ground, or is a separate entity atground l-evel (Tel_fer 1969) .
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Figure 1. Hecla Island Study Area-
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2.O

2.t
REVIEW OE' REI.ATED

INTRODUCTION

L I TERJA,TURE

The moose is primariry an ínhabitant of the borear

forest. rn North America, the most important habítat is
mixed stands of conífer and hard.wood where earry serar stages

of prant succession are present. Fire has historicalry
maíntained moose habítat but timber harvesting has now taken

the prace of fire in much of North America (Krefting' rgj 4) .

Habitat ís the essentiar ingredient dictatíng wirdrife
populations with the two primary components being food and

cover, the former being the most critical- to moose on Hecra

(Crichton I917) .

2.2 COVER

use of cover by moose was shown to be important in
other studies: for predator avoid.ance (stephens and peterson

L984) | thermal- protection in northeast Minnesota (van

Barlenberghe and peek t9i1,), and avoidance of deep or crusted
snovr in Thunder Bay, ontario (McNicor and Gil-bert l-980)

Moose use open habitat types such as shrublands,
rÍparian habitats, muskeg, and cl-earcuts with some movement

into uprand aspen stands during l-ate f all- and early winter
(Dorn 197 0; Cairns and. Tel_f er 1980; RoIley and Keith l_ 980;

Mytton and Keith 19Bl-; Nietfeld et al- r984; Risenhoover

1989). Eccres et aL. (1986) noted high moose densities on

the Peace-Athabasca del-ta in wirrow and arder habitats. rn

nort.hwestern Alberta, sarter et aL. (1986) and Eccres and

Duncan (1988) in northeastern Al-berta reported that treed.
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bogs and shrubrand habitats were the predominant habitats
used in both early and l-ate winter, although increased use of
upland deciduous forests ín late winter vras noted. However,

it should be noted that these habitats were the most common

and widely distributed, and therefore not necessarily
preferred habitats. Bog habitat on the Kenai peninsu]_a,

Al-aska apparently becomes more important when food abundance

or quality dec]ines in the early spring or as a burn matures
(Banqs et al- 1985) . Moose were noted to be farthest from
the forested edge while utilizing bog habitats (Bangs et aJ_

r-9Bs) .

Many authors have reported that as snow accumulates in
more open habitat types/ moose move cl0ser to dense, cl0sed
canopy coniferous forests adjacent to open areas with rarge
quantities of browse forage avairabre (Rorrey and Keith 19go/

in Al-berta; Doerr 1983, in Alaska; Nietferd et al- 1-gB4 | in
Arberta; Pierce and peek 1984, in rdaho). The distance moose

move into openings from cover is apparentry re]ated to sno\^¡

depth (wel-sh et aJ- 1980; Brusnyk and Gir-bert 1983, in
ontario) . one hundred metres is considered as a maximum

distance that moose wifr- move from the forest ed.ge in deep

snow condítions in northern ont.ario (Hamirton and Drysdale
1975). rn Arberta, euinran et aL (1990) have stated that cow

and cal-f groups rarely move further than 60 m from coniferous
cover even during l_ow snow accumul_ation.

rn addition, euin]an et aJ- ( 1990) have attempted
quantify habitat requirements for moose as it re]-ates

LU
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cover. They have reported that good early wínter habitat
consists of severar smarl resídual stands of mixed or
coníferous trees wíth an average coníferous basal_ area of 9.5

m2/na and <10 m high. By J-ate winter, dense coniferous cover
which had a tree canopy closure of >75% and mean stand height
of >6 m situated in close proximity to dense aspen with
suitabl-e avairabl-e browse was preferred . As the proportion
of coniferous trees increases the quaJ-ity of the cover al-so

i-ncreases .

2.3 FOOD

2.3.1 MOOSE FOOD H.A,BITS

Moose are generarist herbivores that sel_ect a variety
of preferred ptant species (Miquerle and Gord.on rgjg) . This
pattern expands to include a number of l-ess paratabre species
and increased use of preferred. species (greater mean

díameters at point of browse (dpb), bark stripping, as

avail-ability, re]ated to sno\,,r accumulation, decreases during
winter (Bonar t_985) .

During the late farr-lwinter season/ moose in western
canada use deciduous browse almost exclusivery as a food
item, arthough actual species composition of the diet may

vary considerably between regions. Brov¡se species use and

availability may arso be related to snow depth (Bonar 1985) .

various wíl-low (saLix spp.) species have been shown by

many authors to consistently be one of the most ut.ilized
shrubs throughout North America (wolff and cowring 1981, in
Araska; Goulet 1985, northern British corumbia; frwín 1985,
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in Minnesota; Rudd and rrwin 1995/ in wyoming; Risenhoover
l-989, in Alaska; euinlan et al_ l_990, in Al_berta) . Goutet
(1985) ín British corumbia found that of 16 browse species
which made up 912 of the diet of moose, wirlow al_one made up

35%' of that totar. other species which \^/ere preferred by
moose included red-osier dogwood ( cornus stol. onifera) ,

mountain ash (sorbus americana.), bog birch (Betur.a
gTandulosa), trembríng aspen/ paper birch and hígh-bush
cranberry (Viburnum opuLe) . Green al_der (.AJnus crjspa) , and

saskatoon (Amelanchier al-nifol_ia) were used. in proportion to
their avairability. rn Arberta, Nietfeld et aL (1g84) and

Nowl-in (1978) state that saskatoon, wirrow, aspen/ red-osier
dogwood, paper birch, balsam poptar, pin cherry (prunus
pennsylvanica), and chokecherry (prunus virginiana) are the
most important browse species to moose.

rn most studies in western North America, even though
coniferous shrubs such as western red cedar (Thuja pJicata),
lodgepore pine (pinus contorta) , r-arch (Larix J-aricina), and

brack spruce have been found to be browsed by moose (Bonar

1985; Stevens I91O; Goufet 1985; Matchett 19B5,.Rudd and.

rrwin 1985; Terfer Lg6g)t they are not consídered to be
preferred.

rn northeast Arberta, Renecker and Hudson (1985) state
that moose had spent 39? of their foraging time during Aprii_
stripping bark from aspen and barsam poprar. However, bark
strippíng became l-ess ímportant as reaves started to ftush.
This was al-so observed. by Risenhoover (l_989) near Fairbanks,
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Alaska and Miquel-le and van Baltenberghe ( j_989) in southeast
Araska, but the amount consumed was not significant.
2.3.2 TERMS

Terms or words frequentry used in the literature oft.en

cause confusion for read.ers not famiriar with the usage.

Several terms are identified and defined below.

Principal foods can be the same as preferred foods,
only when choices are equarly avair-abre. petrides (i_975)

states that principal- foods of an animal- population are those
which it eats in greatest quantities, and which form the
largest percentages of food items in the animals' diet.
calorific or ot,her nutritive values are not invol_ved here and

whether an animal- prefers those foods which comprise t.he

greatest bulk of its díet is another matter.
Preferred foods are those actualry favoured by the

animal. Petrides (1975) defined preferred. food species as

those which are proportionarry found more frequently ín the
diet of an anÍmal than are avairabr-e in the environment.
Preference is a term used to describe animar reactions,
usualry behavíoral, to certain food ítems (Hudson rgl2) .

Gysel and Lyon (i-980) suggest that preference refers to the
serection of prants by anímars and may vary by season or
year.

Paratabiríty ís a term used to descríbe the
characteristics which stimulate a serective response (Hudson

1982)| ott in other words, palatability refers ,,to the
attractíveness of ptants to animars as forage" (Gysel and
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Lyon 1980) . Palatability is thought to be a function of
taste, sLze, appearance, feel-, work required. per mouthfur,

and ease of swallowing (Gil_es IgjB) .

2.3.3 BROWSING INTENSITY

The abílity of forage ptants to withstand
browsing pressure has been documented by several_

(I¡üeste11 I954. in Michigan; Hunter et al_ 1

Pennsylvania; Hinds and Shepperd 1_gïj, in Colorado;

al- I916, in Minnesota,. Campa et aI Ig92t in Míchigan)

repeated

authors

9'79t in

Peek et

Browsing- is not considered excessíve until
approximately 50% of avairabre biomass is utirized (peek et
al-. r91 6) . rn Efk rsland Nat,ionat park, 60% browse use r4/as

considered to be acceptable (Blythe and Hudson l_9g7) .

The relatíve ability of veg-etation to respond to
browsing has been studied extensively. Jurander (1937)

investigated effects of ungurate browsing and clipping on

aspen tree height and production and found that trees browsed

or cripped >75? showed. a decrease in height and shoot
production. This vras contrary to the resul-ts of campa et af
(7992) where only minimal_

characteristics \^rere reported.

et al- (1976) reported that aspen sustained. 63-70% utíl_ization
during the sensitive summer period, and winter use could. have

conceivably exceeded this varue without destroying plants.
fn the Lake states, Ardous (1952) found that mountain

maple (Acer spicatum) can withstand heavy browsing (l_00%) for
six to ten successíve years without excessive damage. Beaked

effects on aspen stand

In nort.heast Minnesota, peek
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hazelnut (CoryJus cornuta) and wil_low

to heavy use and bal_sam fír tolerates
study in northeastern Minnesota, for
only red-osier dogwood vras sensitive
(Peek et aL ]-91 6) .

can withstand mod.erate

very heavy use. fn a

the species present,

to heavy repeated use

2.3.4 HECLA TSI,AND MOOSE FOOD RELATIONS

The most critical- component of the habitat requirements
of moose on Hec.l-a rsrand has been observed to be the food
supply (Crichton L9jj) . It has been postulated that as

forest succession on Hecra fsland advances through the earry
seral- stages (through lack of both fire and timber removal),
cover increases whil-e food decreases (crichton rgii). winter
ranqe on Hecra may not provide either adequate quarity or
quantity of browse. The abundance of coniferous forests and

muskeq, and the r-ack and,/or ad.vanced age of existing earry
seral- communities may prace a quarítative timitation on

spring, su'nmer and farr rang-es (crichton and wiergus 1981).
Recently disturbed. areas and young forests on Hecr_a

rsi-and commonly possess an open canopy/ but such areas are
l-ímited in number, size and distríbution (críchton and

Wielgus 1981) .

Food habits dat.a on Hecla rsrand (críchton Lgil)
reveared that moose used heavily timbered areas to a g.reater
extent in the fal-l and. earry wínter. use of bal_sam f ír,
high-bush cranberry, mountain maple and red.-osier dogwood

increased in r91 g. These browse specíes are
characteristical-ly found in mature forests (wiergus L9g0) .
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conwerseJ-y, species that grow in open areas decreased. in the
diet t ê.9. t willow, saskatoon, bog bírch, cattai L (Typha

l-atifol-ia) and g-rasses (Graminaceae) .

Browse species that are considered to be preferred by

the Hecla moose are as forl-ows: highry preferred.: red-osíer
dogwood, trembling aspen; mod.eratery preferred: beaked
hazelnut (coryJus cornuta), balsam fír, wirlow, high-bush
cranberry and row preference: mountain maple (crichton and

Vùielgus 1981) . A later study by Zach et aJ_ (IgB2) on the
earry wi-nter food habits of moose on Hecra rsrand and

Manítoba Game Hunting unit 26 identified 2s prant. taxa ín g6

rumen samples. fn decreasing order of importance, moose fed
mainry on red-osier dogwood., barsam fj-r, wirlow, mountain
maple' trembling aspen, bog birch and barsam poprar. This
partially concurs with Crichton and Wielgus (19g1) but should
be considered more reliabte.
2.4 MOOSE AND WHITE-TAILED DEER RELATIONS

Moose and white-t.aired deer have overJ_apping geographic
rang-es / along with generar simil_arit ies in i_ocal_

distribution, habitat and food habíts (prescott r974).
opportunitíes for interspecific competition may conftict wíth
sympatric range. However, there have been rel_ativery few

studies concerned. with interspecific reratíonships between

the t.wo cervids. More attention has been focussed on

re.l-ationships between moose and white-tailed d.eer since the
discovery of the nematode parasite parelaphostrong:ylus tenuis
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as the causatíve agent of the moose d.isease (cerebrospinal
nematodjasjs) .

rn terms of habitat re.r-ationships, the moose is
generally cl-assified as a boreal-coniferous forest species,
whereas the white-taited deer is a d.eciduous brush forest
inhabitant. (prescott Igl-4). Broad. d.ifferences in ecoJ_ogical

adaptations and. torerance of environmental_ conditions are
suggested by differing geographicaÌ rangies and dissimilar
rocar distríbutions. The northern and art.itudina] limits of
deer are evidentry set by winter characteristics (Kramer

7972) . Moose seem to be Iimited primarily by the
avairabirity of browse prant species during the winter,
though the excessive snow depths throughout parts of euebec
(Potter 1965) and ersewhere, may exceed their physicar
torerance rever (Formosov Lg46; Kelsatl 1969) and courd al_so

be a limiting factor.

fn Nova Scotia, Tel_f er (I96j I Ig68 | 1,9jOa) concluded
that arthough moose and deer used simirar sherter-providing
habitat types und.er d.eep snow conditions, they rarery used.

the same areas. Moose tended to remain near the more

favorabl-e feed.ing areas even when restricted. by snow depths.
ïn general, the habitat chosen by moose was composed of a

mosaic of sma-l-l f orest patches of varying aqes and species
composition that averag'ed between 0.4 and 0.g hectares
(Telfer 1"910b) , while the habitat most utitized by white-
tailed deer i^ras a dense, continuous coníferous type wíth few

openings (TeIfer l-g6l.) .
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Behaviorar responses of moose and deer, particurarry
during winterr ffiây have important bearings on interspecific
relations. Moose are onry occasionalry restricted by snow

depths over most of the overJ-apping moose-deer range. Des

Meures (7964) found that moose shifted from cutover areas to
closed canopy areas with smal-r to medium openings when sno\^/

depth reached 16-86 cm. As sno\^¡ depth increased, the moose

became more and more confined to coniferous cover. He found
that, in winter/ moose serected habitat. providing a sno\^¡

depth between 60 and i-00 cm.

Moose seldom occur in rarge groups (Houston rgir) . rn

Quebec, Des Meures (1964) found that with increasíng snow

depth in mid-winter, the number of animals in each giroup

decreased, averaging. less than two animals. The quasi-
soJ-ítary nature of moose arso tends to l_essen association of
largie numbers of moose and deer in similar wintering areas
(Telfer 1968) .

Deer habitat requirements in north-central Maine

undergo a definite change with changíng snow depths (Day

1963) Throughout the northern portíon of their range, deer
tend to concentrate, sometimes i-n rarge numbers, Ín areas
with favorabl-e climatic and. shelter conditions (prescott
r914), commonly referred. to as "yards". Riewe (pers. comm.

1990) suggested that in Newfoundrand moose will_ often yard
with up to i-00 animals present. with persistent deep snow,

moose may be forced into areas simitar to those used by
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yarded deer. Direct competition for food probably occurs if
the same areas are used (peterson 1955) .

fn terms of food rerationships, peterson (1955) noted a

definite overlap between moose and white-taired deer food
habits in the centrar portion of the rang-e with only whíte
cedar and balsam fir, respectively, excruded from preferred
diets of moose and deer. Also, four of eight species (red-
os ier dogiwood, mountain mapJ-e, saskatoon and mount.ain ash

heavily used by moose in northern Minnesota (van Balrenberghe
and Peek 791r ) are preferred whíte-taired d.eer foods
(Erickson et aL 1961). The other four (white birch, wil1ow,
trembring aspen, and barsam fir) are moderatery preferred
deer foods.

These studíes suggest that moose and deer frequentry,
if not generalJ-y, use simirar plant species as winter food on

sympatric ranges. utirization of the same habitat in rarge
numbers could resul-t in direct competition for availabl_e food
supplies at l-east during winter. peterson ( 1955 ) noted, ,,the

most important ecologicar relationship between white-taired
deer and moose seems to be one of competition for food.
Perhaps in a theoreticarly baranced population, these two
species courd occupy the same habitat wíthout serious
competition. rn areas where either moose or white-tailed
deer become abundant, there is rittre doubt that direct
competition for avaÍl-abl-e food takes place, especiarry ín the
winter months. " However, the l-iterature makes l-ittle
reference to any area where deer or moose directry influenced
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the other through competition for avairable habitat or food

supplies (Prescott 1-914) .

2 .5 UNGULÃ,TE AND H]\RE RELATIONS

Moose occurrence coincides with that of the snowshoe

hare throughout much of the northern hemisphere. There d.oes

seem to be considerabl-e controversy over the extent of
competition between these herbivores, despite the spatiar and

partial dietary overrap. euantitative studies are few and

the findings by no means unanimous.

Dodds (1960) reported defínite simírarities in the
feeding patterns of both herbivores in Newfoundland,
characterized by:

1) utilization of herbaceous material during
summer and woody plants in winter;

2) browsing primarily of smaller and. younger
stems; and

3) the.tendency to browse índividual pJ_ants
heavíJ_y.

of the 30 woody species found on Dodd's st.udy area/ 2i
were browsed to some degree by both moose and hare. Balsam

fir was heavily utilized by moose and as a resul-t reduced
winter cover for hares. This eliminated any habitation by

hares of cutover areas for severar years. competition for
birch, the most important. specíes for hares and the most

important. hard.wood species for moose, increased only from the
time hares began to inhabit cutovers. Dodds concluded that
extensive competition for food occurred only in cutover areas
with predominant fir regeneration
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cutover areas moose browsing could moderate hare popuration
fl-uctuations by maintaining near static row densities for 10

years or more. As wel-l, Bergerud and Manuel_ (1969) suggested

that damag-e to bÍrch stems and coniferous cover by moose had

reduced snowshoe hare densities in central Newfoundl_and_

Prescott (1968) emphasízed the potential negative
ímpact of snowshoe hares on moose in northeastern Nova

scotia. He noted dírect dietary overrap, whil-e only slight
actuar competition was observed. Twenty of the twenty-six
woody species found on prescott's study area were browsed

both by moose and hare. of considerably greater importance,
most species browsed by moose r.^/ere also util_ized heavily by

hares. Prescott suggested that deep snow coul_d substantialty
increase the degree of competition. Fifty percent of the
totar stems of art species talríed were in the o. o to 0.6
metre height class. Thís cl-ass accounted for 51.6 percent of
arl hare-browsed stems/ as compared to 16.4 percent of moose-

browsed stems. Deep snow has a doubl-e effect by reducing the
total- forage avairabirity for both species and by forcing
hares to feed on tal-rer stems, which comprised. the burk of
moose browse.

Munroe (L969) studied the effects of high snowshoe hare
populations on forest vegetation in New Brunswick. Moose and

deer vrere present only in rimited numbers, whereas hare
popul-ations were believed representative of densitíes
ersewhere in the province. Browsing by hares and ungurates

on regenerating shoot.s, especi-alry balsam fir, was grreater in
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clear cutovers than in partial cutovers. Browsing on atI
species was most severe in the one to tv/o meter height cl-ass.

Browsed balsam fir showed a 35 percent red.uction in growth

over those not currently browsed. Munroe concl_uded that
repeated browsing wourd al-low spruce to reprace fir as the
dominant species in the forest association.

Ritcey (1965) reported that the browse preferences of
snowshoe hares, which \^¡ere moderately abundant on moose

winter range in werls Gray park, British co]umbia d.iffered
from those of moose. competitíon was found to be most

important on marginar moose range, and that the most
productive moose range supported few hares. The immediate
impact of hare competition was outweighed by the rong-term
beneficiar effect of serective hare browsinq, which retard.ed.

coniferous forest succession.

Telfer (I912a) reported a high degree of adaptation by

hares to utifization of avaitable browse species. He

sugqest.ed the potentíar for serious competit.ion wourd appear

to be greater in the símpler, more northern ecosystems wíth
inherently lower plant diversity. considering the hare,s
propensity for periodic hígh popuration densities, ât least
l-ocalized competition for food. undoubtedly occurs, this being
contingent. upon snow conditions and the availability of
alternate food species.
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2-6 HECI.A ISI,AND MOOSE MÀ.N.è,GEMENT: SPECTFTC
LTTERATURE

Many previous studíes and pubric submissions have

pointed out that the Hecla Istand moose herd affords somewhat

unique opportunity, be it for recreatíonal hunting or for
non-consumptive use, in víew of its rocation on an isrand.,
high population density and proximity to winnipeg. The

existing management plan for Hecra/Grindstone park has

addressed the direction for moose management.

until- this study, moose management prannj-ng has largery
been short term and based on l-imited data. That availabl-e
data are inad.equate for long term management. has repeatedry
been pointed out. in the many studies reviewed. A l_ook at
some of the past " stud.ies " will_ clarif y the extent of this
short term "snapshot-in-time" data correction approach on

Hecra rsl-and. The principat findings of past efforts (in
chronological order) are presented bel_ow. This review
(internal memo) Ì,/as prepared by Resource Management pranning

staff of the Manitoba Department of Naturaf Resources and was

not intended to be exhaustive of browse studies in generar,
but only to focus specifically on Hecla fsl_and.

Moose habitat was crassífied in four broad crasses
using forest inventory maps, canada Land rnventory data,
aerial- surveys, and fíerd checks (weatherill_ 1970) rn this,
the Tentative Moose Management pfan for Hec.l_a rsland
Províncial- Park, no detaíled evaluation of browse conditions
or status \,,/as provided. rt concluded that some habitat
manipulati-on was necessary to increase carrying capacity. rt
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was suggested that browse ptots need, not be .l_arge or
continuous; and that clearings of 5-l-O acres wourd. be heaviry
used. ft al-so suggested that the most important use of moose

on Hecl_a should be non-consumptive.

Thompson (1973) in an unpubrished memo discussed a

fimited browse survey which was conducted ín February Lg: 3.
Signif icant. stem use (45-6i "6) was observed. f or beaked
hazelnut, poplar, dogwood., and wil_Iow. Highly pref erred
species íncluding red-osier dogwood showed severe hedging.
Birch, poplar and beaked hazernut had a high percentage of
permanent damage. Moose yard areas dísplayed evidence of
breaking of main r-eaders of wilrow, poprar and birch.
concerníng: methodorogy, survey areas v/ere not representative
of heavy use areas, and the study was done partway through
winter, not at the end. as is normarty the accepted procedure.

Crichton (I9lj ) estimated that g% (j.j square
kirometres) of Hecla rsl-and,s moose habi-tat \^/as l-ost directJ-y
to development of park facilities and indirectry through
making areas less attractive to moose. fn The Moose of Hecr-a

lsl-and, crichton points out that habitat manipulation
programs recommended by weatheril_r ( 1 970 ) were never
íniti-ated but two smarr (s acres) prots were crearcut in
winter 7914-'7 5 . These clearcuts reg.enerated to poplar,
aspen' mountain mapre, whíte birch and green ash. Arr but
the ash were heaviry browsed. Browse surveys began in spring
197 6 with two sites sampJ-ed (near the park entrance) and

seven more sites added in spring rgil (throughout the
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isl-and) . sites T¡/ere selected to sample d.ifferent habitat
types, not on the basis of known moose concentration. Atr
l-ive and dead stems within ten 2 m x 2 m plots at each site
vrere counted, along with lj-ve and dead twigs rs-2r0 cm above

ground on each st.em.

Data from 191 6 were of ]imited value in extraporating
to the rest of the isrand. Red-osier dogwood vras the most

abundant species in both plots, and was used the most with
B0-85å of the stems browsed. rn rg7 j, where doqwood \^/as

present, it was again uti-l-ized the most. Aspen, dogwood,

will-ow and mountain mapte were the most widely distributed
specíes . Aspen and dogwood g'enerally had a largie percentage

of stems browsed wherever they girew. Dogwood. displayed
hedging with most twigs browsed. For management purposes/
one courd consider dogwood twig use to be comprete.
Significant mortality of some clumps had occurred.
Distribution of saskatoon, pincherry and beaked hazel_nut. was

more sporadic with a substantial number of d.ead stems and

twígs. Bal-sam fir was used. extensively in some areas but not
in others. Mountain mapre was occasionarJ-y heaviry used., but
usually only after other species. use of wirl-ow varied with
species. According to críchton (rgii) | the main probrem

facing moose on Hecla v¡as lack of suitabre browse habitat.
carrying capacity \^/as judged to be 1oo - r20 moose and \^/as

likery to decrease as vegetation matured. wíth yearJ_y

habitat manipurati-ons, it was thought that carrying capacity
courd be increased to maintain the herd at 180 2oo.
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Failure to improve habitat would lead to over-browsinq and

high moose mortarÍty i-n a severe winter. Habitat
manípulation \^ras reconmended to start in the. farl of lgii-Tg
by selectively cutting mature trees or crearcuLting plots l_50

m x 615 m. Tn this work, various arternatives were proposed

for reducing moose popuration numbers, with other
recommendations incruded: annual populati_on surveys, and

annual browse quantity and quality surveys.

fn a study by pastuck (l-gl }) | moose sign and browse :""
were noted during a survey for dead moose in the spríng of
l-978. Favoured. areas v/ere uprand sites with an understory of
young aspen, red-osier dogwood, mountain mapIe, beaked
hazernut and white birch . lrlet areas (arder sv/amps, spruce
bogs) were crossed but not used for active feeding. crippíng
of dogwood, smal-r aspen and birch \^¡as estimat.ed at 90-100%.

Mountaín maple twigs r^/ere clipped 4o-g0a depending on
presence of other species

rn 1981, crichton and v[iergus used methodorogy which
had been considered slightly more reliabre. No habitat
improvement had been ímpremented to that date. Hunting
reduced the popuration from 260 animal_s in rglg to l_40 + zo

in the sprinq of 1980. Browse use was measured at seven

si-tes (J-argely not the same as Crichton I91j) throughout the
island in winter lgj g-t_980 . Road accessible sites were
selected from aerÍal- photos. Forty branches of known browse

species of proper heíght (55-210 cm) were marked before
wint,er and resurveyed in spring at each site. Browse use was
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determined by comparing J-ength of new growth and number of
browsed and unbrowsed twigs. Browsing. was heavy in mature
míxedwood sites. There was high use of aspen/ moderate use

of beaked hazelnut, barsam fir and. red-osier dogwood and low
use of mountain maple. Litt le use of browse \,,ras noted in
cutover mixedwoods, young decíduous forest and wirrow
marshes, although dogwood appeared, to be used consistentry
but only to a timited extent..

appear to be excessive.

Overall-, browsing did. not

Factors affectíng observed. patterns of browse courd
include the early and severe winter whích restricted moose to
the more protected s ites (e . 9. mature mixedwood.) , and
possibre l-ocalized popul-ation reductions by previous hunts
with no recoroni-zation having yet occurred. Browse quantity,
overal-r, did not appear to be rimiting. physiorogicar data
suqgested that the moose population o'ras in poor hea]th, and

possibly nutritionarly stressed., suggesting that browse
quality may be a rimiting factor. rt was again suggested
that habitat re juvenation shourd take prace. studies \4rere

recommended to determine the nutritional_ quaríty of seasonal
ranges/ and the effects of roads and human use on moose

distributi-on.

As previously mentioned., zach et ar- (rg}2) | studied
earry winter food habits of moose from Hecla fsland and
Manit.oba Game Hunting unit 26 in southeastern Manitoba in
1978 and 7919. Three methods of food habit determinati_on
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were used: presence,/absence, abund.ance score, and dry weight.
AII three methods yielded very similar results.

In the spring of 1986, spot sampling to get an

impression of browse condit.ions lvas conducted. by department

staff. Although not a rig-orous or statisticarly valid study
the foJ-rowing observations were made. Red-osier dogwood was

browsed virtualry wherever it grew, part.ícurarry in t.he north
end of the ísrand. Aspen and mountain maple \.vere used

heavily ín some l-ocar areas where they were dominant and

moose presence was high due to the abundance of nearby
thermar winter cover . Alder (ÄJn us spp . ) showed. the r_east

sign of use and moose presence. only a few barsam fir trees
showed any sign of being browsed, wíth most of these onry
having a twig or two nipped off.

vlhiÌe a substantial quantíty of unused browse appeared.

to remain availabre, many confound.ing factors (e.g. severity
of winter, distributionar- changes, browse quarity) existed.
that made it impossibl-e to concrude whether or nol the winter
range is over-browsed.

That data are inadequate for Ìong term management has

repeatedly been pointed out in the many efforts reviewed
above. Each author arso íd.entified. the additional work

needed. since people and branches within the Department of
Natural- Resources of Manitoba dÍffer in their concept of what

the lonq-term objectíves should be and particurarly when data
are lacking, many questions aríse when such "best-guess,,
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decisions are made The same data could equally be

int.erpreted to arrive at opposing concl_usions.

From the above related studíes, a few recurring:
observations have been made. First, there is a need. to
quantify or define explícitly what is meant by such terms as
ttseverettr ttsignificantttr ttexcessivettr "substantialrtr trhighrr,

"moderate " , rr rowtt / etc . when used to describe the amount of
browse use or shrub mortality on Hecla range. second, that
red-osier dogwood, ís the most preferred woody browse species
for moose on Hecl-a rsl-and. perhaps more importantly, it has

been suggested that Hecla rsl-and moose are physiorogicarJ_y

stressed (crichton r97i). Hence/ a study which extensivery
anaryzed browse condítions on Hecla rsl-and would supplement
past data towards a framework for a Hecla rsrand Moose

Managiement PIan in the future.
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3.0
3.1

METEODS

PRE],IMINARY MAP WORK AND SAMPLING DESTGN

Bl-ack and white aerial phot.ographs (1:15840) were

obtained from Manitoba Parks Branch and Forest Cover Type

maps obtained Manitoba Forestry Branch, from May to JuIy
1988. An initiat ínterpretation of the habítats was made and

forlowing this, g,round-truthing verified the interpretation.
Habitats were stratified into various types on the basis of
forest cover types and were sampled accordinsry. Baitey
(L967 ) and the Manitoba Forestry departments Forest rnventory

\^/ere used.to descríbe habitat types.

3 .2 DESCRIPTION OF H.ê,BITAT TYPES

3.2.t PURE DECIDUOUS (IMMATURE) (Imm.dec. )

These forests were descríbed âsr "understocked., very

open to moderately stocked". This forest cover type is
dominated by trembring aspen, with some balsam poplar and the

occasional- pure stand of ash and white birch.
This type was prímaríly d.ominated by young aspen (>50%)

rangiingi in age f rom 10-20 years. Numerous openings !{ere

found both among widery spaced trees and between groves of
trees. Shrub growth occurred in direct reratíonship to
sunlíght with extensive development noted arong the margins

of the treed areas. Tree height averages varied from B-15 m.

Further succession Lrends to young aspen is evident by

numerous saplings and generally low g'rowt.h even in well treed
areas .
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3-2-2 PURE DECTDUOUS (MATURE) (Mat. dec. )

These forests were fully stocked to over-stocked.

Canopy coverage may be close'to 100% and height ranges from

15 to 20 m. Dense tree growth is often complemented by an

obvious shrub layer dominated by beaked hazelnut. fn over-

mature stands, which frequently have openings, the shrub

layer may be ímpenetrabl-e

Trembl-ing aspen \,,¡as the major tree species found ín

this type.

3 -2 -3 MTXEDWOOD (HARDWOOD-SOFTWOOD) (H-S)

This forest cover type includes all stands where the

basal area of all- coniferous species is between 26 and 50% of

the total basal area. This type made up approximately 10% of

the total area of Hecla fsland.

The major tree specíes of this type include

associations of trembling aspen and black spruce, Iarch,

and/or balsam fir. White bírch coufd also combine with black

spruce or balsam fir.

3.2.4 MTXEDWOOD (SOFTWOOD-HARDWOOD) (S-E)

This forest cover type includes all stands where the

basal area of aII the coniferous species is between 51 and

152 of the total basal area.

The major coniferous tree species could be any of the

following: white spruce, black spruce¡ or balsam fír in

association wit.h trembling aspen or other deciduous tree

species.
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3 .2 .5 WILI.OW-ALDER (w-a )

This type consists of low-rying areas with a saturated.

water tabre presently supportíng wilrow and,/or arder growth.

At l-east 51% of the area must be shrub covered. shrub
morphorogy \¡ras typicalry rarge crumps, often reaching: 3-4 m

in height.

3 .2 .6 MIXED PURE CONTFEROUS (M. conif. )

This habitat type consists of pure coniferous tree
species where 40-702 of the total- basal- area is made up by

one major species, with the remaining component being a

second or third coníferous species. These types usuarly had

a moderate shrub rayer with a varíety of overstory
characteristics, such as even-aged or uneven-ag,ed, and some

windthrow.

3.2.7 PURE CONTFEROUS (M.ê,TURE) (Mat . con. )

This habitat type consists of stands where 76-i-o0u of
the total basal- area are mad.e up of coniferous tree species .

The majority of these stand.s were of pure bl-ack spruce, with
larch (tamarack) or bal-sam fir contributing a small_ component

of the same habit.at. This type had a rather sparse shrub

understory, with typicar components being Labrad.or tea (Ledum

g:roenJandicum), feather mosses (Hylocomium spJ.endens) , and

horsetaír (Equisetum spp.) , ard.er and bunchberry (cornus
canadensis) . sphagnum (sphagnum spp.) \"¡as often found on the
forest floor.
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3 .2 .8 PURE CONIFEROUS (TMMATURE) ( rmm. conif . )
This type consists of stands where 76-l_00% of the tot.ar

basal area are made up of coniferous tree species. The major
distinction between this type and mature coniferous is the
age distinction and. the physicar characteri_stics of the
stand. That is, there are more small_ openings, more

regeneration on the ground and an increase in shrub specíes
present. The increase in shrub species present is directly
rerated to the increase in light reaching the forest froor as

a result of the openings in the overst.ory.

3 .2 .9 TREED MUSKEG (tr. rnusk. )

Thís cover type is simirar to open muskegi, except that
the area is supporting semi-stagnated or stagnated trees. rt
is typifíed by the presence of br-ack spruce an. sphagnum

which forms spongy hummocks on the surface. At r-east 10% of
the area is covered with trees. other common constituents of
this type incrude Labrad.or tea, bog cranberry (vaccinium
r¡itis-ideae) and blueberry (vaccinium myrti_Z]oides) various
l-íchens, bunchberry and the three-reaved. sol-omon' s-sear
(snil-acina trifoLia) are common constítuents of the brack
spruce forest floor.
3.2.10 UNCLASSTFIED (uncIass. )

This habitat type consists of many components incruding
rights of v¡ay (ROW. ) / road.s, gravel pits or borrow pits,
sunmer resorts, beaches, etc. rncluded as a right of way are
the hydro-line clearings which traverse Hecra Tsland. This
type was not íncluded ín the browse productíon st.udy (Fal_l
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1988) but was included in the broader browse utilization
study in the spring (1989).

According to the forest cover type map estimates, onry

a small proportion of t.he isrand farls wíthin this type¡ so

in terms of browse production, it may not represent a

substantiar amount. However, this does not suggest. that this
habitat type is not ímportant to ungulates on Hecla rsland.
Data from the spring survey wil-r be discussed. l-ater.
3 .2 . tt M.è'RSH MUSKEG (mar . musk .. )

The marsh component of thÍs type is a wetland
compretely or partially covered with tatl- grass/ rushes or
sedgies. The muskeg component of thís type is a wetrand

comprex which can have a vegetative cover consisting mainly
of sphagnum and heath prants with very scattered. brush.
Marsh was generarry found. on the períphery of the isrand.,
with the muskeg component generarry found. in the interior or
adjacent to treed. types. often found on these rower areas
were shrub species like will-ow and swamp birch (Betura
pumila).

3.2.12 MINOR TYPES

The folrowing types were encountered arong the sampre

traverses but were not. mapped on the Forest cover type maps.

(a) Clear cuts

make up a very smalI percentage of the
total- area and were not. sampled in the fatl-
survey.
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(b) Ilabitat enhancement plots
o moose habitat enhancement v¡as attempted bymechanical removal of mature Oeóí¿uouãcover on 12 pJ_ots from one to two acres insize to promote new plant growth. Att.houghfew browse production survey plots wereplaced in these types, nothing concl-usive

can be reported.
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3.3 BROWSE PRODUCTION AND UTII,IZATION SURVEYS

with the use of the most recent aeriar photographs
(r916) and foresl cover type maps of Hecra rsrand, habítat
was differentiated and systematicalJ-y surweyed.. Tie points
were marked on the aeriar photos and identifíed on the
ground. Habitat types were described on the basis of major

cover type associations. parameters which determined. the
differentiation of habitat types were major/minor tree
species, basal area/ and age.

rt must be recognized that forests are dynamic
ecosystems and that aeriar photographs represent a "snap-shot
ín time" and subsequent maps derived from photos wilr be

dearing with seral (or changing) vegretation (Kimmins I rgg:.) .

Many of the bound.ary l-ines drawn on veg.etation maps do not
actual-Iy exi-st in nature. one community or vegetation type
wil-l typicalry chang-e graduarry into an adjacent one through
a broad ecotone. The line on the map may represent the mid-
point of that ecotone (Barbour et âf, rgg7). rf the ecotone
is unusually large t or if severar- types coexist in some

compJ-ex mosaic, then the ecotone or mosaic may be mapped. as a

separate unit in its own right. (Barbour et âf , j_9g7) .

This survey attempted to:

determine the annual yield ofterms of weight per unit area
the habitat types.

determine the annual utilization
in terms of weight per unit area
t.he habit.at types .

browse in
(kg/lna) in

of browse
(kglha) in
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For the sample design, the isl-and was divided into
habitat types. A col-or coded habitat type map was produced

(See foldout map #1). A series of transect l_ines of varying
lengths were assigned to each of the habitat types (arso on

foldout map #1) . The total- number of sample poÍnts were

rougrhry assigned on the basis of disproportíonar allocation
(stratification) . This meant that some habítat types were

sampred more heavily than others. The transect l_ines were

drawn on f orest cover type maps ( 1 : 15, g4 o ) and on bl_ack and

white aerial photographs (1:15rB4o). They were drawn so that
there \^ras an ídentifiabl-e start. poínt for later relocation
and ran the tength of the stand/stands (habitat types) . To

eriminate some of the l-ocatíon bias int.roduced, transect
l-ines were praced prior to fiel-d. sessions and were not
artered ín the fierd. obviousry, some transects \ùere more

accessibl-e or easier to locate than others.
The chosen method was a plotless sampling method, "The

corrected Joint-point Nearest Neighbor Technique" (Batcherer

L9'l r | 7913) - This method invol-ved establishment of sampre

points every 20 m along a transect l-ine.

At each sample point three distance measurements were

taken:

r_) distance from the point to the nearest
shrub (Ip) or centre of a "clump".

distance to the nearest neighbor of Ip(rn).

distance from fn to its nearest neighbor
( Im) excluding ( Ip) . (Batcheler, 1,915) .
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At each point, a temporary stake r^/as placed ín the
ground. These measurements were used. to determine stem

density. see Appendix A Tabte 1 for stem densÍty formulas.
Twígs of shrub species sampred arong t.ransect r_ines

browsed by moose, deer, and snowshoe hare were counted.,
provided that they fel-l within the vertical range of browse
occurrence (55-250 cm for moose)

At the upper height rimit twigs up to 3 m are avairabre
to moose in regions of deep sno$/ (Telfer rg74t potwin 1978).
Deer wirl- use twigs to a height of 2.25 m (potvin I rg1.}). rn
reg'J-ons with soft.er, shal-l-ower snow/ míxed cervid species use

browse to about 2.s m. Snowshoe hares, when supported by

sno\'/' can browse over the height range used by cervid.s (Dodds

1960, Telfer I914). Hares also gain access to twigs above

their reach by clipping entire stems off shrubs and saprings
and then eating the twigs.

Browse species incrude wirrow, trembring aspen/ balsam
poplar' white birch, speckred arder (,âJnus rugosa) , red.-osier
dogwood, hazelnut, mountain mapre and g.reen ash. However,

s ince the purpose of this survey is to provide a greneraJ_

overvíew of browse production on Hecl-a rsl-and and to give an

extens ive i-ist of browse species, addit ionar_ species were

sampled ' some of these incr-uded prickty wir_d rose (Rosa

acicularis) , chokecherry, wird red raspberry (Rubus idaeus),
hígh-bush cranberry (viburnum opulus), saskatoon, and btack
currant (Rj,bes arnerÍcanal .
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Apprication of the corrected joint-point nearest
neighbor method to hyd.ro-rínes and other components was

considered l-ess useful for sampling narrov¡ vegetation zones

associated with Row edges. Distance met.hods, which ínvorve
measuring distances from a sample point to a series of
shrubs, sample an undefined area t.hat varies in relatíon to
the density of shrubs around the sampre point (Brusnyk and

Westworth 1_985) .

Using Batchel-er's method,

At each point:

only l-ive stems of shrub species lvere
sel-ected for temporary sampling.

using this method., the basíc sampling unit
\¡¡as the "c1ump". A "clumpt' may consíst ofone or more stems depending on the natureof the specÍes being sampJ_ed. For example,trembJ_ing aspen was a single stem as
opposed to red-osier dogwood., which usually
had more than one stem).

species and number of stems in each clumpwere recorded.

shrubs Ì{ere defined as any browse speciesg-reater than 50 cm tall and. l_ess than 3.9
cm dbh (diameter at breast height) .

stems shorter than 50 cm would. probably beunavailabl_e to moose during the wiñter
because of snow cover (TeIf er 1,912b) . Toal-Iow for comparíson of other stud.ies, 5O
cm was chosen for consistency.

twigs on these stems r¡rere counted. up to aheight of three metres wtriCn isapproximately the maximum height of moose
browsing

twigs and stems were counted ín the samplefor those occasions when tips of samþIe
stems \dere ridden-down, trampled or sheared
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2)

off as lonq as
vertical range of

. twig's l_es s than 2
considered in this

Twig measurements

they were within the
ungulates and still alive
.5 cm in J_ength were not
study

To make weight estimates, measurements were

taken to all-ow the calculation of an average d.iameter
^+.ÕL:

" the base of the twig growth of the previousyear/ the diameter of current growth (dcg¡ .The most recent year's growth ís usually adifferent (tighter) color and the bãrk
smoother than the ol-der part.

. the point where twigs are bitten off bybrowsing animals are calÌed the diameter .Ëpoint of browsing (dpb).

At least 50 to 100 measurements of these points for
each shrub in each habitat type were necessary (Ter-fer
r912b) . rt was difficurt to get 50 for some ress abundant
species. However, for some of the major known browse
species, over l_00 measurements were taken. Diameter
measurements were made i-n millimetres with vernier calipers,
recording severar from each transect for each species
present . on the sel-ected stems, all- unbrowsed and browsed
(by moose, deer and hares ) twigs r^/ere counted. Generalry
speaking' moose browse can be distinguished from hare browse
by the "nipping" of terminar buds with incisors, J_eaving a

sharp cut effect by hare. Moose do not possess incisorsr so

browsing leaves a torn or ragged twig tip. Al_so, hare
generarly browse the rower 1.5 m of browse species, where

moose will browse the upper 1.5 m. rt was d.eemed impossíbre
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to differentiate between

browsíng.

3) Twig weights

white-taifed deer and moose

To obtain an estimat.e of twig weights (grams) from
diameters at the base, it \^ras necessary to cortect twigs over
the rangie of dcg's and. dpb's usually found. The basar_

diameter of the twígs were measured when they were cut. This
provided the "g'reen diameter " corresponding to d.iameters on

unbrowsed twigs, which v/ere used to est imate BRowsE

PRODUCTTON/ that is, estimating weight of rast year's (19g8)

production. The twigs v¡ere dried for approxímately two weeks

and measured again to provÍde the "air dried" díameters
needed to estimate BRowsE urrT,rzATroN. Dpb's were air dry
diameters because browsed twigs were bitten off some time
before arlowing time for drying and radiar- shrinkage.

Twigs were dried in a laboratory oven at a temperature
of 70oc for 48 hours in a convection oven. After drying,
twigs were taken from t.he oven índivid.uarry and weighed to
the nearest 0-01 g-rams (Mettrer pE360 Delta Ranger) .

onry certain coniferous species were not sampled when

encountered Ín the survey. These v/ere black spruce and white
spruce. According to Terfer (1984) these species do not
contribute significantly to ungulate diets.

weíghts of twigs produced and utir-ized per hectare in
each habÍtat type was obtaíned from the followingr carculation

Total- weight (mean number of twigs per stem ofbrowse species) x (mean weight
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per twig of browse species) x(number of stems of browse
species per hectare).

Approxi-mate weights of browse consumed. by moose per day

were obtained from the riterature and then compared. with the
amounts of browse avairabre to obtain information on the
carrying capacity, that is, the number of "ungulate days,, of
browse avairabl-e. This estimate of net annuar yield is
perhaps the most useful- measure of habitat carrying capacity
for moose (Telfer l_978) .

Regression equations for each browse species \^¡ere

deveJ-oped by statisticalry rerating twig weights to twig
diameters. Logarithmic transformations \,¡ere appried to both
the dependent (twig weight) and independent (twig diameter)
variables because of heterogeneous variances and non-normal-

distributions. These equations v/ere used to predict weights
produced and util_ized.

Folrowing Terfer (rg69) | reqression equations of the
form LN Y : a + b LN X were generated for:

a) oven-dry weight of twigs as the dependentvariable compared to gireen d.iameter of thetwíg as the independent varíable
b) oven-dry weight of twigs as the dependentvariable compared to air-d.ry diametef

3.3.1 DETERMINATTON OF BROWSE PREFERENCE

Browse preference was determined by comparing' the twíg
diameters at the point of browse (dpb) with twig d.iameters of
current years growth (dcS) . Comparing the relationship of
diameters at point of browsing (dpb) with the diameters of
current year's growth (dcg) can be important if an est.imate
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of the effect of browsing intensity upon the plant is to be

made (Peek et al- rg"tr). rf the dpb/dcg ratio is g-reater than
1.0 (or util-ization >100% of dcg) , the suggestion is that
either more than the current year's growth has been removed

or that the larger twigs were preferred.. This has been shown

to be dependent on browse species (peek i-gl:.) .

3 . 4 SPRING BROVÙSE USE STUDY

In May and June 1989 prior to g.reen_up (leaf flush), a

technique described by core (i-963) as the "nearest. neighbor
technique" v¡as used. The exact timing of this 

. 
survey lvas

determined by the previous winter. The critical period is
the pre-l-eaf fl-ush period, sometime between March and rJune.

The optimum time to measure the degree of browse
utirization by moose was after the majority of winter usag-e.

This technique was used to determine the frequency of
browsing and the degree of util-izatíon of available habitat
by moose on Hecra rsr-and. A series of transects were
established on aeriar photographs and forest cover type maps/

using randomly generated start points. Each transect
consisted of a 3000 m triangurar transect, that is, each side
was l-000 m in length. At 2oo points (every 5 m) along each

transect f eg, the f orlowingr data \¡Ìere corrected, usíng an

ocular estimatei

a) the neare st clump was as s igned autil-ízation class, based on the rãtio ofbrowsed twígs to the total number of
browsed and unbrowsed twigs:
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ut i l- i zat ion
class Z

0 0-20
r 2r-40
2 4r-60
3 61-80
4 81-1-00
5 100+

b) distance from pJ_ot centre to nearest
neighbour

c) identification of shrub species

The resutting summary of data from a large sample
j-ndícated the percentage of use of each plant species from

the totaJ- sampre. Any biases introduced. by the ocutal
estimate \¡/ere more than compensated. for by the large number

of sampre points. An ocular estímate of 100+ indicated that
alr of the annual growth was removed. prus some of l_ast years

growth. Anarysj-s of the resurts, coupred wíth known food

requirements of moose, enabred the determination as to
whether Hecla Island was being over-browsed.

3.5 PEILET GROUP COUNT AND DISTRIBUTION SURVEY

This method has been used. to estimate ungurate
population densities, to obtain trend. and dístribution data

and to measure habitat use (Riney rg5'l I cairns and Telfer
1-980, Henry 1981, Tirton and wirrard rgB2, van Etten and

Bennett 1965, Neff 1968, sterfox and McGil-ris 1_gj'l I cotlins
and Urness 1981-, and Rowland et al_. 1984) . The st.and.ard

method for determining habitat use invol_ves counting the
number of pe1let groups deposited within defined sampríng

areas between l_eaf faIl and snow melt
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relatively unbiased estimate of cumulative winter use by

varíous species of ungulates within di-fferent habitat types.
The primary purpose for incruding this survey v/as to

complement the browse survey in determining degrree of browse

use of various habitat types by moose and white-tailed on

Hecla rsl-and on a broad scale. No attempt. to distinguish
browsing between them were made. The perlet g,roup survey was

conducted simultaneously with the spring browse survey in
April-May 1989, along- the same rine transects. prots
consisted of a two metre wide swath, one metre on either side
of the transect rine for ten metres, such that prot size was

20 m2 in area. pr-ot intensity v¡as one peJ-J-et group prot for
every five ocul-ar prots, or 40 perret group plots for the
1000 m transect rength The totar area covered by the 1om x
2m (0.002 ha) plots was 1.382 ha.

At each plot the fotlowing dat.a were tallied:
1) number of peltet groups found. in each

rectanguJ.ar 20 m2 plot.
2) identificat.ion of the animal speciesresponsible for pellet group (s) .

The foll-owing assumptions were applied to the survey:

1) that counts made in the sprÍng (May andqfune) incJ_uded onl_y those peltets depósitedsince leaf-fal_1 (October) or that pellets
depos íted príor to October wereidentif iabl_e as such. Also, that pelletspersisted from October to April
that al-l_ groups were correctly identífiedas such and t.hat none i^rere missed.

2)
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that a 20 m2 plot v¡as a sufficient sampting
unit for this study.

that pellet groups on the bord.er of theplot/ were counted if half or more of thepellets were within the plot (Neff , j_968) .

3.6 DATÀ .ã,NALYSIS

The rerationship between browse avairabirity and

utirizatíon r¡¡as examined using a variety of tests. chi
square statistics of rndependence v¡ere used to test both
hypotheses separateJ-y. Expected proportions were compared to
observed proportions based on avairabíJ_ity of habitat to
ungurates. Bonferroni confidence ínterval_s were used to
determine which habitat types were preferred. stud.ent's t-
tests v¡ere used to compare each variable (stem density, twig
weights prod.uced and util-ízed, twig numbers produced. and

utirized, twig diamet.ers prod.uced and utirízed, and mean

browse production and utilízation) between different forest.
categ-ories (Van Egmond 1990). In alI cases/ the null
hypothesis (i.e. no significant difference between
communities ) r^/as re jected at. the 95% conf idence l_evel_ if the
l-evel of sig'nif icance was less t.han 0.05.

Mean avai-labi1ity and use índíces per habitat were

ca]cu]-ated for each habitat, without regard to prant specíes.
chí square tests were used to determine relative habitat
preference of moose, whíte-tailed d.eer and snowshoe hare.
Atl- analysis v/as done by statisticar packages avaítable to
Macintosh users . They incruded statwork " , statview " 

u..,d
t, 

,,ExceI Graphics were generated by Cricket Graphics.

3)

4)
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4 . O RESULTS

For the purposes of thís study, the
their abbrewiations l_isted in Table 1 will
this document. Ref er to fol_dout map #

habitat types found on Hecla fsland.

Tab.l-e 1

habitat types and

be used throughout

1 f or co.l-or-coded

Habitat types found on lIecla rsland. based on ForestCover Type information.

Habitat Types Abbreviat ions

Pure deciduous (lmmature)

Pure deciduous (Mature)

Mixedwood (hardwood-softwood 
)

Mixedwood. ( softwood-hardwood )

wr-1J_ohrl al_der

Mixed pure coniferous
Pure coniferous (mature)

Pure coniferous (immature)

Treed muskeg

Uncl-assified (RoW, g.ravel pits.
hydro-Iines, road.s, beaches)

Marsh-muskeg

imm. dec .

mat . dec .

h-s

s-h

w-a

m. conif.
mat . con.

imm. con.

tr.musk.

unclass .

mar.musk
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Table 2. Approximate areas of habitat types on Hecra rsrand.

Habitat Number of
Stands
(?; of total)

Area
(Ha. )

(e"

of t.otaI
area)

Pure deciduous
( immature )

Pure deciduous
(mature)
Mj-xedwood (H-S)

Mixedwood (S-H)

Wil-Ìow/aIder

Mixed Pure
Coniferous

Pure Coni.ferous
(mature)

Pure Coniferous
( Immature )

Treed muskeg

Uncl-assif ied
Marsh,/muskeg

Miscel- f aneous

Fiel-d (AgricuJ-ture)
Meadow

Water

91 (11_.8)

91 (11.8)

100 (13.0)
80 (10.4)
9 (7.2)

62 (B.l_)

t28 (16.6)

164 (2L.3)
10 (1.3)
7 (0.9)

t2 (1.6)

s (0.6s)
s (0.6s)
s (0.6s)

L735.7

t47L.l

L6L8.7
1009.3

433. s

8t2 .6

1544.L

L87 7

1835.2
677.9

2388.4

490
254.3

52 .2

L0.1

9.1

10.0
6.2
2.1

5.0

qq

11.6
11 .3
4.2

L4.1

3.0
r.6
0.3

TOTAL 769 (100.0) L6L99.7 100.0u

TabIe 2 summarizes the areal
habitat types found on HecIa f sl_and.

had the largest proportion area (l-4.

had the small_est proportion area (2.

proportion (å) of the
The marsh,/muskeg type

1%) , while will_owlalder
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types had approximate arear proportions of between 5% and

1t_%.

rn terms of frequency of occurrence or number of stand.s

expressed as a percent of the totar number of stands,

uncrassified habitat type, which incrudes R.o.w./ roads,

beaches, etc. had the lowest number of stands wíth seven

(<1 . 0%) . IrùiIl-ow/alder had a l_ow f requency of occurrence ( 9

stands) which is onry r.2% of the totar number (j69 stands)

Treed muskeg- and marsh/muskeg types al_so had. very low numbers

of stands, 10 and 72 respectíveIy, but had larg-e area
proportions. This means that the stand.s were quite large
where they occurred.

The relationship of area (%) and frequency (?') of the

habitat types occurring' on Hecra rsland was used to create a

Habitat Avaii-ability rndex (HAr) . The HAr number for any of
the habitat types was cafculated using the folrowing simple

formul-a:

HÀIi-
Pereent. of total area of habítat i
Percent of total number of stands
represented by habit,at i

Theref ore, derived HAr numbers that are l-es s than i_

simply mean that the relative area (% of totar area)

represented by this habitat type is ress than the reratÍve
frequency of occurrence. Values that are greater than I,
wirl mean the opposite. However, the ratio presented here

does not explain anything about the interspersion or relatíve
position of the various habitat types to each other.
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Examples of these relationships
Tabl-e 2 and Figure 2.

can be verified by both

t.ypes f oundFigure 2. Habit.at avail_ability index for habítat
on Hec]a Island.
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HABITAT TYPES

Because the aeríar photographs and therefore the forest
cover type inventory maps were created in rgi 6, t.hey did not
take into account the effects of human deveropment (golf
courses' highway widening, hydrorines, and other r_inear and

areal- features such as trail_s and borrow/gravel pits,
respectively) over approximately 15 years (Lg76_199I). Newer

aerial photographs were not avairabre for this study,
therefore atl areas cal-culated and summarized in the results
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are based on 1-91 6 aerial- photographs and forest cover type
inventory maps

4.T GROUND_TRUTHTNG

verification of habitat type classification was d.one by

visiting (wark through) various cover types. This \,üas

necessary because interpretation of forest cover types hras

done by Forest rnvent.ory personnet of the Forestry Branch

using aerial photographs, often with no ground-truthing,
(G.Becker, pers.comm.r198B) Arr avairable timber cruise d.ata

v/as used to verify typing ín conjunction with actuar visits.
For the most part, the typing proved to be quite accurate
with few major discrepancies. Type l-ines on Forest cover
Type maps were taken to represent an ecotone between two or
more forest stands in whích a moderate discrepancy was

accepted, in recognítion of successionar processes occurring
on the island, as described earlier.

rn areas where massive windthrow and stem breakage

occurred in various locations on Hecl-a rsland, forest cover

type interpretation were inaccurate, mostly as a resul_t of
chang-es in stand characteristics. These kinds of probl_ems

were a resurt of ord (L9i 6) aerial photograph coveragie and

subsequent J-nterpretation on maps .

rn this study, unmapped changes in cover types due to
successional- changes had very l-ittle effect on the Browse

Production Survey and only a moderate effect on the following
Spring Browse Use Survey.
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Tabl-e 3 fnventory of
util-ization on

transects for
Hecl-a fsland,

browse production and
19BB-t_989.

Habitat
Type

Number of
Transects

TotaI
(m)

Number
sample
point s

imm. dec.
mat . dec.
h-s
s-h
w-a
m. conif.
mat. con.
imm. con.
tr. musk.
Unclass.
Mar. musk.

Total

2

2

)

1

1

Z

1

1

1

NOT SAMPLED

1

1,4

700

900

900

400

400

1000

200

400

200

540

5640

3s

45

45

20

20

50

10

20

10

2'7

272

4.2 BROWSE PRODUCTION

Resul-ts from the 19BB farr browse production survey are
summarized by the various component factors (stem densíty,
twig counts, twig weights, and twig diameters) which \4'ere

used to estímate browse production. They are summarized by
the use of a series of tabres, fig,ures, and text. For the
purposes of this document, reference wil_l be made to several_

tables which can be found in the Appendix A. rt shour_d be

noted that many of the entries in the tabr-es represent the
mean val-ues f or a given browse species in a g-iven habitat
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type' and that gaps in data occur; these shourd be considered
a l-imitation of this st.udy.

4.2.L STEM DENSITY

stem densities varied. considerably amongi the 10 habitat
types sampred. pure coniferous (immature) had the highest
totar stem density per hectare of 60s21, comprised of bog
birch (28.5%) | al-der (23.62) | wiltow (20%), d.ogwood (15%),

and raspberry (10%) Browse species which represent a minor
component incl-ude trembrinq aspen (o.ir"6) , barsam fir (1.43%)

and bal-sam poplar (0.?1). The Coefficient of variation (CV)

for stem density in this habitat was BB.1å.

Pure conif erous (mature ) had the l_owest total stem
density per hectare of r22 stems,/hectare and a cv of 4r.22.
onry three species contributed to the total: ar_der (4g.gz) |

balsam fir (24.4e") and dogwood (26.-7e").

Pure deciduous (immature) had the highest diversity (16)

in terms of browse species, ín which four species r^/ere found
to have l-ess than one percent of the total stems. Mixedwood.

(h-s ) had 1-5 species sampred. Treed muskeg, as might be
expected, showed the reast diversity (one shrub species , bog
birch), but quite a high combined stem count of 3041i .

Marsh,/muskeg had only two species tarried, wirr-ow and swamp

birch, but had 41765 stems per hectare and a cv of ro.iz.
Fiqure 3 compares the totat stem density per hectare per

habitat type.
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Fiqure 3 Total stem density
per habitat type on

per hectare for woody specíes
Hecla Island, 1988.
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Tabl-e 1 in Appendix A summarizes the stem densítíes by
habitat type, relative stem densj_ties (%) of each browse
species and a surTunary of st.em density formulas used to make

estimates. Descríptive statistics for each habitat type are
al-so shown in Table 1 .

statisticaJ-ry significant differences (p<0.o5) in total
stem densities were found when comparing the forlowing;

a) h-s to s-h, w-â¡ j_mm. d.ec. , and mat . dec. ,

b) h-s to imm. con. , and.

c) al-l habitats compared. with mar.musk.

Tabre 2 in Appendix B summarízes art combinations of
stem density comparisons usíng the T stat.istic for comparing
means.
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4.2.2 T?[IG COUNTS

wil-row/a]der produced the highest number (r I 969 t-r 3s) ot
twigs compared. to the other habitat types. Mature coniferous
produced the least number of twigs. fn Willow/aldert 53.jZ
of arl twígs produced were by dogwood., forrowed by wirrow
with 24.61%.

coefficíents of variatíon show high variabirity about
the mean twig production per hectare. rn pure deciduous
(immature) the ïange of twig production per browse specíes
varied from 139 twigs/ha for bot.h arro\^rwood and nannyberry to
22L36r twigs/ha for dogwood. Figure 4 shows the number of
twigs produced per ha per habitat type on Hecra rsJ_and, 19g8.
Table 2 in Appendix B summarízes the twig production data for
all- browse species in al_t habitat types .

Figure 4 ' Numì:er of twigs per hectare per habitat typeproduced, Hecl_a lsland, 1989.
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signifi-cant differences in twigs produced were found
between the fol_Iowingi communities;

a) imm.dec.and h-s to w-a;

b) imm.dec., mat.dec. and h-s compared toimm.con., and;

c) all habitat types compared, to mar.musk.,
except w-a.

Tabl-e 3 in Appendíx B summarizes arr- the comparisons
made between habitat types.

4.2.3 MEÄN TWre DrÀMETERS (DCG)

The smal-lest mean d.iameter for any of the browse species
sampred rvas 1.13 mm for barsam fir in pure coníferous
(mature) The largest mean diameter for any browse species
sampled was 4.3 mm for ash in pure deciduous (immature)
Bal-sam popJ-ar had the next rargest mean twig diameter
measured, 4.25 mm in mixedwood (s_h) .

The mean cv across ar-r habitat types vras ress than 30å,
which indícates quit.e a smarr variation about the mean

diameter of current growth for arr species. Tabre 3 in
Appendix A summarizes mean diameters (mm) of twigs at the
base of current years growth (dcg¡ which was used in
determining twig biomass on a per browse species per habítat
type basis.

When the means were compared,

were found between habitat types
Appendix B.

significant differences

summarized in tabl_e 4

no

AS
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4.2.4 TWIG WETGHTS

The largest mean weight per twig for arl browse species

within a habitat type was 0.26 g in pure mixed coniferous and

the smarl-est mean weight was 0.01 s in pure coniferous
(mature) . Bal-sam poplar had the targest mean weight per twÍg
acros s al-l- habitat types ( 0 . 4 4 g) and. raspberry had the
small-est mean weight per twig (0.003 g.) .

coefficients of variation for twig weights averaqed. 5B%

across al] habitat types, ranging from a l-ow of l-5.12 in
marsh,/muskeg to a high of gJ.2e" in mixedwood (s-h) . Tabl_e 4

Appendix A summarizes the mean weight (g, oven d.y) of twigs
for current years growth, by habitat type and browse species
for Hecla fsl-and during the 19Bg growing season. No

sígnificant differences were found between the habitat types
when comparing mean twig weights. Table 5 in Appendix B

summarízes carcul-ated. T-statistics and significance val_ues

for each pair of habitat.s compared.

Twig weights were carcurated by apprying the regression
equatíons, (Table 5 Appendix A), which summarízes the
constants for the l-inear equations, range of twig diameters,

t_T' varues' and sampre sizes for eacrr species. Regression
equations were derived for 2r browse species. Tv/o species,
raspberry and Manítoba map]e, \¡rere lost due to mord found on

twíg sampres rendering them user-ess f or this stud.y. A

raspberry regression equation from Terfer (rg6g) was used to
estimate browse yierd in this study, but an equation for
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Manitoba maple was not found. and therefore browse yierd courd
not be cal-cul_ated.

For this HecIa fsland studyr r€lativeJ_y hiqh
correlations between twig weights and. dÍamet.ers can be

reported for the majority of the more preferred browse
species sampled. An overalr 12 rang-e of 0.30 to o.94 for
browse species on Hecra rsr-and have been reported in Tabre g

of Appendix 1. Less preferred browse species account for
lower 12 val-ues; nannyberry, arrowwood, and gooseberry ar_I

have row 12 val-ues of 0.51, 0.30, and 0.48, respectivery.
Tabre 6 Appendix A, summarizes arr of the previous data

in the form of avail_able twig biomass or yield. (kg/na) per
habitat type on Hecl-a rsl-and in 19BB . Figure 5 il_lustrates
these data below with no regard to browse species.

Fi-gure 5. Avair-abl-e twig biomass per hectare on Hecra rsrand,1988.
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I¡üilrow/arder had the highest t,otar twig yield of atr_ the
habitat t.ypes (2I9.gS kg/]na) of which dogwood and willow
contributed 50.36å and, 29.3% respectivery and. pure coniferous
(mature) had the r-owest totar- twig yierd (o.sgz kg/],,a) .

Marsh,/muskeg had the highest mean twig biomass prod.uction
(4'Ì.436 + 5.87 kg/lna) .

Dogwood (20.81 + 14.1_95 kg/]na) and wil_l_ow (20.23 + 8.968
kq/na) were the highest mean producing species across alr
habitat types. Raspberry (0.090 + 0.050 kglha) produced the
l-east across arl habitats in which it occurred. Mountain
mapre produced a significantly greater amount of availabre
browse ín the two mixedwood types than in any other.
Hazel-nut vras found to produce the greatest amount ín the
mature deciduous type accounting for 48.1 % of the totar_
yieJ-d. Arder accounted for 44.i2 of all- browse produced in
immature deciduous habitat type and was one of the top fíve
producers wherever it occurred..

coefficients of variation vrere very high for most
habitat types. Pure mixed coniferous had the highest
(239.62) and Marsh,/muskeg had the l_owest (17.5%) . The mean

cv across al-1 habitat types was 1202. when habitat. types
I^/ere compared statistically, significant dífferences were
found for the following;

a)

b)

c)

h-s to w-a, imm.dec.;

h-s to imm.con.;

and all habitats compared to mar.musk
except w-a and imm.con.
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Table 6 in Appendix B summarizes all- the statistical_
comparisons of the habitat types.
4. 3 BROI{SE UTIT,IZ.A,TION

4.3.1 NUMBER Ol' TWIGS UTTLIZED

Twigs browsed r^¡ere counted on the same ribboned st.ems

surveyed ín the farr- survey to determine use during the
winter 1988-1989. Wil_Iow,/afder had the greatest number of
twigs utitized (r, o41,5BO twigs,/ha) and pure conif erous
(mature) had the least number of twigs utirized. Figure 6

shows this graphicarly. Dogwood consistently showed. hígh use
across and within arl habitat types wherever it occurred.
Mountain mapre showed. high twíg counts in both Mixedwood
eJyuJ.

coefficients of variation ranged from 2go.z% in pure
deciduous (immature) to 56.0% in pure coníferous (mature)
The overarl averag:e cv across ar-r habitat types was r32.3%.
Table 7 in Appendix A summarizes the twig count for browsed
twígs found on stems.

significant. differences in number of twigs utir_ized were

found between the following habitat types;

a) h-s and w-a;

b) h-s and imm.con., and

c) m.conif. and mar.musk.

Tabl-e 7 Appendix B summarizes t-statistics and
significance values.
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Figure 6. Number of twigs utilized
IsJ_and, t_9BB_1989.

per habitat type, Hecla
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4.3.2 MEAN TWrc DTAMETERS (DPB)

rn some cases an increase in consumption over the
current years growth occurred. (as summarized in Tabl_e 3

Appendix A) . For example, the averagfe dogwood twig diameter
produced across arr habitat types from Table 3 was 2.L mm and
the averag-e diameter utir-ized from Tabr_e B Appendix A, was

2'6 ffifr¡ approximatery 24eo greater than what was produced.
Mountain mapIe, willow, and. trembling aspen are aÌl_ browse
species which have thís characteristic. of course/ this is
not true for arr browse species i-n alr habitats and this
difference was refr-ected in the twig weíghts removed over the
course of the winter season. Tabte B Appendix A summarizes
the mean diameter at point of browse.
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No significant d.ifferences v/ere found in twig d.iameters
between habitat types. Table I ín Appendix B summarizes the
comparisons of twigr diameters.

4.3.3 MEAN TWTG WEIGHTS

As r^ras the case for estimating browse production based
on estimating twig weights, it was necessary to generate
prediction equations to estimate the mean twig weight
ut.ilized.

Rel-atively high correr-ations between twig weights and
diameters can be reported for the majority of t.he more
pref erred browse species samp]ed. An .rz rangie of o .64 to
0 '97 has been reported in Tabre 9 Append.ix A. Nannyberry,
arrowwood, and gooseberry all have l_ow 12 values of o,oo2l
0.36, and 0.54t respectivel_y.

Pure deciduous (immature) had

weight (0.43 g oven dry). Large

chokecherry contributed to this (4.47

mean twig weigrhts (0.40 g) were

coniferous. Trembling aspen had very
twig weight removed,. Marsh/muskeg had

weight util_ized (0.294 g) . Rose had

weight (0.001 S) removed in pure
chokecherry had the larg-est (4 .4j S) .

rt was stated earr-ier that Ìarg'e dpb's wour_d. be
refrected in the mean t.wig weight removed data. Dogwood is a

good exampre. fn Tabr-e 4t the mean twíg weight produced is

the hÍghest mean twig
mean twig weights for

S) . The second highest

found in pure mixed

high measures for mean

the small_est mean twig
the small_est mean twig

deciduous (mature),
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0.09 g + 0.003 S and in Table 10, the mean twig weight
utilj-zed is 0.I'74 g + 0.023 9r almost doubl_e.

coefficients of varíation ranged from 6.2% in
marsh,/muskeg to 25L.2% in pure deciduous (immature) The

overarl- mean cv was TB.0%. Tabte 9 and Tabl_e i_o Appendix A

summarizes the resurts of using those equations in predicting
mean twig weights utírized by ungurates. A signifícant
difference r^ras found when mat.con. was compared to mar.musk.

Tabl-e 9 Appendix B summa rizes the t-statistics and

significance va_l_ues .

4.3. 4 BRO!{SE BTOMASS UTII,IZED

IVírrow/ar-der had the highest. utirization with r62. j
kg/}.a. Dogwood accounted for s6z of the use, wirrow (24.52) |

swamp birch (l_1%) and alder (8.9%). pure coníferous (mature)

had the l-owest. utirization of 0.061 kq/lna. rn pure deciduous
(immature), dogrwood use accounted for gBå of arr use in the
type. rn pure deciduous (mature) where beaked hazernut is
dominant in the shrub J-ayer, only 14i," r^ras used. rn mixed.wood.

(s-h), mountain maple accounted. for 50.5% of biomass removed.

of browse species. rn pure coniferous (immature) , bog birch
and dogwood combined to make up g3% of browse use.

coefficients of variation ranged from 2gi.2%' in pure
deciduous (ímmature) to 81.4å in pure coniferous (immature),
and overarr mean cv of r39.2å across arf habitat types.
Tabl-e 11 Appendix A summarizes the browse utilizatíon data
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obtained. Fígure 7 summarizes the browse use (kg/1a) per
habitat without regard. to browse species.

Figure 1. Twig biomass util-ized on Hecra rsJ_and, 19BB-19g9.
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habitat type
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Significant differences
when comparj_ng the followíng-

a) imm.dec

b) w-a to

c) mat . dec

Table 10 in Appendix

comparisons.

TabIe 4 summarizes data

percentage of browse use to

in twig utilization \^¡ere found

habitat types,'

mat.dec., h-s, and s-h to w-a;

conif.; and

h-s, m.conif. to imm.con.

summarizes al_l- the statisticat

as a ratio expressed as a

browse produced for weíght
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(kS /lna) and in terms of twig numbers .

summarizes browse use on Hecla Island.
The following. formulas were used to

ín Table 4:

This rel-ative ind.ex

calculate each entry

Weight (kqlha uritízed) x j_OO%

(kglha produced)

Relatíve B use bíomass

Twig number (number of twiqs utirized) x 100
(number of twígs produced)

: Relative % use of number of twigrs.

Across ar-r habitats, dogwood had consistentry high use
(mean 1452) in terms of weight (ks/]'a) and to a r_esser
extent' the number of twigs used. Arder had row use i_n arr
habÍtat types except in willow/alder where 1r4i. ï of current.
(L988) twig biomass were used. and 9g.3å of current twigs were
taken by ungurates (both moose and. white-tair_ed deer)
Mountain mapre had very high use in pure deciduous (immature)
with 3L4z of current growth used and 85.9% of arr_ twigs used.
This high use was found to be high in alr other habitat types
wherever it occurred. except in pure mixed coniferous where
only 2oz of twig weight was used. and 1g.6% of the number of
twigs of current growt.h were removed. Rose had extremery
large percentage of twig weight (i-g6g%) removed in pure
deciduous (mature) and 100% of current twigs used. Al_l_ other
species in all habitat types showed fairly Iow use.
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Figure

utilization on

compares bro\¡/se

a per habitat basis.
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Figure B . Brovrse product ion (kg /]na) compared to browse use(kslha) .
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Table 4. Bror¡¡se utilizaÈLon as percentage of browse produetíon and nu¡nber of twlgs per
habttat type, Hecla Island, Uanitoba, 1988-1989.

SPECIES

Hablt,at Types

IMM.DEC. MAE.DBC. E.S S-H TI-A M.CONIF. M¡[T.CON. IMM.CON. TR.MUSK. MÀR.MUSK.

welght*numbertweJ-ghtnumberveightnumberweightnun-berwelghtnumbervelghtnurnberwelghtnumberweightnumberwelghtnunberwelght nunber

alder4s.23.486'321.130.332.32?2698.310.42.573.89l¡.oo2^e8-0^87-
arrowwood
ash

aspen
babam fir
bog birch
babam poplar
chokecherry
currant
dogwood
elm
goosebeny
hazel
high-bush cran.
Manitoba maple
mountain maple
raspberry
rose
saskatoon
swamp birch
nannyberry
willow

5.08

0.93

0.42
373

5.25
0.53
13.5

1733

0.91

0.38 16.5 12.?

2.11

29.6
89.5

4.16
0.41
37.3

8s.9

39

1.88 3?.7

392 8s.3

31.3
167
15.4

39.2
?90

388
?0

4.59

46.3
27.8
6.94

28.9
5.81

91.6
77.4

6.9

61.9
77.6

2s.6

4.74 12.7

* Weight and number of twigs are expressed as ratios and are described in results section.

204
16.7

338

1?

126 47.5 885

2s0 100 ?.19
20.3 r 6.6

20.4
24.1

?0.2 7.75 448 25.9 198

72.1 177

42
45.7

66.6
17.4
25

87.5

1 1.5 1?

15.2 0.74
83.3
34.9

376
15.8
1.37
432

44.8 769 3?.7 500 60.3 280 73.5

47.5

95.1

?47

50

51.1

57.8 112 30,2 65

25.6 18.6
2.92 0.56

41.7
50

3s.6 20.7

27.7 20.7

67 18.1 7.1



To test the hypothesis that browse use is directry
proportional to the avairabirity of browse to ungurates, a

chi square test was performed. The hypothesís was rejected
at the 0.05 fevel meaníng that browse use is not proportional

to availabil-ity. A statistícally sigrníf icant d.if ference was

found between utilization on browse resources and

avail-ability of the habitat types. Bonferroni confidence

intervals were used to determine which habitat types \..rere

preferred (Neu eL al- Lgi 4; Byers and steinhorst l-984) . A

preference index was arso cal-curated. by dividing the observed

occurrence by the expected occurrence (cairns and Terfer
1-980). A preference index of 1.o indícates that a given

habitat. \^/as used in the proportion in which it j_s avairabre.
Preference indices greater or lesser than 1. O

preference or avoidance.

indicat e

The tabre bel-ow summarizes the preference ratings for
the habitat types with Bonferroni confidence intervals.

The Bonferroni intervals (Tabre 5) show that the
folrowing habitat types are utilized l_ess than would be

expected by chance; m.conif., mat.con. I Lr.musk. and

mar.musk. whereas habitat types imm.dec., s-h t w-d, and

imm.con. are utirized more than would be expected by chance.

Table 6 summarizes the survey in terms of browse yierd
and browse use for the whol_e isrand. rt must be understood

that the uncrassified habitat type was not sampled during the
fal-1 survey/ therefore, there may be an inherent inaccuracy
Ín these figures.
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TabIe P re ference
intervals
ut i Ii zat íon

Tndex and Simul_taneous confid.ence
using the Bonferroni approach for
of habitat types, pj-

HABITAT
TYPES

imm. dec .

mat . dec.
h-s
s-h
vr-a

m. conif .

mat. con.
imm. con.
tr . musk .

mar. musk

0.200
0.067
0.1-04

0.086
0.223
0.002
0.0001
0.234
0.06s
0.020

0.1-1_B

0.100
0.110
0.068
0.030
0.05s
0.105
0.128
0.L24
0.r62

Observed Expected
prop'n prop'n
of usagel of usag-e2

Preference Bonferroni
?l_no.ex, intervals for

Pí4 (Byers and
Stej-nhorst 1984)

I.10 0.1981 < pi
0.61 -0.6348 < pi
0.94 0.1025 I pí
I.26 0.0846 < pi
7 .43 0.2299 < pi
0.04 0.0018 < pi
0.001 0.00005 < pi
1.83 0.2319 < pi < O.23GLx
0.52 0.0639 < pi
0.I23 0.0193 < pi

observed proportions are weighted. totars calcurated by area (ha)
and browse use (kS./ha) .

Expected walues are based on proportion of browse expected to beused by ung'ulates given availabl_e habitat areas _

Preference index of 1.0 indicates that a given habitat was used. inthe proportion in which it is avairabr-e. preference indicesgreater or lesser t.han 1.0 indicat.e relative preference oravoidance.

Bonferroni simultaneous confidence intervars for pi werecalculated using:

Pí - z a/zklr í(1-pi/rr) )-l/2. pi s pi + z a/2klpí(1-pi/r.) l-L/2

rndicates a difference at the 0.05 lever of significance.
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Table 6 Total- browse
19BB-1989.

yield and browse use on Hecla Island.,

Haþl_tat
Type

Yield
(kslha)

Use
(kglha)

YTELD USE
Total TotaI
(kg) (ks)

Area
(ha )

imm. dec .

mat . dec .

h-s

s-h
w-a

m. conif .

mat . con.

imm, con.

tr.musk.
Unclass.

mar.musk.

TOTAL
MEAN

S.E.

1 rhis
therefore
development

'73.1_

54.3

40 .4

5n q

2L9 -8

1-8 -2

0.6
134.0

46 .4

94 .9

732 -2
1?"
20 -r7

area (162 km2
includes areas
areas, etc.

Jb.4

14.3

20.2

26.9

16¿- I

0.8

0.01

?q ?

l_1.1

NOT SAMPLED

2.6

3r_4.3
31_.43
15.25

l_735.7 ]-26880 63]-79

14'ÌL.1 79881 2t03'1

l_618.7 6s39s 32698

r_009.0 s0954 27A42

433. s 95283 70530

812.6 l_4788 650

L544.1" 926 15

t8'7'7.0 25151_8 '73'76:-

l_835.2 84603 20371,

TN FALL SURVEY

2388. 4 2266s9 62L0

L6tgg.7t 996887 315s93
99688 .7 315s9.3
26048 .2 89r2 .6

) represents the entire Hecla fsl_and and-
which $¡ere not sampled, i.e. road sides,

f n Table 6, highest browse yield r¡/as in the pure

coniferous (immature) habitat type (251518 kg) over the whole

island. The lowest browse yierd. was found in pure coniferous
(mature) with onry 926 kg. The highest browse use was found

in pure coniferous (immature) with 73l.61 kg

highest v/as in witlow/al-der with 70530 kg. The

which had the ]owest browse utilization (15

coniferous (mature) .

. The next

habit.at type

kg') r¡/as pure
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ïn comparing Lhe total
browse use (315,593 kg), it
(moose and white-taíl_ed deer)

winter browse species.

yield (996 | BBj kg) wirh rotal-
woul_d appear that ungulates

only use about 30% of avail_able

4.3.5 BROWSE PREFERENCE

An attempt to identify those browse species which are
preferred by moose and white-tailed deer has been made in
Tabl-e 1. By comparing the twig diameters at the point of
browse (dpb) wÍttr twig diameters of current years growth
(dcg), a ratio is estabrished. Those browse specíes with
rat ios of g-reater than i- . 0 are cons idered to be highly
preferred by ungulates.

Highly preferred browse species as indicated by rati_os
found in Tabre 7 are chokecherry, barsam fir, aspen/ dogwood,
wilrow, alder and mountain mapre. Mod.erate preference was
shown for swamp birch/ gooseberry, bog birch, saskatoon,
balsam popJ-ar, raspberry, ash, beaked hazelnut/ currant and
high-bush cranberry. Low preference v¡as shown for rose. No
use was shown for arrowwood, erm, Manitoba mapre, and
nannyberry.
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Table 1 Browse species preference
comparison of the ratio of

shown by ungulates by the
dpb to dcg.

Brows e
species

Mean
dcgl
(mm)

Mean
dp52
(mrn)

ratio
dpb,/ dcg
(mmr/mm)

P re ference
rat ing'*

chokecherry
balsam fir
aspen
dogwood
mountain maple
willow
alder
swamp birch
g-ooseberry
bog birch
saskatoon
balsam poplar
raspberry
ashr green
hazelnut
currant
high bush cran
rose
arrowwood
elm
Manitoba maple
nannyberry

2.25
1.40
2 -24
1.85
2.25
2.33
? ¿.Â

r.'72
2.22
2 -02
2 -00
3.'76
r_.87
3.87
2.IL
z .65
2.8r
2 1)
1.54
1.69
2-74
2.03

4.20
2 .42
3. s0
2 -50
2.5'1
) qL

¿.bö
r_.60
2.00
r_.80
r-.75
3.25
1.60

L.70
1.70
2.00
1.13
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

l_.87
1.73
1-.56
1 .35
1. L4
1.09
1.09
0.93
0.90
0.89
0.875
0.86
0.86
0.83
0.81
0 .7s
0.7r
0.s3
ô

U

0

0

1
2
?

4
5
6

7

8

9

l_0
t_ t_

12
r_3

L4
15
16
1_'t

18
19
19
19
t_9

types wherever1and2 Diameters r,rere averag-ed across habitat
they occurred..

This preference ratingr is a
diameters sampled. Â smal1
diameters may d.istort this
preference rating..

relatj-ve measure, based, on
occurrence of larg.e

vaì-ue, and therefore, t.he

4.3.6 ESTTMATION OF CA,RRYING
ÀVAILABI,E BROgfSE

CAP.ã,CTTY OF

Browse carrying capacity was cafculat.ed for Hecr_a rs]and
and summarized in Table B The proportion of browse util_ízed
(%) was determj-ned by estimating the number of ungulate-days
per ha which were utilized rer-ative to the carrying capacity
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or ung:ulate-days per ha that a habitat type courd. support
based on browse production.

Table 8 summarizes the resur-ts and indicates that marsh_
muskeg had the rowest use (2 .62) 

*of 
avair-ab1e browse .

Wil-Iow-alder had t.he highest use (73.9?;) . Three types: pure
immature d.ecid.uous, mixed.woods (h-s), and mixedwoods (s-tr¡
had approximately 5o% of avaírab1e browse removed. by
ungulates (50.0%, 49.92, and. 53.5%/ respectivel-y) Remaínj_ng

types had only about 303 of avairabre browse removed.

Given reriabre information on populations of ung-ulates,
one can make some concl-usions as to whether or not Hecla
Tsland is being over-browsed.
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Table B Browse carrying capacity
utilization by moose on

of avail-able browse and
Hecl-a f sland, 198B-1989.

Habit at
Types

Carrying
Capacityl
(m-a,/n¿ ¡ 2

Utilization
(m- d,/ha )

Awai]-able
browse
uti]-ized
(8)

imm. dec .

mat . dec.
h-s
ò -tl
w-a
m. conif.
mat , con.
imm. con.
tr.musk.
unclass.
mar.musk

r4 .6
10.9

8.r_
10.1
44 -0
3.6
0 -:-2

26 -8
9.3

r_9.0

t.3
2.9
4.0
5.4

?tq

0.2
0.01
?o
t)

o.t

50.0
26 .6
49 .9
53.s
73.9
5.6
8.3

29.5
23.7

2-6
1 cutrying capacity is defined as the maximum number of days 1 moosecan feed on the forage available on l- hectare of habitat. calcul-ationsare based on the consumption rate of 5 kg/moose,/day (dry weight)(Gasaway and coady 1974). see discussion ror variation of consumptionrates by moose.

moose da r hectare
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4 SPRING SURVEY

Å.a.1 BROWSE USE SURVEY

The spring 1989 Browse use survey attempted. to d.etermine

the degree of browse utirization to compl_ement the Farr
Browse Producti-on Survey. This extensive survey wirl_ only
sugqest a rel-ative degree of use across the habitat types¡ âs

opposed to the intensÍve nature of the previous survey.
Further identification of key browse species were made, by
estimating the degree of use of each shrub that v/as sampred

at each poínt. The degree of utíl-ization observed on each

species indicates preference and. to some extent paratabirity
(Devos and Mosby i-969) . The condition of alr browse species
on the range is indicative of the existing (or recent)
relationship between the unguJ-ate popuration and range
capacity.

Table 9 shows just under 1B km of transects i,vere raid
out and 3575 plots were sampled. using the ocurar method of
estimating browse use as described in the methods section.
The highest proportion (t-4. j_%) of sample plots in pure
deciduous (immature) and the rowest proportion (3.9%) was

found i-n pure mixed coniferous. Refer to foldout map #1 for
transect layout.
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Tabl-e 9 Summary of transect Iayout
survey/ Hecl_a Island, 1989.

for spring browse

Habitat Number
plots

T rans ect
Length
(m)

P roport ion
plots and
length

of

*
imm. dec .

mat . dec .

h-s

s-h
w-a

m. conif.
mat . conif.
imm. conif .

Lr.musk.

Unclass.

mar.musk.
clearcut
other

TOTAL

2530

1305

207 5

2520

90s

690

18 10

r_380

118 0

r-085

2230
85
80

]-1815

14.1

11.6

t4.L
5. t_

3.9

10.1

7.7

6-6

6.1

12.5
0.5
0.4

100.0

s0 6

261,

4l_ 5

504

r-8r_

r_3 I
362

zto

236

2t'7

446
1_7

16

357 5
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Table 10 l- 9B 9 HecIa
types.

Island spring browse use by habitat

Habitat Degree

0-20 2t-40

of use (t)

4t-60 61-80 81-100 100+ T O T.ê.L

imm. dec.

mat . dec .

h-s

s-h

$¡-a

m. conif .

maL . con.

imm. con.

tr.musk.
unclass.
mar.musk.

sub-tota1

no browse species
cl-earcut
other
sub-total-

Grand totat

268

1Ò2

282

319

1l- 9

96

]-52

1qt

10 9

83

304

2007

59

35

?o

44

23

13

8

1-2

3

56

299

30

t6

31

36

11

R

"7

6

l_1

J

39

198

31

25

1_2

22

9

5

9

'7

1

)J

11

135

bI

26

1,7

39

11

6

19

15

6

t-

1-4

2L5

57

36

42

I
10

9

?q

6

3

8

247

s0 6

26L

413

tr^a

r- 81

138

204

r_36

t- 01

432

3r_01

2) 
^

L7
L23
474

3575

Tabre 10 is presented. as a general summary of the degree
of browse use on the basis of 3575 sample plots with no
reg-ard to browse species. sixty f ive per cent of ar_l plots
sampled in the habitat types had <2oz of twigs on shrubs
browsed. only B% of ar-l shrubs sampled had over 1oo% of
current growth browsed.. only Lg.2å of sample shrubs across
arr habitat types had oveï 602 of current growth browsed by
ungulates.
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Tab]e 11 Spring browse use by browsersland, 1_9BB-l_989.
spec ie s on Hecla

B rows e
Species

no.
samples 0-20 2t-40 41-60 61_80 81-100 100+

will-ow

dogwood

alder
mount.maple

balsam fir
aspen

swamp birch
white birch
raspberry
-^Ldò11

bal-sam poplar

l-arch

hazelnut

!vùË

bog birch
g,ooseberry

chokecherry

saskat.oon

buffaloberry
h-b cranberry
Manitoba maple

Sub-total
nbs
other

545

425

373

370

257

208

1-5'7

t 36

r_3 4

1-1'7

94

89

80

50

26

23

74

9

6

4

t-

3l_ 18

124

3575

3s0

98

366

t_66

¿¿þ

1l_ 0

L23

56

127

l_ 13

62

8s

?o

38

l_5

i.9

5

4

6

^

0

20]-1

b4

59

40

t2

34

13

t7

5

1-4

2

t_8

7

2

2

4

U

0

0

1_

51

31

t-

10

aÂ

1?

1_7

0

0

3

1

7

1

1

2

a

0

0

0

199

2T

47

l_

¿J

3

R

J

l_3

2

0

?

0

13

1

4

l_

2

1

0

0

0

L40

32

o?

t_

49

3

11

4

/<

0

0

2

t_

4

U

4

0

1

2

0

0

0

220

27

113

1

60

3

2T

t_

10

0

U

10

0

0

1

0

0

0

U

U

0

U

248

Grand total_

f n Table IL, willow, d.ogwood,

balsam fír and aspen account for
encountered duringi t.he spring, browse

alder/ mountain mapl_e /

7 0e" of al-l species
use survey. Al_der had.
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very row use; in fact 98% of arr alder sampred had ress than
20% of current growth browsed. Figure g, berow, summarizes

six of the most abund.ant major species found on Hecra rsl-and

and their relative use.

FJ-gure 9. Bro\^/se utilization (%)
Hecla Island, 19BB-1989.
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Dogwood and mountain maple had the highest proportion of
current growth over 100% used., 26.62 and l 6.2% of any browse

species. Beaked hazernut had 30% of shrubs sampled with >60%

browse use, but none with 1OO?+. AII other browse species
sampled had a J_ow degrree of browse use.
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Browse use summaries for atl habitats are presented in
Tabl-es 12-22t found in Appendix A.

fn TabIe 12, pure deciduous

of L9 browse species were tal-lied

the most prevalent browse species

per cent of dogwood shrubs ta11

current growth used.

(immature) habitat a total_

on 506 points. Dogwood was

with 1-61 samples. Seventy

ied had 60% or greater of

fn Table 13, pure deciduous (mature) , af the 16

different browse specj-es sampled, dogwood., trembling aspen/

hazel-nut, wil-low and ash accounted f or 1r.6% of the 26r

sample point.s. Hazer, which domj-nated the understory showed.

moderate use with only 272 of the sampre shrubs having 60%+

browse used.

rn mixedwoods (h-s), Tabre !4, mountain mapre, trembJ-ing

aspen, balsam fir, ash and bal-sam poprar account for B0% of
all sample points. Mountain mapl-e had 222 of the shrubs

browsed at 60%+. Barsam fir had very row use, with <j-% of
its shrubs >60% browsed. Trembring aspen had 15% of the
sampled shrubs over 60? browsed.

In mixedwood (s-h), Table 15, mountain maple, balsam

fir, trembring aspen, arder and dogwood accounted. for B4z of
the 504 sample points and 15 dífferent browse species

talried. Mountain mapre and wirlow had 4r.i% and 43.9%l

respectiveJ-y,of arl shrubs tal-l-ied over 60% browsed.. Barsam

tr-r rlad very IO\,f use.

fn willow/al-der. Table 16, only 7 species were tal_Ìied
for a total of 1-81 samples. wi1low, dog,wood, and al-der
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accounted for B5% of sampred browse species. wirlow and

al-der both had row use/ and dogwood had 4j.3å over 60z use/

but only 14% over 100% use.

rn Tabre 11, pure mixed coniferous, 13 different browse

species r.^¡ere sampled. Mountain mapIe, al-der, dogwood. ash,

and raspberry made up l]z of the 139 samples. Mount.aj_n maple

had 33% of the shrubs sampred over 60z browsed, and only 16z

over 100%.

Tabfe rB, pure coniferous (mature) had nine browse

species sampled. Alder, white birch, barsam fir, larch, and

wil-low made up 54% of 362 sample points. No high use \^/as

evident in this habitat type.

Tabre 19, pure coniferous (immature) had 1i- different
browse species sampJ-ed and 2i 6 points. Arder, balsam fj'r,
dog-wood, white birch and rarch accounted for 6jz of arI
shrubs measured. onry dogwood had extensive over-browsing
with 61-% of the 33 shrubs over 60% browsed and s4% of that
100?r+ current growth browsed. Eighteen per cent of arl_

sample points had no browse species tallied.
Tabl-e 20 , treed muskeg had 9 browse species tarried.

Larch, arder, willow, bog birch and swamp birch accounted, for
over half (55å) of the sample points. Only wílfow had any

evidence of browse over 60% utirized. Fourty two per cent of
the sample points had no browse species tallied.

unclassified habitat type (Table 2L) had 21,1 sample

points on roads, borrow pits, hyd.ro-rines, trails and grravel

pits. only L2.4å of these points were on or along hydro-
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línes. Borrow pits had the g:reatest proportion of sampJ_e

points (56%'). Thirteen browse species were tal-l-ied.

Raspberry, wíJ-low, balsam poplar, trembling aspen and dogwood

al-l- had l-ow use.

Marsh,/muskeg (Table 22) had 446 sample points. Willow

and swamp birch made up 81% of al-l sampre shrubs of which

relatively low use was made.

4.4.2 COMPARISON OE. SNOI{SHOE HÀRE AND UNGT'LATE
BRO!{SE SELECTION

Based on the number of plants which were browsed. by

ungurates and hare, and summarized in Tabre L2, approximatery

702 were dogwood, mountain maple, willow, trembling aspen and.

white bírch Hazel-nut, swamp bírch, barsam fir and bal-sam

poplar were moderately used by ungurates, while the remaining

browse species account.ed for approximatery 5% of the total
use by ungulates.

The major browse species used by ungulates are al-so used

by hare, but rarery did ungul-ates and hare browse on the same

prants. onry L.2z of totat prants browsed \^iere browsed by

both.
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Table L2. List of browse species which were
snowshoe hare and unguJ-ates duríng
Island, l-9BB-1-989.

browsed by both
winter on Hecla

B rows e # PlanÈs # plants
browsed by browsed
ungulates by hares

# plants
browsed
by both

*of
pJ-ant s
b rows ed

dogwood
mountain maple
will-ow
trembling aspen
white birch
hazelnut
swamp birch
balsam fir
balsam poplar
rose
chokecherry
raspberry
bog birch
gooseberry
saskatoon
alder
l-arch
ash
Manitoba maple

Total-
% of total

320
190
189

92
80
39
34
30
28
L2

9

7

5
q

5

4

4

4

1

1058
94 .4

6

11"
trJ

5
7

2

0

1
E
J

1

0

0

rr

1

0

2
n

2

0

49
4.4

l_

4

J

1

2

1

0

0

l_

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1-3
1t

bv hares

2.2
7 -9
4.2
6.s

t1_.2
'Ì .7
00

10 .0
2L .4
8.3
0.0
0.0
0.0

20
0.0

50
0.0

50
0.0

4.3 PELIET GROUP COUNT AND DISTRIBUTION SURVEY

No attempt was made to estimate populati-on of animals

using peIlet groups for this study. On ly re l-at j-ve

distribution of pel-l-et groups

each herbivore surveyed were

found Ín each habitat type for

determined, as íll-ustrated by

Figure 10 In Figure IL, pellet group densities are

estimated for three herbivores found in the various habitat

types on Hecl-a Island.
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The total- number of perret groups counted arong 17

of transects across 11 habitat types was 691. of
plots, onJ-y 323 plots (0.646 ha) had pellet groups of
white-tailed deer, and./or snowshoe hare counted. TabIe

Appendix A summarizes the pellet group distribution of
white-taí]ed deer, and snowshoe hare across arl- habitat
on Hecl-a Isl_and.

/ 875 m

those

moose /

23 in

moose /

types

Figure 10 comparatíve pelret group distribution by moose/white-tailed deer, and snowshoe hare durin-g. winter
198B-89 on Hecl_a Island, Manitoba
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Figure 11 Pel1et group densities
of herbivores across
fsland.

(p.9. /ina.) f or three species
aII habitat types on Hecla
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Habitats

The chi square statístic for independence was used. to
test the null- hypothesis that habitat use by moose, white-
tail-ed deer and snowshoe hare was proportional_ to the area
(or availability) of that habitat type on Hecl_a Island, that
is, they have no preference for any gíven habitat type.

Arthough habitat preference cannot be determined
absolutely, rel-ative preference for habitats can be iterat.ed.
from preference indices. Table 13 summari z e s hab it.at
preference by comparing the proportion of observed. pelret
groups to the number of peltet groups expected by chance if
habitat use is considered to be rerat.ed t.o avail_ability.
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Table 13. Habitat use and
comparing observed
pellet groups.

preference as
versus expected

determined by
proportions of

HABITAT
TYPES

MOOSE WHITE-
TAILED
DEER

SNOWSHOE
HARE

imm. dec.
mat . dec.
h-s
s-h

m. conif .

mat. con.
imm. con.
tr.musk.
unclass.
mar . musk

1
0
U

3
0
0
0
1
0
0
1

OB

95
96
60
77
192

OB
71
45
11

2.70
1 .73
0.78
3.09
0.00
0.9r-
0.7t
r.26
0.30
0.00
0.23

2
1
2
2
0
tt

0
0
U

0
0

60
36
55
74
00
29
53
69
J¿

00
05

From this data ít is apparent that moose

the following habitats:

(a) In less proportion than their availabilíty:
. w-a, m conif , mat.con., tr.musk. and

(b) In greater proportion to there avail-ability
n s-h

will util-ize

unclass

(c)

t.hat

avai

(a)

In approximately equaÌ

. imm.dec., mat.dec

proportion to their availability:

, h-s, imm.con. and mar.musk.;

White-tail-ed deer pellet group

the fol-l-owing habitat types were

distributions indicated

used according to their

Iability:

f n less proportion than their avail-abíJ-ity:

. h-sr w-â/ mat . con. / tr .musk. , unclass . and
mar . musk -
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(b) In greater proportion to there avai-lability:

imm.dec., mat.dec., s-h and imm. con.

(c) In equal proportion:
o m. conif.

Snowshoe hare pellet distribution indicated that the

forlowing habit.ats were used according to t.heir avairabirity:
(a) In less proportion:

o w-a, m.conif., mat.con., ímm.con., tr.musk.,
unclass. and mar.musk.

(b) In greater proportion:

' imm.dec., mat.dec., h-s and s-h.

(c) Data did not suggest equar proportional- use of habitat

types for snowshoe hare.

Tabre l- in Appendix B summarizes the resul-ts of the chí

Square tests.

4.5 WE¡\THER SEVERITY DATA FOR HECLA TSLAND, lggg-
1989.

weather severity data v/as summarized usi-ng canadian

climate Normals, 1-951-l-980. Temperature and snowfall at both

Gimli (50 38'N 91 3'W at 22L m mgl) and Fisher Branch (51 6'N

91 33'hi at 247 m mgl) were used to approximate Hecla rsrand

weather conditions during the LgBB-1989 winter season.

Figure 12 below compares the normal temperature to l_98B-

1-989 temperatures on Hecl-a Isl-and (as measured at Gimli).

Hecla fsland had very close to normal- temperatures (mean
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daily

normaf
Figiure

temperatures), with January being slightly warmer than

L2 . Temperature (o C) comparíson for Hecl_a
fsl-and. during.the winter of l-9BB-1989.

Normal

Gimli
0

-10

-20

-30

(1988-1989)

snow measures r^¡ere obtained in the same manner and are

summarized in Figure 13 below. Because more retiabre snov/

depth data f or Hecra rsl-and. was not. avail_able, data f rom

Gimti was used to approxímate snow depths. Typicalry Hecl-a

rsrand receives more snow than Giml_i (8. cameron, Manitoba

wil-drife Branch, pers. comm . 1992) . rt appears that December

and January had substantialry more snow than what typicarly
falls on Hecla rsrand and ]ate winter (February and March)

had less than normal snov/.
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Figure 13 Snow comparj-son for Hecla Isl-and for the
winter, 19BB-1989.

Normal snow

Gimli snow
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(€
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4.6 HERD STRUCTURE ON HECLA ISLAND

Based on i-nformation provided. by Manitoba wirdrífe
Branch, characteristics of popuration structure incruding
sex/ â9ê, and cow:cal-f ratíos are presented. here and in Tabre

L2 Appendix B. Data presented are taken from moose agre/sex

aeríal survey data taken from L91:- to 1989. (Manitoba Wildl-ife
Branch, Unpubl. n.d. )

The sex ratio (males:100 females) has fluctuated. from a

fow 41 .2:L00 in L9B2/r983 to a high of r41 .z:roo in rgT6/Bj.
The overall average ratio maintaíned over the j-B year period
I¡¡as 81.3:100. over the ma jority of the period stated, the
sex ratio has appeared to favour femal_es. This can probably

be attributed to the bul-l- only hunts that have traditionally
occurred during the above períod. Figure L4 shows the
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fluctuat.ing mafe:

L91I/72 to L7BB/89

l-00 female ratio on Hecl_a Isl_and from

(Manitoba Witdlife Branch, Unpubl. n.d.)

Figure 14 Bulls:100 cows on Hecl-a f sland, 1971-l_989.
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A second aspect of population structure is that of
pregnancy rates and cow:carf ratios. cow:cal_f ratíos have

been summarized in Table 12 of Appendix B and Figure 15

berow. some data on twinning rates have also been obtained.
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Figure 15. Calves:100 cows
Hecl-a IsJ-and, 1

and Cal-ves :100 AduIts
91 r-r989 .

on

obtained by

for I978.

-E- 
CALVES/loo COW

_..ê- CALVES/IOOADIIL

79'70 1972 t974 1976 7978 1980 t982 1984 1986 1988 1990

YEAR

on Hecfa rsrand, between rgir and 1989 the number of
cal-ves:100 cor^¡s averag.ed 52.5:100, with a range f rom 20. B:1oo
in 7979/80 to a high of 86.1:100 in LgBi/BB. During rhis
same period twinning had occurred, the number of sets of
twins reported ranged from no twins in rgBO/81 to a high of B

sets in 7975/16.(Manitoba wi1d.1ife Branch, unpubJ-. n.d.).
Proportionally, the per cent of cafves which represented
twins was cal-curated to vary from a low of o% to a high of
202, with an overar-r- mean of 10% for the same period.. Thís
means that 1 cow in r-0 cows on Hecra rsland wir_r- have had a

set of twins.
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Rel-iabl_e age d.ata were limited., and has been

proxy evidence derived from moose harvest data
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This data indicated for females and bull moose respect.ivery,
mean ages of 6.6 + 4.2 years and 5.7 + 2.3 years. (Manitoba

Wildlife Branch, Unpubl. n.d.)

Mean weights for females and bul-rs were obtained from

the same data as above Ín r9?8. Femares had an averag:e

estimated líve weíght of 382 + 53 kg and for burrs, 422 + 14

kg. \^ras reported. Average weights correspond to the averag:e

ages for f emal-es and burrs as reported earl_ier. (Manitoba

Vùildlife Branch, UnpubI. n.d. )

Having summarized art the data, a discussion of the
various important components wil-l_ fol_row in the next section,
with supportÍng or contradictory findings from other
researchers.
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5 " O DISCUSSTOSü

This sÈudy was ínitiated to provide resources managêrs

with a first approximaLion of browse yield and ut,ilization on

Hecla rsland" This preliminary browse resource data was used

to det,ermine a rerative measure of the food carrying capacity
for moose and white-taired deer during months when t,hey are

exclusively dependent on browse" specific discussion on

habitat use and ultimatery preference with reference Èo Èhe

significance of the tested hypotheses in rel-ation to browse

use and habitat availability. secondly, habit.at use and

avairabilit.y wilt be discussed in order to supplement

existing information on the identification of import.ant moose

habitat on Hecra rsrand. This information is supplementary

to Hecla Island resource information which resource managers

already have and is not, intended to preclude previous work by

others,

Although most of the discussion wirr focus on moose as

t'he primary user of the browse resource, it must be

recognized that white-taíled deer and snowshoe hare rnay play
a significant rore in the range condition and resource
partitioning.

5 " L ASSESSME¡IÎ OF BRO¡{SE RESOURCES

5. 1.1 BROWSE PRODUCIIOI{

Analysis of moose range commonly stresses production,
abundance and the use of large woody shrubs (Aldous and

Krefting L946, Krefting 1951, spencer and chatelaine l-9b3,
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spencer and Hakala 1964, Houston 1968) " This emphasis occurs

because browse is the primary food available to moose in
winter over much of its range. Browse avairability has

classically been considered a limiting factor for moose

populations. In addition, range survey methods have

traditíonaIly depended on the ease by whích one can visuarly
est.imate browse conditions (Cole 1963)"

Although not many studies (CrichÈon and !,Iie1gus 1981;

ZaeÏ:, et aL. 1982) have been done on HecIa Island
specifically, many other studies across western NorÈh America

have indicated wide ranges of data for browse avairability
(twigs/ha¡ " vrhile browse availability alone provides some

information on the relative abundance of various browse

species, it does not, íncorporate the widely used measure of
twig weight for deterrnining carrying capacity.

Since little was known about browse biomass prod.uction

on Hecra rsrand prior to the present stud.y and because of the

variabílity in browse abundance and species composition, the

i:nportance of annual production levers to ungitrrates was first
examined on a habit,at basis. This wourd provide accurate

baseline information on existing browse resources for each

habitat type and may be useful for assessing pot,ential
impacts on ungulates if further developments on Hecla rsland,

continue.

Browse production estimates were expressed as Èhe

product of mean twig weight, mean number of twigs/stem and

stem density for each species in each habiÈat type.
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variaÈion in yield may have been related to many factors,
ínclud,ing species composition and diversiÈy, site gualíty due

to nutrient and moisture availabiriÈy, and the hisÈory of
browsing or other disturbances to the browse plants.
Rerativery smal1 sampre sizes in the farl survey may account

for some of the reported variat,ion.

several species in each habitat, type r^rere responsibre

for the majority of the browse production" For example, ín
willow-alder haþit,at, wirlow and dogwood were responsible for
the high production" The growth forms of these shrubs v¡ere

usuarly in clumps, up to and often greater than 20 stems per

clump" Ðog'wood represented approximatery 49t of arr st.ems in
this type. Hovrever, Ín most other habitat tlpes, clump sizes

were considerably smaller, usually not exceedíng 10 stems per

clump" The nature of the habitaÈ types (closed versus open)

have a profound effect on shrub form. As a result of the

large clumps in willow-a1der, biomass was very localized.
Anot,her reason for the high production figures are the
approximately 2 million twigs/hectare produced on these

dogwood (and willow) stems. Many of the large willow and

dogwood clumps found in this habítat type were over 4 m high,

and quite often outside the effective feeding range of
ungulaÈes.

When tbe two pure decíduous haþitat types ÌÂrere compared,

species diversity of each vrere quite similar; 16 species for
purè deciduous (immature) and 12 for Pure deciduous (mature).

However, the five major contributors to the tot,al browse
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yield \dere different within each type. rn the immature

deciduous type, dogwood, alder, wiIlow, raspberry, and

hazelnut !ùere the five major browse species contributing to
stem density (Table 1 Appendix A). However, in terms of twig
yierd (Tabre 6 Appendix A), these same species take the
following order; willow, dogwood, alder, balsam poplar, and

hazelnut" Raspberry, vras one of the rowest producers of
biomass because of the smalI twig count and very small
average diameter of current. growth (dcg). rn contrast, for
the mature deciduous type, t,he five browse species with the
highest stem densities were hazernut, doE*ood, wilrow, aspen,

and arrowwood. rn terms of twig yíerd, however, hazelnut,
chokecherry, dogrrood, saskatoon, and arrowwood were highest.

There vrere habitat types which díd not produce rarge
quantities of browse in the 1988 growing season. For

example, Pure coniferous (mature) where brack spruce was the
dominant overstory component, species diversity and browse

yield were very low. Treed muskeg had similar
characteristics to Pure coniferous (nature). The browse

yield survey for this habit,at type, revealed onry one browse

species in the shrub layer, (bog birch). This cont,rasted

with Èhe spring browse uÈiIízation survey, in which several

browse species $rere sampled, but, for the most part had guite
a low species diversiÈy. one possibre reason for this
discrepancy may be the smarl sampre size in the falr survey

(10 points or 30 crumps) and a significantly larger sampre
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size in the spring survey. variation in production figures
wêre therefore expected.

5 . I .2 BRO!{SE USE

Met,hods using the proportion of browsed stems to
unbrowsed stems do not provide a good indication of the
severity or intensity of utirization (Baskervilre Lg72l

because diameters are not used" using this proportion may

force one to conclude that t,he degree of browsing intensity
would be the sa¡ne in various habitats, which in fact may not
be true" on the oÈher hand, if one uses the proportion of
al-} available browse that was effectively removed, one may

conclude that the impact by moose $¡as much greater in one

habitat type than another, when in fact the estimate was

over-influenced by the utilization of one species.

Alèhough this study has seen examples of both
situations, there vrere attempts to minimize Èhe inherent
biases of these methods by using an íntensive method in which

proportions of both browsed and unbrowsed twigs were tarried.
samples hrere measured, weighed both dry and fresh, diameters

hrere measured, and eguations were derived to arrive at browse

production and utilization figures. As well, to arrive at
some estimation of the degree of browse use across Èhe

habitat. types on Hecla rsrand, an extensive method using
ocular esti$aÈes of browse use r¡ras utilized.

The use of regression equations to estimate browse

utilization by moose and whíte-tailed deer has been used in
many sÈudies (shafer 1963; Basire and Hutchings tg66; Terfer
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1969, r972c; Lyon 1970; Peek et a7, L971) " High correrations
between twig weight and twig diameter have been reported.
Baskerville (L972't stated that the use of regression
equations proved quite useful, provided consideration is
gíven to the possible bíases inherent, ín the method"

Telfer (1-969) recognized that his equations might not
give oven dry weights that corresponded with the variation of
twig weights inherent under different climatic and site
conditions" As weI1, Èhis study recognizes the rimited use

of the regression equations. Lyon (1970) reported that twig
length and diameter of saskatoon varied significantly between

sites, by size of plant, location of twigs on the plant and

other categories. He found that such differences vrourd not
necessarily preclude the use of a weight-diameter regression
developed for many sites to predict uÈilization on a specific
sit,e. Lyon concluded tbat gaine animals do not browse small

percentages of individuar twigs, and as ut,ilization of an

individual twig increases the potential error decreases.

Further, Lyon (1970) reporÈs that "utilizaÈion on twigs that
are browsed will always be high enough to prevent gross

errors in ut.ilizat.ion estimates associated with site
variability".

Peek (1971) found that a sample of 50 twigs was adeguate

to gíve an estimated regression coefficient within 20t of the

true coefficient at 95t level of confidence. rn this study,

all species across all habÍtat types v¡ere lumped, ignoring
the variation in twig weights and diameters for different
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sites, and vertical locat.ion on individuar stems" This was

especially Èrue for those species that were relatively rare
and guite habit.at specific, for exampre, downy arrowwood

(Víburnun raf Ínesquianum) "

upon croser scrutiny, a few observations v/ere made on

utilization" First, alder appeared to be a rittre used

browse species in every habitat type except in wirrow/alder
where 226* of biomass was used and 9B,3t of twigs !,¡ere

browsed (see Table 4) " Thís suggested that almost arr stems

$rere being selected by ungurates (very likely moose), and

that more than the current years growth was being removed.

This bras strange because other habitat types did not have

such high arder use. The spring survêy confirmed this point,
arder was one of the most numerous (high avairability)
species across many habitats, but onry very row to non-use

occurred (Tab1e 11). The discrepancy within the data may be

indicative of the two differing rnethods for determinaÈion of
browse use. Ðue to smalr sample sizes in the farl surveyr ên

exaggeration of the importance of alder may be concluded, but
based on past research on browse use and the resurts of the
spring browse use survey, r would concrude that (a) quality
of browse provided by arder is low and therefore shourd not
be considered an important browse species by resources

managers and (b) wiLrow-alder represents critical winter
habitat in terms of its capacity to provide rarge quantities
of important browse for moose.
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secondly, across arl habitat types, dogwood was consumed

as the most, highry preferred browse species as indicated by

the high consumption of twig weight. Numbers occur in the
range of 82t for wilrow-aIder to 1B2B in pure deciduous
(mature) " Browse use (by weight (kg) ) consumed was averaged

at 1458 across all habitat types, This reflected the larger
dpb's found on dogwood stems, and also explains much of the
dying back of dogwood stems found throughout, the entire
island from both surveys reported in this document. This
trend was most notabre in the large 30+ stem crumps found in
the more open habit,at types like wírrow/alder. The

importance of t,his browse species is eonsistenÈ with past.

Hecra rsland studies, observations and. other measures of
browse preference used in this study.

Thirdly, mountain mapre, a close resemþr-ance to d.ogwood

(in appearance) seemed to be over-browsed in selected. habitat
types. Pure deciduous (immature) exhibited 3l4g of twig
weíght removed and 85.9t of twigs bro¡øsed. A simirar
situaÈion r,ras found in mixedwood (h-s) and mixedwood (s-h),
with 1224 of twig weight used and 77.62 twigs used, and 142*

of twig growt,h removed and 66.6t of twigs browsed,
respectively. Peek (1971) found. that mountain maple, which
grernr in open areas and produced long twigs, vras browsed only
on current year's growth, whereas plant.s which grevr under a

conifer canopy were often browsed in late winter and

sometimes had more than the current annual grorrrth removed..
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Based on the above fígures, though, it does not appear

that moose on Hecla Island dífferentiate the use of mountain

mapte between habitat types, that is, that wherever ít

occurs, moose use it, Moose may shift to mountain maple as

an alternate (although nutritionally inferior choice for

ungulates) source of browse as a result of over-utilized

dogwood stems that have been subjected to many successive

years of heavy browsing" It may indicate that Hec1a Island

range is stressed in those habitat types which are important

to moose and white-tailed deer during the winÈer months,

Another interest,ing finding vras that of rose use in

Pure deciduous (mature), In this habitat' rose had 2502 of

current year's growth removed and L008 of the twígs bitten.

This may have been a local phenomenon, where the sampling

transect may have falIen on a pocket of high rose use"

Literature was not found to accommodate such findings. It

could be that white-tailed deer use r¡ras very high as a result

of f,inding favourabLe browsing conditions in one particular

area. Therefore the significance of this finding could be

disregarded to some extent in terms of identifying important

browse species on Hec1a Island. once again, small sample

sizes may seriously affect the validity of such an

observat.ion" The spring survey, however, also indicates very

Iow use and availability (Table 11) and therefore validate

the observation. Similar findings were consistent with other

species of lol¡ abundance like raspberry.
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Browse resources on Hecla Island are disproportionately

used in relation to availability (area) " As indicated by the

Bonferroni statistics in Table 5, those habitats which are

browsed by ungulates to a greater extent, than there
availability (p<0.05) (31"3t of Hec1a Is1and) are as follows;

willow-alder, immature coníferous, immature deciduous and

mixedwood (s-h). These habitats represent irnportant sources

of browse and are considered t,o be critical f or the

maintenance of the Hec1a Island moose herd.

Those habit,ats which are used to a lesser extent

(p>0"05), or avoided (mature coniferous, mixed coniferous,

treed muskeg and marsh muskeg) are all habitat types with
some similar characterist.ics; lower species diversity, lower

browse production, increased overstory cLosure, and large

degree of availability ín relation to use for browse. These

types are represented by 40.5 t of the island, but, are not

consídered to be important sources of browse resources.

5.1.2.1 .ânalysis of diameters at point of browse

Comparing the relationship of diameters at point of

browsing (dpb) with the diameters of current year's growth

(dcg) can be important íf an estimate of the effect of
browsing intensity upon the plant is to be made (Peek et aI

1971) " In fact he suggested that complete removal of current

annual growÈh from each browsed twig would severely retard a

plants abilit,y to produce nev¡ growth the following season.

If the dpb/dca ratio is greater than L.0 (or utilization
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>100t of dcg) r the suggestion is that either more than the
current year's growth has been removed or that the larger
twigs $¡ere preferred" This has been shown to be dependent on

browse species (Peek 1971) " rn the eastern sropes of
Alberta, Brusnyk and güestworth (1985) reported that high
mortality and stunt.ed growth forms of preferred browse

species hras likery infruenced by high revels of browsing

intensity in preferred habitats.
In that study, dpb's averaged L0ZS of the dcg's

indicating that ungulates were removing the previous years

growth ín addition to the current annual growth" This
relationship can suggest plant preference by browsers.
Results from this sÈudy (Tabre 7) arso indicate high usage of
over 100t for many species, including many of the principle
species considered to be important to ungulates. preferred

species (by this method) include chokecherry, balsam fir,
aspen, dogruood, mount,ain maple, wíllow, and alder.

This method indicat.es that alder is preferred , however,

further analysis (comparíson of weight available to weight

used) indicates that this must be a local phenomenon,

primarily within the wirlow-arder complex and immature

deciduous tlpe" chokecherry has a high preference ratíng but

this ratio was based on a small sample size. The true
significance is primarily a statement of this shrubs

availabirity on Hecla tsrand. rt turns out, that it is not
one of the most abundant species, therefore the high rating
only indicates locat high use and not really high preference.
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Balsam fir is another species which has a habitat type effect
on preference. Balsam fir is predominantly found as an

underst,ory shrub, where the dominant, overstory is also

coniferous and therefore is most abundanÈ in only a few types

such as the two mixedwood types and both immature and mature

coniferous "

Those browse species which have very high preference are

also those species which are available in all habitats"
Included in this category are willow, dogwood, mountain maple

and to a lesser extent aspen"

t imitations of this method of browse preference are

related to several fact,ors. First, the sample from which

this ratio is derived is very critical. For exanple, if the

diameter at point of browse is taken from a sma1l sample of

twigs which has unusually high diameÈers, the ratio can be

affected and will tend to be an over-esÈimate of the

preference.

tfechanical paramet,ers related to mouth size, text,ure,

shape, length of current annual grovrth which is variable with

climate, topography and habitaÈ type may affect the ratio.
However, this ís only conjecÈure and any significant analysis

of this ís welL beyond the scope of this document.

5.t.2"2 Degree of Browse Use on Hecla Island Rauge

fn the spring of 1989, during the month of May and June,

before leaf flushr êÍt extensive browse use survey was done

over the Hecla Range, in an attempt to determine if the range
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\¡ras being over-utílized by the existíng ungulaÈe population"

This survey was done to supplement the previous íntensive
browse production survey done the previous year" The degree

of use of the Hecra rsrand range on the basis of 3575 sample

proÈs across all eleven habitats was summarized (Tabre 20).

rt is relat.ively apparent that the majority (74.4ft) of browse

species r,trere less than 40t utilized., and only a reratively
small proportion represented use above 808 (2.08)" Only B.0t

of the sampled plots showed over-use of l_008+. Again, this
high use (158) is primarily a result of the highry preferred

browse species being serected and sought, after by ungurates.

On a habiÈat basis, generally it was found all habitats
v¡ere not over-utilized, in fact, a weighted average use was

calculat,ed to be only 29*, lsithout regard t.o browse species.

BuÈ in virtually every habitat, high levels of dogwood and

mountaín maple were found. Because the preferred species are

over-utilized, perhaps beyond which the shrub can maintain

from one grovring season to the next, Lt can be suggested that,

browsing resources between some specific habitats are

stressed beyond t,he food carrying capacíty"

Unlíke the faIl browse production survey hazelnut was

found to have 30t of shruþs sampled wíth >60t browse use.

This was found to occur primariry in the mature deciduous

Lype where hazel is the dominant understory species.

Intensity of browse (8 use) on various species found on

the range were also summarized. In descending order of
occurrence, the ten most abundant species represent 878 of
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all plots sampled. The remaining browse species (Iast L1

species) represents approximately 13t of Èhe sarnpled plots of
which relatively sparse use was determined"

By s¡ay of explanation, the entry of 333 plots (9.08)

which had "no browse species" measured, sirnply referred to
the fact that a "no tally" was given if a potential shrub was

not found within a 10 m radius. I{hen this occurred, the

investigator sínply proceeded to the next sample point. along

the transect líne. This occurred in those habítats which had

low relative shrub densities. Treed bog and mature

coniferous habitats had the largest, per cent occurrence of no

tallies. The "other" designation referred to points Èhat

landed on areas which were unable to be sampled, for example,

water (large borrow pits) or highways. These points really
testify to the rapid development of t'he island, and the

furt,her reduction of available moose habitat, although a

quantitative comparison cannot be made in this document.

5.1.2.3 Eare Browse Use

To investígaÈe the degree of browse use by snowshoe

hare, those browse species which were selected are

summarized. It is recognized that hares are capable of

foraging in the sane vertical range as ungulates (Telfer
L972a, Dodds 1960, Boukhout. 1965, Samoil 1979). This

investigatíon determined that hare infrequently browsed above

1.8 metres, and for Èhe most part, the majority of browsing

was below l- metre.
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In this study, snowshoe hare are browsing on the same

shrub species. The most palatable and most preferred species

for ungulates (dogwood, wil1ow, trembling aspen, mountain

maple) are arso t,he most preferred by hare. These findings
are consístent with several authors that also found that,
snowshoe hares use the sane food items as ungulates (samoil

L978; Trottier and samoil L978; Leonard L979) " The percent

of hare browsed stents are very low for all important species,

suggesting to me that, the contribution of snowshoe hare to
tot,aI utilization during 1988-1989 was very 1ow. In the
absence of any snowshoe hare population trend data, r wourd,

suggest that snowshoe hare population was not at a critical
lever where direct competition for browse resources were

shown.

One interesting note, however, v¡as Èhe diameters at
point of browse (dpb) for hare. Dpb's were consistently
larger for snowshoe hare than for ungulates, arthough not

significantly different. For example, balsam poplar was

browsed on by both hare and ungulates in pure deciduous,

mixedlvood (h-s), míxedwood (s-h), the mean diamet.ers for hare

browsed þalsam poprar was 4.L mm and that for ungurates was

3.05 mm. Although the difference in browse diameters lras not

significant (p <,05), the comparison may suggest that this
species is preferred where it occurs. The same can be said

f or ùreurbling aspen (p <.05 ) in the same habitaÈs as

mentioned above. rn the mixedwood (h-s) type, mount,ain maple
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was

6"1

5 "2

browsed by hare considerabl-y, having an average dpb of
nm"

C.ARRST}çG CAPACTTY

Ricklefs (L979lt Odum (1959), Moen (1973) and many

others have aII discussed the concept of carrying capacity"

Other terms which have been used are ecological carrying
capacity (Ferrar et aI" 1983), subsistence density (Dasmann

1.981), environmental carrying capacity (Clark 19761 |

potentíal carrying capacity (Riney L982) and K carrying
capacity (McCullough 19791 " Although the carrying capacity

of an environment for a population is partly dependent upon

the resource requírements of individuals, most variatíon in
the population density of a species in different habitatsr or

of similar specíes in a community, can be related to the
availability of resources. Dasmann (1959) defined carrying
capacity as the number of anímals of each species that can be

supported by the available range without detriment to either
the animals or the range. In this study, several highly
preferred browse species (dogwood, mountain mapIe, and

willow) have been over-utilized where current, growth as well
as previous years growth have been taken.

The above definition has tradiùionaIly been accepÈed.

But a distinction should be made depending on whether

carrying capacity is viewed as a threshold, equilibrium or a

target (B1ythe and Hudson 1987).

Traditionally, it had been beLieved t,hat a threshold
carrying capacity would have vegeÈation resources drastically
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decline and an ungulate population would inurediately crash to
extinction" This view is no longer accepted (B1yÈhe and

Hudson 1987) "

Three factors which are irnportant, in regulating
herbivore popurations when discussing carrying capacity as an

eguiribrium are food depletion, dispersal and predation. Food

depletion resurts in rower fecundity and higher mortality
rates as popurations increase to a poinÈ where they exceed

the availabre food suppry (Blythe and Hudson 19gz)" This has

been postulated to be true for moose and range on Hecla

rsrand arthough not fully tested" Birth rate and juvenile
survivar both decline as populations increase and deplete
resources. with an increase in age of reproducÈive maturity
these factors result in lowered product,ivity. For ungulate
populations, densíty dependent changes in adult survival
usually occur close to carrying capacity.

Ðispersal of free ranging ungurates occurs in two ways.

First, populations can disperse into surrounding areas which

may have artíficiarly Iow numbers, Iargely as a resurt of
man's activit,ies. This tends to contínuously reduce
population l-evels and therefore the eguilibrium level (Brythe

and Hudson 1987). Barriers such as fences also tends to
reduce dispersal (such as is found at Erk rsrand Nat,iona1

Park in Alberta) " on Hecla rsrand there are no natural
barriers to animal dispersal. Moose have even been spott,ed

on the causevray entering Hecla rsland and water does not
present a true barrier to dispersal for moose.
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The third factor regulating ungulate populations is
predation. Generally, the predator impact on prey

populations is largely dependent on the size of the prey

populat,ion and the ef fectiveness of predators " Wit,h an

efficient predator and alternative prey sources available,
both prey and predator populations may stabilize at a point
where prey populations are high" Therefore, Iittle impact. on

the prey population will occur or at a low population where

predators may severely deplete the prey population (Blythe

and Hudson 1987 ) " An inefficient predator witl cause a

stable position only when prey populations are relatively
high"

On Hecla Island the black bear (Ursus americana\ and the

grey wolf seem to have little impact on the present moose

population even though they are considered to be relatively
efficient predators, It is known that wolves on Hecla Island

do hunt and are somewhat successful in making moose kil1s by

the presence of kilI sights (B.Burgess, 1990). However, it
is not known what the kiIl/effort ratio might, approach

Several examples of ungulate populations on islands (Isle
Royale and HecIa Island) where essentially the only

regulating factor ís food availability indicates that if left
alone the ungulate population can event.ually reach an

equilibrium level, It is this authors opinion that predators

do not play a limiting role ín ungulate populations on Hecla

Island although predat.or/prey relations should be studied in
the future.
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Carrying capacity as a target level is the last " Often

systems are managed as production ecosystems and therefore
carrying capaciÈy is considered as the stocking density at
which maximum animal production is achieved.

Hecla Island has never been managed to maximize animal

production" This is especially true, given the more recent
approach to Parks Management, emphasizing the non-consumptive

use (viewing, and trail development) of wildlife and other

resources" Even if it was, Iegal nat.ive hunting could upset,

managênent goals

5 .2 " t ESÎI¡,ÍAÍION OF BROWSE REQUIRE¡,IE}IrS OF
EXISITNG POPULå,TTONS AND STOCKTI{G LEVELS.

Using the following assumptions (Hudson L982, Telfer,
unpubl, 1981), the total theoret.ical biomass reguirements for
moose v¡ere calculated.

As described by Hudson (L9821, initial estimates can be

derived from a two-step procedure involving:

measurement, of allowabIe offtake of available
forage (about 608 of annual production) at t'he
leanest time of year followed by,

division by animal forage requirements (approx"
2.22 body weight, ç o.zs).

This procedure using plant criteria is assumed to
approximate in a crude way, optinal stocking levels based

upon characteristics of the animal populat.ion.

1)

2l
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Consider the following calculation of carrying capacity

for moose on Hecla island which assumes that the population

is limited by wint,er browse supplies "

Vegetation

Browse suppJy at the end of the growing season
(averaged across aII habitat types) 67"3 kg/ha

Proper use factor ". .. o.. ".... 6A8

Browse available for consumption (100 x 0.60) .....36.78 kg/ha

Ànima1 Requirement,s

DaíIy forage requirements I kg/aninaT/day

Proportion of broutse in the diet .......o..".958
oaily browse requÍrement (8 x 0"95) 7"6 kg/aninal/day

Períod of dependenee on standing
crop of browse ... ".200 days

Browse requirement over winter ..... ....7520
kg/aninaT

Stocking Rate for Hecla Island

Area reEsÍred to supporX 1, moose over winter
(7s20/36.78) . .47.3 ha

(0'413 krnz)

Carryíng capaeity (1/0.413) 2.42
moose/l<nF

If a conservative 9t loss of available habit.at to moose

can be assumed (Crichton 19771 | then based on the area of
Hecla Island (L62 km2 ), the following calculation should

determine the maximum theoret.ical number of moose that can be

supported by t.he browse resource, given similar condiÈions to
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the winter of 1988-1989 with no differentiation of habitats
and Èhe above assumptions:

2"42 moose/km2 x lL6Z ¡rn2 (9t of total
area) I = 356 moose for Hecla Island"

Of course, this rather crude cal-culation provides only

an order of magnitude estimate of actual carrying capacíty

since factors such as daily requirement and diet composition

change in response to environmenÈal conditions have noÈ been

considered. Also, the effect of removal of foliage, the main

summer diet of mooser or1 browse production and no

accommodation for white-tailed deer and other herbivore
wint.er browse requirements have been made ín thís
calculation. Another import,anÈ variable which has be

initially neglected is the area proportion of the island that
represents unusable habitaÈ in terms of browse. Those

habitats would include treed muskeg and mature coniferous

which represent aþout 2I*. Reca1culat.ed the formula now

looks like the following:

2.42 moose/km2 x ÍL62 ¡sn2 (98 of tot.aI
area'r-(zlb of unusable habitat,) 1 = 274 moose
for Hecla Island.

Further, known counts for moose on Hecla v¡ere 102 moose

and an est,imation of 69 whit,e-Èailed deer (Pers, conm, D.

Roberts, 1989 Gimli, DNR) based on aerial surveys. If 102

moose inhabit Hec1a Is1and, and based on the above calculated

wint.er browse requirenent of L520 kg over 200 day period,
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total browse required would be L55040 kg per year" This

study indicates that almost twice this amount (315593 kg) is
utilized by both moose and white-tailed deer, and to a lesser
extent gnowshoe hare. Compared to Èhe 996887 kg produced in
1988, I would conclude that, guanÈity of browse resources are

not the absolute líniting factor on Hecla Island.

It was quite apparent that the tot.al browse yield can

acconmodate t,he theoretical requirements (as per the above

calculations) of the ungulates on Hecla Island" Findings

from t.his study indicate that ungulates use more than their
theoretical requirement using Èhís very simple modet"

To adequately assess the carrying capacity of a given

area, it is import,ant to have knowledge of all nutritional
and energy requirements of the species involved for all life
processes and activities. Moen (l-973) suggested that, such an

assessment requires not only knowledge of the populatíon

structure, but also knowledge of the habitat with regard to
the production of reguired materials. DeVos and Mosby (L969)

stated that the delimiÈation of carrying capacity for
extensíve ranges had also proven difficult, especíaIly when

more than one species of large ungulates was present.

Another approach for this study was used to estimate
range capacity on a per habitaÈ type basis. Having

calculated both þrov¡se production and browse utilization, and

knowing the consumption rates of moose from literature, the

number of moose-days that any one habitat type could support

was calculated.
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This esÈimation $ras surûnarized in Table I " ".â,n average

use of about 32t was determined, with a range of use of 2.6Z

in marsh-muskeg to a high of 73.9* in wil1ow-alder, This

figure is quite significant since we are treating alI
habitats as equal in the calculation of averagie use. A

higher average use s¡ourd be found if those habit,ats that do

noÈ conÈribute greatry to browse production v¡ere ignored"

Higher average use (between 40 and 508) was also found in the

i¡nmature deciduous type and both mixedwood t14pes" Discussion

of habitat preference may be implied by this reported
estimation" By this esÈimation from a browse use

perspective, willow-aLder habitat type represents the most

important criticar moose habitat on Hecla rsland in terms of
browse uge.

5.2.2 BROI{SE CONSUMPTION

Estimation of daily browse consumption had been rat,her

crude (prior to L970) and one reason for this had been the
poor reliability of estimates of defecation rates available
in lit,erature. Variation of this parameter was reported þy

Crete and Bedard (L975)" A range between 10"3 32.2 pellet
groups per day has been given.

Gasaway and Coady (1974) arrived aù est,imates for browse

consumption of L.3 to 5"4 kg-dry weight./moose/day at Kenai.

They also estimated daily energy needs in moose using
classical curves of metabolic rate versus body weight
together with known caloric value of browse, and obtained an
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estimate of 4"5 to 5"5 kg (dry weight) for winrer daily
browse consumption"

Variation between sex and age had also been reported.
Des Meules (1965) estimated daily consumption (from cow and

calf ) to be 10 kg for the cor{, and 6"7 kg for the calf .

Bergerud and Manuel (1968) obtained comparable figures for a

fenced bull fed on balsam fir only consumed 14.S to LB"6 kg

(fresh weight) per day" Balsam fir, which has an estimated

moisture content of 53t (Crete and Bedard L975) produces a

daily consumption estimate of 7.7 to 9.9 kg (dry weight,) per

moose per day. CreÈe and Bedard's estimate of 2.5

kglmoose/day was considerably smaller than both of the

previous authors, þut is quite comparable to t,he theoretical
(basal metabolic rate) estimate of Gasaway and Coady (L974't.

5.2 .3 BRO!{SE ouåLrrs
It is universally accepted that carrying capacity as a

concept is very difficult to define and use on a practical
management basis. Browse quality, palatabÍ1ity, and

digestibility are as much a function of habitat capability as

browse guantity and availability. Under the best conditions,

woody browse usually contains <L08 crude protein, 1-7t crude

fat, 40-608 carbohydrates and 20-40t cellulose (crude fiber)
(Kelsall 1968, Milke L969, Houston 1968)" In protein levels,
at least, the woody parÈs of all common browse species
provide barely adequaÈe maintenance Levels of nutrition as

judged from domestic ruminanÈs (Swenson 1970) and other wild
cervids (Ullrey et al 1969, Luick et, aI. L97L)"
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Several authors have studied food quality for ungulat,es"

l"faut.z et aI. (t97 4 ) compared digestibilit.y of hazelnut and

six other browse species and found that beaked hazelnut had

the best proteín dígestibilit.y and highest. net energy "

Rations containing large proportions of hazetnut were

eonsumed by deer in excess of other rations offered" Crude

protein was 8.0 I in l{innesota (Peek et aI. ir976) and 11.8g

in New Hampshire (Mautz et aJ" L9741. fn comparison,

l"lcNamara ( 1979 ) found 3 " 9 to 4 "74 crude proteín in aspen

twigs from the Rocky Mountains of Colorado while in
Saskatchewan, Stewart and MacI,ennan (L977) | determined values

of 7.9t for aspen, 6.0+ for red-osier dogwood, 6.62 for
willow, 5.88 for saskatoon, 7.6% for balsam poplar, and B.9t

for chokecherry. It is likely that any disproportional use

of browse which may have occurred is correlat,ed to browse

guatity"

Therefore, populations of moose confined to woody browse

for long periods during winter may suffer. Depletion or

virtual eliminat.ion of some browse species, such as dogwood,

willow, mountain mapIe, may not only reduce the proportion of
higher protein forage, but also reduces variety available
duríng winter. Mellenberger et aI" (1971) suggests that
variety itself is important to ruminants for digestibility of
forage is somet,imes altered strikingly by addít,ion of other

material to one species diet.
ft appears from this study, that ungulates have no

shortage of variety of woody browse available for
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consumption" Shrubs which have been classically referred to
as favored foods (aspen, chokecherry and saskatoon) were in
fair to poor condition at many sites, but I do not feel these

species are good indicators of range condition because they

are 'not abundant and because together they account for a

fairly low proportion of the available browse to herbivores.

However, it is quite obvious that some of the most highly
preferred species, for example, dogwood and mountain maple

may be suffering from intensive, Iong term impacts of
herbivory as evidenced by the observed level of use and stem

dieback

5.2 .4 RESPO}{SE OF SERUBS TO BERBIVORE A,CTIVTIT

Several researchers have commented on Èhis topic.
Aldous (19521 | Krefting et aI. (1966), V{illard and M.cKell

(1978) agree that although a reasonaþIe l-evel of twig removal

in winter, stimulates planL growth and maintains growth of
saplings and shrubs within the reach of moose, that
defolíation during the growing season decreases carbohydrate

reserves, increases twig dieback, and reduces foliage
production in subsequent years (Giese et al. 1964, Kulman

L97L, Garrison 1972, Hodson 1981). Mountain maple and aspen,

both preferred species, are quíte able to revegetate

following ungulate defoliation (Rose 1958, Skilling L964,

Hodson 1981). Mountain maple and dogwood were t\^ro species

that showed a fair proportion of st,em dieback on Hecla

Island, although no quantit.ative data for dead stems per

hecÈare were reported" Continuous high Llse of key browse
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species vrill stress Èhe ungulate populations in the fuÈure j-f

the assumption that browse availabirity ís thê single most

important limiÈing facùor for moose on Hecla fsland"

5.3 WTIMER H.*BTTAT USE A¡ÍD SELECIIOÀI

Determiníng habitat selection is a difficult. problem and

has severaL perspectives. statements about selection for or
against. habitat,s are quite relative. Underlying mechanisms

for habitat 'choices' are not fully understood (¡4atchett

1985) " that is, ecological variables such as social
interactions ¡ plant phenology r forage quality or
availability, temporal changes, physiological changes, and

many other fact,ors are all important" Moose use that is
greater or less than availability does not mean preference or

avoidance, only that there ís a relaÈive difference (Matchett

1985). For example, if a given habitat component is abundant

(e.9. 754 of the available area), but only used 508 of the

time, avoidance may be implied when in fact 508 use suggests

this is an important habitat.
However, ín Neff's (1968) summary of the pellet. group

collnt method, he suggested that it was assumed that peIlet
groups !ìrere deposited mOst heavily in those places in which

moose and white-t,ai1ed deer, as well as other ungulates spend

the greater part, of there time. Van Etten (1959) reported
that pellet group densities would vary between different
vegetation types and in fact this vras the case (Figure 1L)

for habitat Lypes found on Hecla.
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In studying the pelIet group distribution of moose,

white-t,ailed deer and snowshoe hare, it v¡as assumed that, a

higher count of pellet groups tended to show a rerative
preference of one habitat type to anot,her. In this study, it
was only postulated that moose, white-t,ailed deer and

snowshoe hare utilize the habitat in approximate proportion
to habitat avairability. This was done using comparative

pellet group distribution data. However, there was no way in
t.his study to dif f erentiate ungulate acÈivit,y ( f eeding,

st,anding, bedding) in the habitat types by pellet. group

distribr"rtion information" Extensive browse use dat,a from

this study may herp to explain ungulate habitat selectíon in
relation to the browse resource on Hecla Island.
5.3 " 1 MOOSE

From the pelIet group distribution data and statistical
analysis it was determined that moose used mixedwood (s-h),
immature coniferous, immature deciduous, and marsh-muskeg

greater than availaþirity. other researchers (crichton L977 |

Wielgus 1980) on Hecla Island have also found that mixedwoods

(although not different,iated) are important to moose in
wÍnter. This can most rikery be exprained by the softwood or
coniferous cont.ent. of the overstory and therefore the

increased thermal cover. Ozoga (1968) suggested that the

mature state and coniferous components of various stands

like1y offered adequate cover. Greater coniferous cover

courd reduce energy expenditures and increase efficient, use
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of the shrub understory (Moen 1968, Ozoga 1968,

VanBallenberghe and Peek 1-97l) "

Habitat, preference based on browse use indicated that
moose prefer willow-alder, immature coniferous, inmature

deciduous and mixedwood (s-h) " There is some discrepancy

between the two measures (pelIet. distribution and browse use)

but an explanaÈion can be made" Pe11et, group distributions
imply that a greater length of time is spent in a particular
habitat. I'loose will often deposit pellet.s and urinate at a

bedding site in those habítats wTrich provide the most,

protection from wind and cold weather" All of the above

habitaÈs except immature deciduous have a significant conifer
content. Immature deciduous is most like1y only marginally

preferred based on pellets alone" It is obvious that moose

will use t,hose habitats which will meeÈ Èheir maintenance

requirements as well as remaining close to the foraging

resources. Results indicate that the mixedvrood (s-h) is more

highly preferred because of its superior thermal
characteristics .

Crichton and Wielgus (1981-) suggested the significance
of winter cover lvas further illustrated by uÈilization of
red-osier doErrood, They found dogwood to be utilized to a

greaÈer extent, in deciduous and mixedwoods than that found in
open areas (wi11ow-alder), which like1y had deeper snos/

cover, greater wind exposure and colder temperatures. Peek

et al" (1976) suggested that moose used dogwood in faII and

early winter as a preferred browse but as soon as it was
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depreted, other species would then be uÈilized" whire this
may have been true in L978-79, very hígh use of dogwood was

found in wi}low-arder" This wourd follow because the winter
of 1988-89 had rower Èhan normar t.emperatures and snowfall
except in December when snor¿¡ was deeper than nornal.

Rounds (1981) found somewhat sirnilar winter habitat
serect,ion patterns for moose in Riding Mountain National
Park, Manitoba" He found that moose showed preference for
immature aspen forest but reject,ion of shrublands and bog

conmunities. He also found that moose neit,her preferred nor

rejected mature aspen forest. This was also found to be true
in this study based on pe11eÈ group distribution only. The

onry deviation from Round.s (1981) study is Èhat moose showed

a relative preference for marsh-muskeg habitat. rhis finding
is somewhat atypical for most studies, but once again the

relativery warm winter may explain moose venturing out into
the peripheral edges (west side) of the island.

Thig sÈudy found Èhat dogwood was a highly preferred
browse species and was browsed heavily in all habitat types,

and over-browsed in selected types" The posÈulation made by

Peek et, aI" (l-976) mighù be supported by data from this
studyr âs mountain maple, a less preferred browse species,

was used heavily wherever it occurred, quite possibly as a
second choice.

9li1Iow-a1der habitat does not appear Èo be used

preferentially by moose during winter, however, when snow

conditions are favourable, heavy browsing may occur.
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Literature suggest,s that t.hermal cover and snow depth along

with browse requirements supercede the browse requirements

alone (Peek et a1"l-971). This is somewhat confounding since

browse utilization in t.his type $/as 73t of arl available
browse, the highest of any habitat type sampled. Once again,

the concrusion that moose used this habitat type only until
weather and. snow depth became excessive, and then moved into
areas which provided more cover and suitable browse may

explain this observation. Berg and Phillips (1974) in a

st,udy of moose in willowed areas in Nlt l{innesota found that
areas of t.aIl r'¡irrow (up to 3m in height) were extensively
used from January to April. However, these authors make no

statements concerning the proximity of forest cover to the

willowed areas whích may act as thermal and security
habitats.

Rounds (1981) found that bog communities were rejected
by moose in Riding l'lountain National park, t'Ianitoba. This

would include pure mature coniferous types and Èreed. muskegs

on Hecla Is1and. This is understandable because of the poor

production of browse species in the understory" This study

concurs with Crichton and l,iielgus (1981) who found that moose

only frequently moved through these areas I very likely to
move to better foraging areas. Líght use of browse within
these types occur as these forests contribute little to moose

habitat reguirements unless they were found in conjunction

with or adjacent. to superior forage producing habitats
(Crichton and !,fielgusr 1981). The ext,ensive üracts of pure
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coniferous species found in these habitats contribute very

lit.tIe to the habitat and nutritional requirements of moose.

They !\rere used to a lesser extent than to what was availabre
on Hecla Island. VanBallenberghe and Peek (L97t) and peek et
aI" (1971) reported these habitats \¡rere used for cover, buÈ

areas like pure immature coniferous which had available
browse were invariably associated with their use. On Hec1a

Island, immature coniferous types were used in greater
proportion than they $rere available because of the

combination of available browse and thermal characteristics.
The use of Unclassified habitat type by moose during

winter suggests, largely from this study, that, moose do not

spend a lot of time along hydro-Iines, in open borrow pit
areasr or along roads and highways. Probably for the same

reason that moose are not usually found ín the low lying
marsh-muskeg areas during most winters. Under normal snow

and temperature conditions for the climate regime on Hecla

Island, therrnal maintenance can not usually be met by these

open areas. Berg and Phillips (L974', found that moose

shifted use of habit,at to lower, more open sites Like marsh-

muskeg after Aprit when conditions vrere more favourable, and

also for the duration of the summer months, In 1988-89 Èhese

favourable temperature and snow conditions v¡ere probably met

earlier than normal.

5 .3 .2 Ì{HITE-T.â,ILED DEER

Tn this study, white-tailed deer generally used

mixedwood (s-h) type, immature coniferous type and to a
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lesser extent the two deciduous habitats proportionally more

t,han their availabilit.y (p

alder, unclassified and marsh-muskeg type were noted to be

used in lesser proportion (p > 0.05) than what was available.

These habitat selections are sinilar to moosé and therefore

interactions between the two species is expected"

The ability of a land unit to provide the highest

possible quality wint,er food to combat energy loss is of
primary importance to deer during late faII/early winter,
However, efficient use of energy is also significant because

of the poorer quality food source (browse). Thermal cover

and escape cover become very important as a result of poorer

food selection, poorer (i.e. colder) conditions, and

increased susceptíbility to predators after leaf fall. The

relative interspersion of hiding cover with foraging habitat
is of prime importance in determining the quality of escape

cover. Generally, woody cover types which are diverse in
height and species composition and occur ín close proximity

to farmland are ideal white-tailed deer habitaÈ. During the

study, whíte-tailed deer on Hecla Island had been observed

towards the sout,h end of the village in late faII where

mixedwoods and deciduous types meet at farmstead boundaries

(pers. obs.). Well developed understory vegetaÈion has been

reported to be preferred for winter ranges but not for summer

ranges. As weIl, edge or ecotonal areas associated with
transition zones beÈween treed and non-treed areas, also

bring suitable food and cover types into close association
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wit,h each other and are productive in terms of good browse

species. rn addition, deep snow can severery rimit the
availabre high gualiÈy forage for deer. Based on the perlet
group surveys, one can conclude that severaL habitats provide

adequate food, thermal and/or security (escape) cover.

Winèer behavÍour of white-tailed deer as influenced by

sno$r depth has been recorded by several authors (Day 1963,

Prescott L974t Peterson 1955) and may have an import,ant

bearing on interrelations with moose" willow/arder and

marsh-muskeg are no doubt avoided by white-tailed deer as

they may represent those habitat types which have deep snow

throughout the winter because they do not have adeguat.e

coniferous content for interception of snow. Generally, if
wint,ers are severe and snovr depths exceeds 50 crnr deer will
aggregate and remain in dense st,ands of conifer or mixedwood

(Telfer 1970) " The need for adequate thermal cover (i.e.
energy conservation) is very important and availability of
forage becomes a secondary consideration. Treed muskeg has

adequate thermal cover, but definitely lacks the browse

resources which can maintain a deer population.

Limiting factors for whit,e-tailed deer are somewhat

dífficult to pinpoint in some areas and not for others.
However, snor,r depth is probably the factor that limits deer

movement, most (Telfer 1970) " Deer rnobil-ity is restricted by

snow depths greater than 38 crrtr therefore areas in the
northern boreal forest, dictate that traditional winter ranges

with shallow snow are critically important. Because sno!ìr
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depths v¡ere shallower on Hecla Island and unseasonably srarm,

early spring conditions probably made for a relatively easy

winter (1988-89) for white-tailed deer.

5"3"3 SNOWSEOE E.RRE"

Snowshoe hare use the two deciduous typesrand the two

mixedv¡ood Èypes in greater proportion to habitat availability
(p<0 " 05 ) as indicated by the winter pellet group

distribut.ion" All other types were used less than

availability (or avoided) "

These findings are not new, habitat selection by

snowshoe hare is highly variable from region to region" In

their review of snowshoe hare habitat use, Tompkins and Woehr

(L979) state that., "The snowshoe hare appears to accepÈ a

variety of habitat types, ranging from predominantly

coniferous to predominantly deciduous forests""

The association of hares with coniferous habitats is
well documented (Grange L932; Adams 1959, northr^¡estern

¡4ontana; Telfer L972, in Nova Scotia; Dolbeer and Clark,
central Rocky Mountains L975; Walski and Hautz L9771. Other

researcbers found that hares use predominant.ly deciduous

habitats (Keith and Surrendi L97L)" Dodds (1960) found hares

using deciduous woods for both cover and food in areas where

the distribution of conifers was severely limited due to
heavy browsing by moose.

It is widely accepted that aIl habitats which

continually support hares contain 1ow, dense shrubby cover,

although the apparent overstory preferences of hare can be
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highly variable from region to region" The common

denominator across the variety of habitat types utilized by

hare is a brushy understory, deciduous or coniferous, that
provides both cover and winter food (Keith and Surrendi L97l¡

Keith et al, 1984)" Several other sÈudies have reached

similar conclusions (Adams 1959, in Montana; Dolbeer and

Clark L975, in Colorado and Utah; Green 1980, in
northeastern Alberta; Wolfe et a7" L982, in Utah) "

An apparent preference for immature pure coniferous over

other types by hare has been documented as well (Orr and

Dodds L982, Bakuzis and Hansen 1965) where it was determined

that hare preferred 1ow coniferous cover that was associated

with deciduous shrubs. Although the pellet distribution
survey for this sÈudy did not concur with these particular

findings, it \.ras found that immature coniferous $¡as only

weakly rejected by snowshoe hare" This particular type was

found to have these characteristics, with ample light
reaching the forest floor, enough cover and a matrix of

overstory, openings, and food. Orr and Dodds (L982) reported

that. hare use vras lower where trees are taller than 12 m and

where canopies are denser than 60 per cent"

5 " 4 RESOT'RCE USE REL.S,TIOIISÍIPS WITEIN trEE HECLå
ISLå.¡ID EERBIVORE GUTTD

This study has produced considerable data on resource

use anong the rnajor terrestrial herbivores, moose, white-

Èailed deer, and snowshoe hare" Attempts to identify

foraging and habitat dimensions of the niches of these
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herbivores has been done while others (Samoil 1978; Leonard

L979 have undertaken similar studíes for snowshoe hare, The

data from this study should try to compare relationships
which may explain species co-existencer or alternately, the

presence of antagonistic interaction"

For the purposes of Hec1a park management and planning,

this portion of the study is irnportant because "management of
multi-species systems requires clear knowledge of the manner

in which members of the herbivore comrnunit,y utilize and

partition resources available t.o them. Such information is
basic to determination of appropriate combinations of animals

that would meet various management objectives" (Hudson t976).

Resource partitioning (Schoener L974) and compet,ition

(Pianka t976, Cole 1958) are two important concepts which

provide a theoretical- as well as biologically relevant
background for comparing niches. Niche differentiaÈíon among

co-existing species usually involves separation along the

dimensions of habitat or space, food, and time. All these

dimensions are discussed in Èhis report, although the short

term nature of this study can really only imply relationships
\¡¡ithout being taken as absolute,

Bircb (1957) defined competiLion as being "utilization
of common resources in short supply". CoIe (1958) stated the

parameters to be evaluated for detection of competition as

follows:

1. Potentially competing species must use the same
areai
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They must use the same forage plants;

The forage plants used musÈ be Ímportant sources of
food for the species¡

The forage plants being used must be in limited
supply or deteriorating as a result of combined
use.

Leonard (L979) suggested several additional conditions
after there study comparing the interactions between

ungulates and snowshoe hares, They asked:

1" Do hares possess the behavouríal and physical
adaptations to interact, in a dietary sense. with
ungulates?;

2" Do the species use the same feeding space (that is,
the same feed sites and plants?; and

3. The given species possesses the energetic potential
to compete with its contemporaries?

Competitive exclusion is not necessarily implied by

Birch's (L957l definition which does irnply that competition
can occur either at the same tirne or sequentially and for any

lengÈh of Èime. of course, another possible result is that
bot.h species may be reduced as the result of competiÈive

coactions controlled by external environmental factors like
snow thickness, duration of snov/ cover, and changes in range

productivity due to climate (Trottier and Hutchison 1981).

Given the above seven pre-conditions for interspecific
compet,ition, discussion will assess data concerning moose,

white-tailed deer and snowshoe hare for this study.

The first condition of the mutual use of the habitat by

potentially competing animals is quíte easily answered by the
pelret group distribution study where pellets for all three

2"

3,

4.
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species sho!.red preference (to dif ferent degrees ) for Èhe

mixedwood (s-h) habiÈat type and to a lesser extent the

deciduous (both mature and immature) types" In very

difficult winters this overlap of habitat use could compress

the availability of browse for all three herbivores species"

Although this study cannot determine the absolut,e extent of

habitat overlap, it can suggest that it exists on Hecla

Island.

For example, data obtained on hare track transects in

Riding Mountain National Park (Leonard 1979) in late winter

in L978 indicated that severe snow conditions forced elk out

of deciduous and open habitats " Elk act.ivity was then

restricted to coniferous coverr the preferred habitat of deer

(in that study), while moose continued to move unrestricted

mostly in the deciduous forest cover. A similar scenario

could exist on Hecla Island if the wínter was severe enough.

During this study, I believe Èhat this did not occur to any

great extentr âs a great deal of browse was taken from the

more open willow-alder habitat, where moose would go freely
to browse, unrestricted by snow depth. White-tailed deer and

hare would most likely be feeding in si¡nílar areas with more

cever and therefore would most like1y be overlapping in

resource use.

In L979, Leonard felt that the current hare population

was in the expansion phase. fn 1989 (ten years later) if

cycles follow, Hecla Island may have experienced similar hare

population conditions based on only coincidental use of
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plants for food by hares and ungulates that was recorded for
this study, Data suggest little interact,ion between the
three species, except that very like1y hare and deer feeding

sites vrere occupied by both as opposed to hares sharing moose

sites. This conclusíon seems plausible given t,he documented

simirarity in white-tailed deer and snowshoe hare habitat
preferences.

The second condition regarding syrnpatric species using

the same forage plants has essentially been answered" This

study indicaÈes t,hat. ungulates (moose and deer) and hare

share the same preferred species. Other authors (Samoil

1978; Trott,ier and Samoil L978; Leonard L979) have also shown

that snowshoe hares use the same food items as ungulates with
the greatest diet overlap being realized during late falI and

winter when all three species feed almost exclusively on the

shrub forage class (Trottier and Hutchison L981).

The third condition considers the importance of forage

plants as sources of food for the three species. Because the

shrub layer is used almost exclusively by moose, deer, and

hares during winter, I would conclude LhaÈ preferred species

of the ungulates are also preferred by snowshoe hares"

Although diet studies were not done, the evidence for this
statement is found in data summarized in Table LZ and thereby

satisfying this condition"

The fourt,h condition asks if forage plant,s are being

used in limited supply or deteriorating as a result of
combined use. Data for this question was generated through
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the study of browse utilization by ungurates and hares at Èhe

t,emporary transects" AlÈhough analysis should continue to
get long term trend data, this study provides short term

baseline data which was needed.

Trottier and Hutchison (1981-) believed that hazelnut
was a key range condition indicator because of its importance

in herbivore diets and rerative abundance in their study area

in Riding Ì,lountain National Park" Using that sane line of
thinking, red-osier dogvood and willovr can be considered to
be good indicators on Hecla Island. Condition of these

species have been observed to be severely hedged and

utilization of current growth to be nearly complete" Beaked

hazelnut appeared to be in good condition, but primarily in
the mature deciduous habitaÈ type

The fifth condit,ion asks if species use the same

feeding space, The only indicator for this study comes from

the peIlet group distribution survey, which indicate that, atl
the herbivores overlap in the deciduous types and the
mixedwood (s-h) types. Under severe wint,er condit.ions it is
expect,ed that all three would use the sane areas. Trott.ier
and Hutchison (1981) found the use of ungulate feeding sites
by hare was low. Those sièes were shown to be mostly

openings in the forest with poor cover for hares if snow was

thick. As hare numbers increase such marginal sites may be

occupied by dispersing individuals because the food supply

would be attractive (TroÈtier and Hutchison 1981).
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Several authors (Samoil 1978; and Leonard 1979) have

reported that the percentage of plants browsed by hares and

ungulates increased as the winter progressed, although some

discrepancy !{as found. In this study, the percentage of

plants browsed by ungulates that had been browsed by hares

was only L.2% and therefore negligible. Ungulate use v/as not

differentiated between moose and white-tailed because it is

not possible.

In t.erms of vert.ical overlap, snowshoe hares are

capable of competing at the same level with ungulat.es

depending on snov/ thickness and shrub stem diameter. Also,

girdling of stems by hares ki1ls the plant and constitutes an

additional mode of vertical overlap. But in this study,

although some girdling hras observed, the observations were

mostly coincident.al and therefore not a true measure of the

resource by hare.

The scope of this study does not allow for an accurate

assessment of the energetic requirements for the members of

the herbivore guild because of the difficulty in obtaining

site specific data on populations and their energy

requirements. Although some assumptions regarding daily

consumption of moose have been made in this study, only other

literature can ans$/er the question fu1ly. Caloric intake by

deer would be slightly higher than for moose due to greater

body surface/volume ratio. Hares, on the other hand,

because of their high metabolic rate and propensity to

periodically over-populate their range (Keith and V{indberg
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!978) possess the potential for seriously depleting forage

resources (Leonard L979\; however, it is not known what their
forage intake is and therefore what their impact on the

vegetation would be under natural conditions at peak

populat.ion levels " High ungulat.e densities, however, may

affect hares in two ways. First, by depleting cover for
hares (Van Camp and Te1fer L975 ) and secondly, by consuming

most of the current growth of shrubs in intensive feeding

areas.

Although most of the conditions have been met to

suggest compeLition between herbivores within the guild, I am

not totally comfortable making broad sweeping statements

about theoretical implications based solely on this short

term study. However, based on my data, I would conclude that

some areal and vertical overlap does occur between moose,

white-taíted deer and snowshoe hare"
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6 . O COTCLUSIOATS å,ND R,ECOMMENDA,TXOB{S

.â,Ithough only a few studies have been attempted on

Hecla fsland, it vras felÈ that insufficient information
existed which described browse production and utilizat,ion by

moose specifically, and to a lesser exÈent other herbivores,

namely v¡hite-taíIed deer and snowshoe hare. This study

concentrated on measuring those leve1s by collecting data to
test two hlpotheses

fhe first of those hypoÈheses asked if browse use $¡as

proportional to availability. Statistical procedures were

used to compare total browse use to the proportional areas of
the habitats found on Hec1a Island" It s¡as found Èhat

disproportíonal browse use was found in relation to habitat
avaíIability. !{i11ow-a1der vras considered a highly preferred

critical foraging habitat for moose during winter. In
addition, immature coniferous, mixedwood (s-h) and immature

deciduous $rere also preferred. These same habitats also
indicate that, relative levels of browse produced is
relatively high.

Hecla Island appears to have no absolute shortage of
browse produced on an annual basis" Of course, annual

variation in production does occur but could not, be addressed

in this study. For winter 1988-89 moose and other herbivores

were not limited by browse quantities available, as has been

noted by other authors (Crichton 1977, Críchton and Wielgus

1-981) in previous studies.
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However, severar of the highly preferred species are

over-browsed. on llecra rsrand, there is stem mortality
direcÈIy attributabre to over-browsing, Evidence of this
occurred on stems of dogwood, mountain maple, willow, and to
some exÈent, trembring aspen in various habit.ats" This

report concurs with findings that dogwood use v¡as complete

for management purposes.

Several factors affect carrying capacity. Although not

described in this study, chronic disease or parasite
infesÈations may preempt food related density d.ependence"

The result in the case of moose may be a reduction in mean

sustainable yield (¡4sY) density to a Lower Ievel. secondly,

vegetation succession from open shrubland Èo crosed forest
may have lowered population levels at or near MSy for moose.

rt courd be that moose are more affected by slaughters from

hunting, winter ticks, and native harvest than vegetation
succession.

Care must be t.aken in the interpretation of such simple

esÈímation of the number of moose-days supported by any given

habitat on Hecra rsrand. As a first approximation, however,

the resurts of this report may herp to provide a framework

for ungulate management on Hecla rslandr âs weII for other
sinílar areas in Manitoba. However, it shourd be recognized

that Èhis document is not a management, p1an, Because of
linitations of Èhis study (short term) and the baserine

nature of dat.a presented, it is evident that. knowledge of
more than browse guantity must be taken ínto account. Browse
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quality, physical hearth of Èhe animals, digestibirity and

palatability of plants, sex ratios, presence of predators and

interspecific competiÈion are ar1 import.ant in making

complete assessments of habitat requirements of ungulates.

Niche differentiation and competitive (co-existence or
antagonisÈic irtteraction) relationships betr¡¡een the three
herbivores rnrere exprored" Based on data and argument,s

presented, it was concluded that moose, white-taired deer,

and snowshoe hare arr have simirar habitat preferences

(mixedwoods, and deciduous Èypes) and browse preferences

(willow, dogwood, and mountain maple) during the winter
months" some feeding on similar prant species occurred
between all t,hree, although not t.o an excessive extent.
During years in which heavier snow depths accumulate during
winter months the degree of competition can be int,ensified
among the three herbivores, rf hare populat.ions are

approaching a peak level, then additional pressure on

resources can be assumed. The degree of barking, girdling,
and combined brov¡se use can be noÈed in the field.

Certain habitat types will contribute very lit,tle Èo

the winter maintenance of ungurates. Mature coniferous types

are not f avoured by ungulates and t.heref ore habít.at
manipulaÈion should not concentrate on thése areas. Hydro-

lines may serve as unobstrucÈed transportation corridors for
ungulat.es but do not othe¡*¡ise appear to play a rore in
ungulate habitat selection during winter as they are noÈ
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expected to provide miníma1 life requirements (i"e. cover

and/or food) "

Ecological theory and other practical appS-ication

suggests that if a system is maintained at, a part.icular state

or condítion (artificiatly stabilized), the systems

resilience decreases through loss of diversity, heterogeneity

and the processes of change that allow recovery from

disturbance. Aspen parkland in a natural state is an example

of a very resilient, highly dynamic system.

The system on Hecla Island exists both temporally and

spatially between two very different vegetation conditions

(Boreal Mixedwoods and grassland). Typically, fire, moisture

regimes, beaver activities and large ungulat.e vegetation
consumption are all forces or processes capable of creating
change, increasing diversíty and over a large scale

increasing heterogeneity. Because of Hecla Island's relative
isolation as an island, fire has not had a major influence on

vegetation community succegsion through rejuvenaÈion, so that
other natural processes are still primarily responsible for
mainÈenance of heterogeneity of the island vegetation
communities and sysÈems.

Theoret,ically, f luctuat.ions are more extreme f or
populaÈions which occur in small areas. The effects of
harvest,s in place of predatíon has not been studied directly,
but a comparison of Hecla Island with IsIe Royale (both with

a semi-enclosed moose population with a primary predator; the

wolf, indicates that both populations have followed a
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cyclical path of sirnilar frequency and timing" It appears

that Hecla Island is experiencing similar dynamics that IsIe
Royale experienced prior Lo Èhe re-introducÈion of wolves.

That is, that the vegetaÈion and large ungulate interaction
is much stronger than that of the predator and prey,

Future resources managers wiIl require a clear
understanding of objectives, carrying capacity, and

especially the role that ecological dynamics, diversity and

heterogeneity play in system resilience, in order to allow

for the equally complex cause and effect of management,

actions Èo be predicted. Ungulate management programs should

not be based solely by specific populat,ion targeÈs, but

should be controlled by natural processes such as native
hunters, predators, animal migration patterns, and fire if it
has historically been a part of the llecla Is1and system.

I'fanagement should be based on yearly and long term monitoring

of ungulate and vegetation dynarnics"

In addition, Provincial regulatory organizations (Parks

Branch; Fish and Wildlife; Tourísm, etc. ) must work Logether

in a cooperatíve manner with traditional native users.

Because native hunters utilize the living resources on Hec1a

Is1and, it is important for the following to be determined:

I{ho uses the resources, what is the number of active hunters,

and to what, extent or Ieve1 of harvest the population of
animals biologically sustain over time.
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RECO¡,IMENDASIO}¡S

1. I'fonitoring and Prediction.

Vegetation should be monitored and future changes

predicted in order to assess the accomplishment of management

objectives and provide management control of resource

protection, enhancement and intervention actions" A

recommended sampling strategy is found below.

Sarnpling strategies most appropriate for estimates of
annual browse production and utilization should be
consistent from one year to the next. The inventory
should be stratified to reduce variability of estimates
for browse production and utilization within straÈa.
Secondary sample uniÈs should be clustered at primary
sample units, such as the joinè-poínt nearest neighbour
or þoint quarter methods, and selected randomly within
the strata, !.Iithin each secondary sample unit, plots
for estimates of browse production and utilization
shoutd be located systematically along transects.

AnnuaL browse production should be clipped when
information is mõst suítab1e for estimates of carrying
capacity, such as peak browse production or t'he
beginning of the winter period. Utilization should be
meásured following seasonal browsing by ungulates or if
wildlife leaves the winÈer range. In Hecla Islands
case, range remains the sane for summerr although a
shift in habitat types may occur from winter to surnmer.
Estimates of annual browse production should be based
on at least three years of data, unlike this study.
Utilizat,ion should be measured approximately once every
five years, within plots on permanently marked
transecfs.

The above sampling regime is primarily based on
experimental resutts. Preliminary sampling is
thérefore desirable to confirm relationships anong twig
diameters, crown canopy volume (not used in this
study), and annual browse production and utilization'
Prellminary sarnpling can also be used to determine the
optimaì- numbers of primary and secondary sampling
uñits, and allocat.ion of clipped browse production
plots (fixed area) or shrubs (based on joint-point
ñearest neighbour or point quarter meÈhods) according
to variable probability proportional to size (if fixed
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area) or distance to nearest shrub (distance methods) "Preliminary data may be collected simultaneously with
initial stages of the shrub inventory program, and
analyzed prior to the second fÍeId season of inventory
so that revised sa.urpling and measuremenÈ techniques c€rn
be incorporated.

This preliminary data can establish whether desired
levels of accuracy and precision can be aÈtained at
acceptable cost" Shrub measurements vary significantly
anong a variety of factors, including shrub species,
genetic variability within species, plant phenology,
moisture cont'ent', site conditions, annual growing
condit,ions, posit,ion of twigs on shrubs, canopy closure
and response to browsing intensity" In many
situations, Èherefore, accurate and precise estimates
of browse producÈion and utilization may be
economically prohibitive.

Field personnel undertaking shrub inventories should
receive a minimum of one week t.o minimize variability
among samplers. Annual browse production and
utilization estimates should be Iimited to shrub
species considered t'o be import,ant to ungulates and
other herbivores for managerial expediency.

Surveys of the following naÈure should be conducted annually"

1. A survey of the past winter's browse use and
previous years production should be conducted each
spring.

2. A survey of the sunmer herbage producÈion, use and
winter carry-over should be conducted each faII.

3. Vegetation and ungulate fecal samples should be
collected each month and analyzed to assess the
guality of forage produced by the vegetatíon and
consumed by the ungulates"

2. Vegetation Succession Monitoring and Prediction.

Vegetat.ion succession and the resul-tant diversity
plants and interspersion of plant conmuniÈies should

monitored by the following measures.

of
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i. HisÈoric aerial phot,ography should be compared to
present aerial photography Èo esÈablish in a
rather crude fashion the rate of vegetation
succession.

ii" Air photography should be interpreted to document
relative changes in vegetation physiognomy every
ten (10) years.

iii" Photographs should be taken every five years at
stations to be permanently located in
representative examples of each biophysical
vegetatÍon unit" These stations should be
situated in the same cell-s identified for tree
stand age and air photo interpretat.ion o f
vegetation succession"

iv. ïn concordance with the above, a new biophysical
inventory should be conducted every 20 years and
should be compared to previous inventories to
assess change in specj-es/vegetation occurrence and
pattern.

v" Geographic Information System (GIS) technology
should be utilized for vegetation resource
planning that can monitor vegetation succession
and land use changes"

3. The impacts of prescribed, natural and accidental fire

should be monitored to doeument the following:

i" vegetation succession,

ii. non-native plant invasion and,

iii impacts and benefits to wild1ife.

4. fnterpretation Needs

The public should be provided with information which

presents the management of Hecla Island and how this

management qontrasts with areas outsíde the park. The key

topics which should be included are as follows:

i. The character of the Boreal/Aspen Parkland
Vegetation Transition zone within the park that,
may result from the herbivory of the native
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ungulate populations which may no longer exist
out,side the park;

ii" The differing objectives for range management at
Hecla Is1and as compared to surrounding lands;

iií" The concepts of managing a small ecological island
within a greater region of agricultural and urban
development.

Recommendations to continue existing programs which include;

i. Moose ecologiy theatre presentations

ii" fnterpretive trail enhancement

Viewing towers

iv. Education programs on winter ecology of moose,
white-tailed deer and snowshoe hare; predator-
prey relations, mo.ose tick biology, and
wildlife management technigues of all wildlife
species.

v. Future trail development should be carefully
planned so as to optimize viewing opportunities,
however, consideration for ungulate energ:y
maintenance requj-rements should þe a greater
priority. That is, those habitats which are
important to moose and white-tailed deer during the
critical winter months, when the physiological
stresseÊ of winter combine (temperaèure, wind
chill, and snorár depths ) to force ung,r.rlates into
a negative energ'y balance should be avoided t'o a
certain extent,.

5. Research Needs

Research which has the poÈential to provÍde better
interpretation, clearer management objectives, and/or

advancements to science should be encouraged and supported

with funding through cooperation of the Provincial regulatory

bodies. Research of the following should be undertaken.

provide further clarification of paleobotanical
hist,ory of Hecla Island area.

t_tl_.

l-.
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ii. Autecological research which may provide important
information on aspects of key representative
plants, rare plantsr or important large ungulate
food species.

iii" Synecological researeh which may provide a bet,ter
undersÈanding of representative and rare plant
communities, whÍch may provide informat.ion on the
natural heterogeneity of the park's vegetat.ion.

iv. Research which can signíficantly improve the
understanding of the use and product,ion of browse
and herbage. This includes the effects of
environment on productivity, better technigues of
measurement, and the impacts of herbivory on plant
succession.

vo Research which will advance the level of
understanding of the dynamics of ungulate and
herbivore guilds including resource partitioníng,
population regulation, and disease or parasite
relationships.

vi. Further research is required to solve important,
resource management problems and which t^¡i11
provide signif icant improvements j-n active
vegetation management should be considered. fn
particular, research which provides a better
understanding of man's influence on the natural
processes of change effecting veget,atíon should
be given priority.
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Table 1. Relative stem density per hectare for woody specles per hal¡itat tl1)e on Eec1a Island, 1988.

BROWSE

SPËCIES

aldêr
arrowwood
ash

¡mm.

stems
psr/ha

F\¡
È

asp0n
balsam flr
bog blrch
balsam poplar
chokscherry
curfanl
dogwood
elm
gooseberry
hazêf
high-bush cran,
Manlloba mapls
mounlaln mapls
raspb€rry
ross
saskatoon
swampblrch
nannybsrry
willow

TOTAL
MEAN

SD

CV
N

dec.

(%l

mat.

stsms
per/ha

4999 1 3.5
1 39 0.37

1041 0.19
'I 455 3.93

HABÍTATTYPES

dec.

Øt

h-s

stsm6 (%l
per/ha

694 1.87
139 0.37

1 041 2.82
'f 2680 34.2

762 2.06
3336 9.01
486 1.31

553 1.49
3462 9.3s
2221 6

1 39 0.37
4853 1 3.1

38000 1 00
2375
31 94
134.5

16

1418 5.2

177 1 6.49

'I 063 3.9

3780 1 3.9

s-h

sloms ("/"1

perlha

871

2179 14.6
1597 10.68
872 5.83
1 45 0.97
508 3.4
436 2.91

'1670 11.16
73 0.49

5.8 2

w-a

stems (%)
pê r/ha

16 42

3696
?875

411
411

4517

12751

827
118
118

1772

297
3302

27',t57
2468
3618

147
'1 1

46

4

m.con¡f ,

sloms (%l
per/ha

75

' Data basod on 'Jolnl-polnt nearêsl nelghbouf survoy (Batcholer 1971,1973)

7

10.59
8.2 3

1.18
1.18

2542

1162
1 888

726
218

73

14960
997
807

81
15

829

3.0 3
0.43
0.43

6.5

0.8 7
12.1

1.79

0.28
49

0.84

10.6
1 .1?

14.8

21 .6

100

17

7.77
12.6

4.85
1.46

0.49

100

mat. con.

slems (%l
psrlha

4534 12.99

1 3541 38.79
1643 4.7
1252 g.52

411 1 .18

12

695 1

182

1 032
36s

30
789

61

152
789

61

.94
129

22646

388

66.1 I

1.73

L83
3.47

00

imm. con.

slems l/.1
per/ha

60 48

4921
518

6862

9972

46 265
5 783
7720

133
Â

8ç

34913 100
317 4
3780

119
1l

30

lr, musk

sroms l%l
peri ha

0.29
7.51

0.5I

'I .45
7.51
0.5I

o.87

100

1 427 6 23.59

24 .44
432
866

17261
432

32 26.67

mar, musk

sloms (%l
per/ha

o.71
1 .43
28.5
o.71

'I 59084

91

1 0503
955

2020
211

'I 1

30477 1 0 0

6057 I 0

122 1 00
41

16.8
41.2

o1

12119

60527
7566
ô666
88.1

A

20. 02

100 30477 1 00

a

22468

1 9257

41765
20882
2242
10.7

2

53.8

46.2

100



Cont'd from Table 1.

Stem density formula:

density (stems/ha) or d =

Corrected for clumpiness:

corrected density (d) or 1og true density = log d - (0.1416 - 0.1613 lrplrn)

where:

d = estimated density (per unit area in tle same units used to measure "r")
n = the number of sample points at which a woody plant clump as found within

the distance R of the point
rl...r¡ = distances from sample points 1...n to the neatest woody plant clumps

(where one was within R distance of the point)
N = total number of sample points in the survey
R = A predetermined dislance. If no plants were lhis close to the sample point (or

to the first or second clumps selected) the survey moves to the next sample

Point ß = 20)
10,000 = a factor to bring values to a per hectare basis where "n" and "R" a¡e in metres

Estimated density was then corrected for clumpiness to get better estimates of the true density as
follows:

H\¡
lJt

log true density = log d - (0.1416 - 0.1613 lrp/Ir¡) where:

x 10,000

d = estimated density from equation I above.
rp = dist¿nce from sample points to nearest clump (same as ri...m values in equation 1).
m = distance between the clump ne€rest the sample point and the second nearest clump.

Equation 1

Equation 2



Table 2. Number of twigs per hectare produced per habitat tlT)e on HecJ-a rsland, Manitoba, l-988.

BROWSE

SPECTES

alder
arrowwood
ash

aspen
balsam fir
bog birch
balsam poplar

chokecherry
currant
dogwood
elm
gooseberry
hazel
high-bush cran.
Manitoba maple
mountain maple
raspberry
rose
saskatoon
swamp birch

nannyberry
willow

total
mean
standard deviation
c.v.*

l-mm. dec. mat . dec.

H{
cn

73879
139
275

68853

13188
139

37 48
221361

8341
49281
19714

7568
78 99
11730

139
125260

61 1 484
38219.625
58550.1 73

158.22

HÀBITÀT TYPES

h-s s-h

5080 0

1 421
32837

25706

17721
1 4380

1 66283
1816
5s21
501 1

5359 1

2252

72589

1 6776
48507

9658
2250

5376

447 437
29829.1 33
41993.426

145.7

3791 2

5623 5

21 3487

11696
1 421
355

383B O

5479
6370

456393
38032.75

s639 2.969
154.87

35306

44355
273097

821
411

5 sB52

62030

1 351 48
9445
3285
6568

Id-a

557 62 11824

759

263258
5938

486
3248

273

557 62
1 177919

5180

940

941 B

299377

1 4262
317269
155740 348944

864

1 33666

1 03322
2330

273337

5461 23

1 969735
277466.88
381 031.52

146.8'l

6263 1 I
56938

78341 .146
144.31

368

21 25
5344 53652
1123

221 5

2943 58
26963

7 4792.733
290.9

10726
35 75.3333
4.137.9835

141.75

43284

.1018114

127 264.25
116078.87

97.5

348944
348944

41 0038

399692

809730
404865

517 3
1 .807



llable 3. Mean twig dlaneters of current y€ars growùh (DCc) of
eetlnation of bror¡ae product,io¡ on Eecl.s leland,

BnowSE
SPECIES

alder 2.34
arrowwood
ash 4.3
aspen ?.O4

babam fir
bog blrch
babam poplar 3.72
chokecherry
cuffant 2.34
dogwood 1.8
elm

H{{

lm.
dec.

nat.
dec.

gooseberry

hazel
higûrhsh cran.
Manitoba maple
mountain maple
raspberry
fose
saskatoon
swamp birch
nannyberry
willow

EÀAIIAII ÎXPBS m. Eat,.
h-s e-h w-a coníf. cot.

1.54
3.13
2.5?

2.15 2.32

3.98
2.71 2.03
1.28 1.66

2.11
3.31 4.25
2.03

2.3t
r.93
2.81

1.6
r.89
z.5r

2.47

1.82

2.2

2.51 ?.67

4.05

1.45
2.18

2.97
1.89 1 .7

2.33 2.02

total 3l.82
mean 2.45
standarddeviation 0.772
c.v.* 31.6

browee specles for
1988.

1.91 1.95
1.69

1.99 2.33

2.74
2.4 2.29

1.89
2.21
1.94 ?.O3

2.34

35.17 22.86
2.34 2.29
0.661 0.721
?8.2 31.6

2.21
1.7

1.49
2.02

2.?3

lqnr. tf . naf .
con. nusk. musk.

2.4

2.03
2.26

25.39
2.12

0.463
2r.9

2.86

r.89
1.46
2.03 1.75

1.'r3

2.75
1.89 1.96
2.26

1.7 2.01

1.6

1.93 2.37

14.41 24.12
2.06 2.41
0.317 0.75
1s.4 3l

1.89

5.23
1.74
0.64
36.5

3.34

15.48 r.75
2.21
0.6s

29.4?.

1.83

1.85

3.68
1.84

0.014
o.77



Table 4.

BRO9ISE

SPECIES

Mean weight of twigs of current years growth (dcg), by habitat,
tlpe for selected species, HecLa Island, Manitoba, 19gg (grams).

alder 0.175
arrowwood
ash 0.28
aspen 0.069
balsam fir
bog birch
balsam poplar 0.424
chokecherry
currant 0.1 1 1

dogwood 0.086
elm

H\¡
@

i:ün.
dec.

mat.
dec.

IIABITAT

h-s s-h

gooseberry
hazel
high-bush cran.

Manitoba maple
mountain maple

raspberry
rose
saskatoon
swamp birch

nannyberry
willow

0.03
0.1 98
0.113

0.165 0.174 0.183 0.191

0.257 0.262
0.133 0.068
0.046 0.057 0.051
0.235 0.18 0.19
0.335 0.555
0.162

0. 1 4 0.247
0.096 0.099 0.094 0.078
0.041

TYPES

m. mat.
!¡-a conif . con.

0.276
0.17

0.088

0.095
0.089
0.1 09

0.034
0.003
0.264

0.096 0.082
0.124 0.096 0.143

0.066 0.079 0.071 0.104
0.003 0.003 0.003 0.003
0.053 0.17 B 0.172 0.1 91
0.125 0.114 0.127

0.101
0.055
0.16 0.172 0.114 0.177

1.461 2.109 1.649 0.922 1.385
0.112 0.151 0.15 0.115 0.26
0.076 0.08 0.146 0.059 0.087
67.9 55.1 S7.2 51.4 62.7

total 1.895
mean 0.146
standard deviation 0.1 11

c.v.* 76.4

rlmn.
con.

0.1 78 0.2

0.0 58
0.042 0.052

0.1 69
0.445

0.078 0.1 05

0.1 56

tr. mar.
musk. musk.

0.1 33

0.0 03
0.172

0.368

0.298 1.572
0.0'1 0.175
0.07 0.1 48
7 0.9 84.5

0.1 3

0.1 04

o.234
0.117
0.018
15.71



Table 5. VaLues of constants for the prediction equations of
22 woody pJ-ant species, Hecla Island, Manitoba,
1988, used to esÈj-mate browse production.

BROWSE

SPECIES

CONSTÀI{TS
ab

Range of
twig dia. in

the sample

Samp1e
size

Nr2
(nun)

alder
arrowwood
ash
aspen
balsam fir
bog birch
balsam poplar
chokecherry
currant
dogwood
elm
gooseberry
hazel
high-bush cranberry
Manitoba maple
mountain maple
raspberry
rose
saskatoon
swampbirch
nannyberry
willow

0.659139
o.674327
1.096606
2.301696
0.781433
1.600809
2.025575
2.7 1 0242
3.344852
1.720557
2.564995
1.135787
2.543722
2.410661

2.058146

s.os6s oo
2.286607
1.908065
0.653598
2.130937

0.396248
0.304716
0.868999
o.778246
0.376046
0.813728
0.720329

0.86157
0.722955
0.638928
0.920973
0.482045

0.9 26 76
0.729844

0.724807

o.sir ol ¿
0.941376
0.887861
0.51 2835
0.934884

294 17
78 10
100 11
307 20
249 14
103 16
107 24
111 15
20 11
271 13
438
71 15
240 16
19 7

166 13

12g 17
125 15
143 14
65 7
311 21

- 2.30351
-3.78819
-2.87243
-4.3104

-3.26062
-2.91034
-3.51873
-3.73863
-5.03779
-3.4581 5

-4.53221
-3.30169
-4.09552
-4.71 1 1 3

-4.34392

-+.r aogo
-3.6856

-3.18847
-3.35757
-3.56978

1.4 - 4.8
1.0 - 3.0
2.2 - 9.0
1.1 - 6.1

0.7 - 3.2
0.8 - 4.1

1.5 - 7.3
1.2 - 6.2
1.9 - 4.1

1.1 - 4.0
1.0 - 2.6
1.2 - 4.3
1.1 - 4.0
2.2 - 4.3

1.5 - 5.3

o.e - ¿.e

1.0 - 3.9
0.9 - 3.5
1.4 - 2.7
1.0 - 5.5

Prediction equation is of the form:

LN oven dry wt. = a + b(LN fresh twig dia.)

t7g '



Table 6. ÀvaiIab1e twig yield per habitat, L11pe on Hecla IsJ.and, 1988-1989.

BROVSSE

SPECIES

alder
arrowwood
ash

aspen
balsam fir
bog birch
balsam poplar
chokecherry
curranl
dogwood
elm
gooseberry
hazel
high-bush cran.
Manitoba maple
mountain maple
raspberry
rose
saskatoon
swamp birch
nannyberry
willow

ts
@o

amm.
dec

12.929
0.0 04
0.077
4.75

5.592
0.03

0.416
19.037

0.792
4.386
2.148

0.257
0.024
3.097

0.0 08
.t9.54

mat.
dec.

1.524
0.281
3.7 1

h-s

4.241

4.s54
1.912
7.649
0.427
1.85

0.812

5.145
0.092

6.968

3.832

1 .719
0.256

0.925

HABITI\T
s-h rd-a

10.464

4.949

26.472

0.772
0.0 04
0.019
4.798

6.143 10.204

3.016
15.566
0.148
0.228

7.807
5.529 110.72

0.497
8.87

9.596
0.028 0.31
0.565 0.445
0.834 0.0515

27.607

62.258

TYPES
m.

conif.

total
mean
standard deviation 6.662
c.v.. 145.8

2.258

0.199

mat.
con.

Coefficient of Variation (C.V) = Standard deviation x 1O0/mean

73.087
4.568

13.426
1.128

0.1 67 59.87 5

0.827
0.396 16.498

26.32
0.384

0.029 1 4.035

0.301
1 .019

.t-mm.

con.

54.31 3
4.526
7.567
167.2

0.12
0.253

0.022

tr.
musk.

40.382 50.523 219.85
2.884 4.593 27.482
2.516 5.094 39.68
87 .21 1 1 0.91 144.4

mar.
musk.

0.221
0.016 0.161
0.1 s3

46.41

0.346 15.928

18.182
1 .653
3.96

239.6

0.592
0.197
0.1 B5

93.9

134.028 46.41
16.754
15.842
1 18.4

53.305

41.568

94.873
47.436
8.299
17 .5



Table 7.

BROWSE

SPECIES

Number of twigs per hectare utilized per habitat type, Hecra rsrand,
Manítoba, 1988-1989.

alder 2548
arrowwood
ash
aspen 263
balsam fir
bog birch
balsam poplar 278
chokecherry
currant 1111
dogwood 1 98098
elm
gooseberry 346
hazel 200
high-bush cran. 7358
Manitoba maple
mountain maple 6501
raspberry
rose 4576
saskatoon
swamp birch
nannyberry
willow 9707

loral 230986
mean 20998.73
slandard devialion 56094.08
c.v.* 280.17

H
@
H

tlnm.
dec.

rnat.
dec. h-s

401 6

290

I 206
3994
11547

1 598
291

49089
17 44

50't1

1 0385
3761 6

2469

ITABITÀT TYPES

12401

47965

27153

55 53

355
6377

1 651

1 0547 1

13183.875
15377.244

124.69

s-h

821

9035
1 0677

w-a
m. mat.

conif. con.

54790

40247

28337

89542
1 643
821

287 4

304 122

91

70
346

91

llûn.
con.

527762 1 062 222 981 95

2460

tr. mar.
musk. musk.

2688

134928
1 0379.08
14657 .45
146.99

25 96

''l165

1 39579

31 5733

1 041 580
148797 .1
187360.5

136

64892 72261

1 84397
20488.56
27773.45

143.78

395
30

668

2896
4't 3.714
328.044
85.64

414
138

63.077
55.9

290 00

1 94683
4867 0.7 5

36144.16
85.75

28372

72261 28372
72261 28372



Table 8.

BROÍÍSE
SPECTES

Mean twig diameÈers at, point
species used for est,ímation
Island, 1988-1989.

alder 4.1

arrowwood
ash 3.6
aspen 2.8
balsam fir 4.2
bog birch
balsam poplar 2.9
chokecherry 6.8
currant 1 .7
dogwood 2.3
elm

F
@
t\,

i¡nrn. mat.
dec. dec. h-s

3.7

2.4
2.6
2.1

3

1.6

2.4

2

1.7

2.4

0.5
1.8

3.5

29.7
2.3
0.84
36. B

of browse (DPB) for browse
of browse utilization, Hec1a

gooseberry
hazel
high-bush cran.
Manitoba maple
mountain maple

raspberry
rose
saskatoon

swamp birch
nannyberry
willow

HÀBITÀT TYPES
m. mat.

s-h w-a conif. con.

1.3 2.7

3.1
3.3 2.7
1.7 2.4

3.3 3.8

2.5 2.6 2.4

1.9
1.7 1.6

2.7 3

1.7
1.5

2.1
1.8
2

2.7
1.5
1.4
1.7

2.4

total 44
mean 2.8
standard deviation 1 .4
c.v. 50

1.6

\t. o

6.2
1.2 2.9

irrxrn. tr. mar.
con. musk. musk.

3'5 1'7

2.1 2.3

17 .1 25.2 10.7
2.4 2.5 2.1
0.7 0.7 4 0.47
28.6 29.4 22.1

2.6

1.8

1.8

2.7

I
2.2

0.64
28.7

17.1
3.4
1.8

53.4

2.9

4.9
2.4

0.64
28.7

2.4

5.9
2

0.38
2

1.4

2

3.4
1.7

0.42
25



Tal¡le 9. Values of constants for the prediction equations
of 22 woody plant species/ Hecla Island, 1988-1989/
used to estimate browse use.

BROÏ{SE
SPECIES

CONSTÀNTS
ab

Range of
twig día. in
the sample

(¡rrn)

Sample
size

Nr2

alder
arrowwood
ash

aspen
balsam fir
bog birch
balsam poplar
chokecherry
cu rrant
dogwood
elm
gooseberry
hazel
high-bush cranberry
Manitoba maple
mountain maple
raspberry
rose
saskatoon
swampbirch
nannyberry
willow

1 .699529
0.824997
1.114695
2.339891

1 .36879
1 .522712
1 .87645

2.762217
3.932738
'l .541712
¿.toIoó,5
1 .38532'1
2.558973
2.766036

1 .8703s8

g.417022
2.413989
1 .684698
0.o27631
2.234353

0.777 088
0.361007
0.828 099
0.819714
0.643327
0.7717 48
0.68102
0.871336
0.7 46637
0.642496
0.931313
0. s403 76
0.919412
0.661588

0.7333 89

o. se Soez
0.9 s 73 61

0.919188
0.001842
0.934101

-3.02464
-3.64605
-2.8312

-4.01238
-3.39232
-2.77 41 0
-3.20547
-3.79789
-5.05 854
-3.11266
-4.52837
-3.36409
-3.92971
-4.59279

-3.94243

-¿.r io¿s
-3.44289
-2.8477 4
-2.97 676
-3.94243

1.4 - 4.8
1.2 - 2.6
2.0 - 7.7
1.0 - 4.9
0.7 - 2.8
0.6 - 3.4
1.4 - 7.1

1.0 - 5.1

1.6 - 3.4
0.8 - 3.4
1.1 - 2.2
1.2 - 4.1

1.1 - 4.0
1.9 - 3.3

1.1 - 4.2

0.8 - 4.4
1.1 - 3.3
0.8 - 3.4
1.3 - 2.6
0.9 - 5.5

300
78
100
307
249
103
107
111
20
205
48
71
240
19

tob

t)s
125
143
65

311

14
8

I
19
11

15
23
15
9

14
7

12
't5

6

13

1;
12
12
b

20

Prediction equation is of the form:

LN Oven dry twig wt. = ¿ + b(LN air dry twig dia.)

183



TabLe 10. Mean weight of twfgs at point of
species for estimation of browse
Hecla Island, 1988-1989.

BROWSE

SPECTES

alder
arrowwood
ash

aspen
balsam fir
bog birch
balsam poplar
chokecherry
currant
dogwood
elm
gooseberry
hazel
high-bush cran.
Manitoba maple
mountain maple
raspberry
rose
saskatoon
swamp birch
nannyberry
willow

H
@
È

i¡nn.
dec.

mat.
dec.

0.534 0.449 0.33 0.076 0.263 0.108

0.246 0.156
0.201 0.169
0.24 0.093

0.299 0.318
4.47 0.082

0.051
0.16't 0.172

0.097 0.091
0.088 0.076
0.069

h-s

H.ABITÀT TYPES
m. mat.

s-h w-a coníf. con.

browse for browse
ut,ilization,

0.214 0.2 0B 0.246
0.296 0.185 1.29
0.07 0.111 0.043 0.144

0.283
0.381 0.496

0.183 0.194 0.172 0.307
0.01 7
0.084
0.076 0.065

0.124 0.1 0.124 0.151 0.116
0.013 0.023
0.049 0.001 0.063
0.1 1 5 0.132

0.156

0.1 37 0.s 1 I 0.1 02 0.125 0.1 78

total 6.894
mean 0.43
standard deviation 1.08
c.v. 251.2

inm. tr.
con. musk.

mar.
musk.

2.158 1.775 1 .869 0.648 2

0.17 0.18 0.19 0.13 0.4
0.124 0.124 0.128 0.094 0.51
7 4.9 7 0.1 68.4 72.3 127

0.153

0.101 0.101

o.071

0.102

0.209 0.137 0.091

0.586 0.28 0.391
0.15 0.14 0.13
0.029 0.097 0.03
20 69.7 20.4

0.294
0.09I
0.006

6.2



Table 11. Twig bÍomass util-ized per habitat tlpe on
Hecla Island, Manitoba, 1988-1989. (Kg/Ha)

BROWSE

SPECTES

alder
arrowwood
ash
aspen
balsam fir
bog birch
balsam poplar

chokecherry
currant
dogwood
elm
gooseberry
hazel
high-bush cran.
Manitoba maple
mountain maple
raspberry
rose
saskatoon
swamp birch
nannyberry
willow

iJrun.
dec.

H
@
t¡

mat,.
dec.

1.361

0.052 0.679

0.083
1 .017

0.0 57
31.894 8.25

0.034
0.018 2.064
0.508

0.806 0.555

0.224 0.355
0.842

1.33 0.527

h-s

HABTTÀT TYPES
m. mat.

s-h r,r-a conif . con.

0.096 0.062 14.41 0.1

1.756 0.091
1.182 1.671
0.808 1.185

0.098
0.609

8.983 7.808 90.775 0.326
0.03

0.381 2.161

1.277
4.664 13.581 0.046

0.03 0.006
0.004 0.052 0.044

0.355
18.006

0.459 39.467 0.1 14

total 36.367
mean 3.306
standard deviation 9.495
c.v.' 287.2

IIIEN.
con.

0.013 0.637

tr.
¡nusk.

0.01
14.146 1 1 .056

14.289 20.249 26.90s 162.7 0.781
1 .786 1.687 2.989 32.5 0.1 1 1

2.665 2.625 4.663 35.5 0.102
149.2 155.5 1 56 1 09 91.2

mar.
¡nusk.

0.044 18.477

6.061 2.582

0.067 39.321 1 1.056 2.582
0.022 9.83
0.018 I
84.3 81 .4



Table 12. Brorûse Use for Pure Deciduous (Immature) on Hecla Island, 1988-1989.

Brov¡se
Species

dogwood
willow
trembling aspen
alder
raspberry
ash

hazel
babam poplar
rose
gooseberry

white b¡rch
babam fir
mountain maple
buffaloberry
saskatoon
chokecherry
high-bush cranberry
swamp birch
larch

TOTAL

H
@
or

Count
per

Species

161

73
45
44
38
?8
22
?1

19
13

11

7
7
4
4
3
3
?
i

506

0-2 0

Degree of Brov¡se Use ( I )

2r-40 41-60 61-80

23
56
1B

41

36
z8
7

1?
1Z
12
7

?

0
4
?_

?

3

?

1

17

4
12

2

2

0
'6

7

5

0
1

0
z
0
0
1

0

0

0

59

oo
7
oo
0
0
0
2
1

0
0
i
1

0
0
?
0
0
0
0

30

17

5

1

1

0
0
3

0
1

0
0
2

i
0
0
0
0
0
0

31

B1-100

268

50
1

3

0
0

0
4
0
0
I

I

0
1

0
0

0

0

0

0

61

100+

46
0
3

0
0
0
0
1

1

0
i
2
3
0
0
0
0
0
0

57



:IabIE 13. Browae Use Su^måry for Pure Declduous (t{ature) oD Eecla Island, 1988-1989 "

Brouae
speci€g

dogwood
tremHing aspen

hazel
willow
ash
mountain maple
rose
chokecherry
babam poplar

babam fir
alder
saskatoon
raspberry
white birch
buffalobøry
gooseberry

TOTAL

H
@\¡

Count per
SpecLes O-20

5B

40
37
30
2?
21

14
10
6
5
4
4
3
3
2
2

261

Degree of Browse UÊe (t)

2L-40 4L-60 6l-80 81-100

10
17
13
25
21

4
12
3

4
3
3

1

3
1

?
1

123

6

10

9

z
I

z
I
z
I
0
0

0
0
I

0
0

35

2
3
5

0
0
1

1

2
0
1

0
0
0
0
0
1

16

7

4
r0
0
0
1

0
2
0
0
0
1

0
0
0
0

25

1?

z
0
0
0
7

0
1

I
I
0
z
0
0
0
0

26

100+

21

4
0
3
0
6
0
0
0
0
1

0
0
1

0
0

36



rable 14. Brorúse Use Sumary for Mixeilv¡oods (H-S) on Eecla lslandl, 1988-1989.

Brovrse
specleB

mountain maple
trembling aspen

babam fir
ash

babam poplar

dogwood
hazel
alder
raspberry
wh¡te b¡rch
gooseberry

rose
willow
chokecherry
saskatoon
Manitoba maple

No Browse species (nbs)

TOTAL

P
@
cÍ)

Count
per
gpecl€E

163
52
43
37
36
31

14
I
7
7
5
4
3
1

1

1

2

o-20

Degree of Browse uBe (t)

21-40 41-60 61-80

96
33
3B
37
23
13

1Z

B

7
5

3

4
?
0
1

0

17

5

1

0
3

7

z
0

0
0
1

0

0
I
0
I

14
6
3
0
2
5

0
0
0
1

0
0
0
0
0
0

415

81-100

5

I
I
0
2
2
0
0
0
0
1

0
0
0
0
0

282

100+

15
2

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

38

16
5
0
0
6
4
0
0
0
1

0
0
1

0
0
0

31 12 17 33



Tablg lS. Broflse Use Su¡ñtrary for l.flxeüv¡oods (S-H) on Eêcla leland' 1988-1989.

Browae
Specles

mountain maple
babam fir
tremHing aspen
alder
dogwood
white birch
raspberry
ash

babam poplar

bog blrch
rose
willow
hazel
larch
high-bush cranberry

No Browse species (nbs)

TOTAL

Ho
\^o

Count
per

Specles

Degree of Browse use (t)

o-20 21-40 41-60

127
11?
57
45
41

30
21

17

15
14
10
7
4
1

1

2

47
104
33
44
11

t6
20
14
I
6
7
2
4
1

1

14

6
7

0
6

4
I
z
I

z
I

0
0
0
0

6l-80

13
2
6
0
6
6
0
0
0
1

2
0
0
0
0

504

81-100

319

12
0
2

0
2
2

0
0
1

2

0
1

0
0
0

lo0+

20
0
3

1

6

z
0
0
1

3

0
3

0
0
0

44

21

0
6
0

10
0
0
1

3
0
0
1

0
0
0

36 22 39 42



Table 16. Brqerse Use Sumnary for Habitat *5, willow/alder on frecla Island, 1988-1989.

Browse
SpecJ.ee

willow
dogwood
alder
raspberry
swampbirch
gooseberry

bog birch

TOTAL

H
rc,
c,

Counù
per

SpecLes

76
57
21

18

7
1

1

181

o-20

Degree

2L-40

58
17
20
16
7

0
1

of Browse Use (t)

41-60 61-80

12

I
I

1

0

I

0

119

5

6
0
0
0
0
0

23

1

7

0
1

0
0
0

81-100

0
11

0

0
0

0

0

1o0+

0
I
0
0
0
0
0



Table 17. Brorrse Use Sunnnry for Pure Mlxed Coniferous on Hecla Islaad, 1988-1989.

Browae
$pecLes

mountain maple
alder
dogwood
ash

raspberry
swampbirch
white birch
balsam fir
trembling aspen
willow
hazel
rose
babarn poplar

TOTAL

H
r€l
F

Coutrt
per

Specles

31

30
26
11

10
10
7
4
3
3
1

1

1

o-20

Degree of Browse Use (t)

2L-&O 41-60 61-80

13
30
I

11

10
10
6

3
1

?
1

i
0

5

0
6

0

0

0
0
0

0
I

0

0

I

13138

3
0
3
0
0
0
1

1

0
0
0
0
0

96

2

0
3

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

81-100

3

0
z

0
0
0
0
0
I

0
0

0

0

1OO+

5

0
4
0
0
0
0
0
1

0
0
0
0



Table 18 Browse Use Su¡nnary for Pure Coniferous (l.lature) on gecla Island, 1988-1989.

Bror,{se
Specfes

H
\o
t\)

alder
wh¡te birch
babam fir
larch
willow
bog birch
swampbirch
mountain rnaple
raspberry

no browse species (nbs)

TOTAL

Count
per

species

Degree of Browse Use (t)

o-20 2L-40 41-60

86
33
3l
23
?2
4
3
1

1

86
10
26
23
3

1

1

1

'l

158

36?

0
7

I

0
0
0
0
0

0

0
4
2
0
0
0
1

0
0

61-80

152

0
3

0
0
4
2

0
0
0

81-100

0
7

I

0
9

I

1

0
0

1O0+

0
2

1

0
6
0
0
0
0

19



Iable 19. Bro$se UBe Su¡mart' for Pure Conlferoug (Imåture) on Eecla Is1and' 1988-1989.

Browae
Specles

alder
babam fir
dogwood
wh¡te birch
larch
willow
mountain maple
raspberry
swampbirch
ash

trembling aspen

no browse species (nba)

TOTAL

F
\o(,

Count
per

epecLeø

62
48
33
23
19
16
15
7
2
1

1

49

276

o-20

Degre€ of Browse Use (8)

?L-LO 4t-60 6l-80

6?
45
7
5

15
B

1

6
?

1

0

0
z
5

z
2

I
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
1

3
1

0
1

0
0
0
0

152

0
0
1

3
0
0
?

1

0
0
0

81-100

12

0
1

I
6
1

3
3

0
0
0
0

15

lOO+

0
0
18
4
0
4
I
0
0
0
1

35



Tabte 20. BrorÍae UBe su¡mar.t¡ for rreed rmrskeg on Eecla reland, 1988-1989.

Browae
Specles

larch
alder
willow
bog birch
swampbirch
babam fir
dogwood
goosebeny
white birch

no browse species (nbs)

TOTAL

F
\0
È

Count
per

SpecLee

45
43
30
7
4
3
2
1

1

100

236

o-20

D€gre€ of Browse Use (8)

2L-40 41-60 61-80

45
43
5

T

4
?

1

1

1

109

0
0
2

0
0
I

0
0
0

0
0
11

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
1

0
0
0
0
0
0

81-100

0
0
6

0
0
0
0
0
0

11

1o0+

0
0
5

0
0
0
1

0
0



lfable 21. Browge Use gumary for UnclaselfLed, RXGBTS OF wAY on BÊcla Ialand' 1988-1989'

Brovtae
Specles

raspberry
willow
babam poplar

trembling aspen
dogwood
mountain maple
white birch
hazel
alder
rose
gooseberry
ash

babam fir
SuÞTotal
no browse species (nbo)

SUB-TOTAL

P
ro
Ul

Count
Per

Specles

28
24
14
10
6
5
5

z
2
2
1

1

1

10r
I

o-20

Degree of Browge us€ (t)

2t-40 41-60 61-80

?8
16
13
I
3

4
3
1

2

2
1

'l

1

SAMPLE BREAKDOWN

0
4
I
0
I
0
I

1

0
0
0
0
0

0
?
0
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

109

0
2

0
0
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

81-100

Highway or road

water or bortow pit
hydroline
trail
old gravel pit

TOTAL

0
0
0
0
0
0
I
0
0
0
0
0
0

100+

0
0
0
1

1

1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

39
12?
27
5

?.4

217



Table 22. Brov¡se Use Surunary

Bro!,rÊe
Specles

willow
swamp birch

alder
dogwood
white birch
raspberry
babam poplar

no browse species (nbs)

TOTAL

P
\o
oì

for Marsh/Muskeg on Eecla rsland, 1988-1989'

Count
per

Species

?61

1?9
?8
10

2
1

1

14

o-20

Degree

2L-40

173
97
?7
5

1

0
1

of Browse Use (t)

41-60 61-80

38
13

0
3

1

I
0

26
12

1

0
0
0
0

304

7

3

0
1

0
0
0

56

81-100

10

3

0
I

0
0

0

39

1OO+

7
1

0
0
0
0
0

11 14



lable 23. P€Ileù grouP dletributlon of mooÊÊ,
babiùat tYPeE on xecls Igland.

i¡¡m. deo.
mat. dec.
h-s
e-h
w-a
m. conif.
nat. con.
i-m¡n. con.
tr.mush
unclase.
mar. musk

Total

P
\o\¡

L2
9

10
23

2
t0

')

t3
2
)

L7

tailed
deer

ite-

20
L{

7

17
0

â

6

13
3

0
1

87

gnowshoe
hare

vrbite-taIled deer, aDd snowBboe hare acrosa aIl

102

38
L7
35
l8

0
2

7

1L
5
0

1

323

eub-
total

70
{0
52
58

2

16
15
37
10

2

2L

total
pellet
9rouP

99
51
83
98
38
29
7I
56
45.
35
86.

691323
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l[able 1. Chi Square statistlcs for pellet groups survey'

üabLtat
Type

imm.dec. 10.9 1 2 (11 '1) 20 (9.5) 38 (14.6) 70 99

mat.dec. 9.3 9 (9.5) 14 (8.1) 1 7 (12.s) 40 51

h-s 10.2 10(10.4) 7(B-9) 3s(13'7) sz 83

s-h 6.3 23 (6.4) 17 (s.s) 1 I (8.4) s8 98

ì /-a 2.75 ? (2,8) 0 (2.4) 0 (3'7) 2 38

m.conif, 5.1 10 (s'2) 4 (4.4) 2 (6.8) 16 29

mat.con. 9.7 2(9'9) 6(8.4) 7(13'0) 15 71

imm.con. 11.8 13(12.0) 13(10.3) 11(15.8) 37 56

tr.musk. 2(11.7) 3 (10.0) s (15'4) 10 4s

Unclass. 4.3 2 (4'4) 0 (3.7) 0 (s.8) 2 3s

mar.musk. 15 17 (15.3) 3 (13.0) 1 (20.1) ?1- 86

sub.rotal T 134 Total 691

Chisquare 63.757 60.476 125.5

Stat¡stic

H
\o
\o

Frequencies !
mooae ¡r. t. deer

DF

alpha

Table value

total pellet grouP

10

0.0s

18.307

10

0.05

18.307

10

0.05

18.307



Itable 2, I-staùlstlcs
densitiee

imm.dec.

mat.dec.

t\)oo

mat.dec.

and sigrniflcanee
of vlootly sPecies

t = -0.071

sign. = 0.944

h-s

s-h

w-a

m.conif.

mat.con.

imm.con.

h-s

t = 1.6?'l
sign. = 0.116

t = 1.535
sign. = 0.138

values found ln comParing the stem
In eacb habitat tYPe'

8-h

t = -0.593
sign. = 0.559

t = -0.447
sign. = 0.660

t= '2,179
slgn. = 0.039

t = -1.546
sign. = 0.136

t = -1.256
sign. = 0.226

t= -2'426

slgn = 0.024

t = -0.978
sign. =0.342

m.conif. nat.con. Luu.con. nar.muak.

NOTE: Values in bold indicate significant differences between habitat types.

t = 1.302
sign. = 0,205

t = 1.212
sign. = 0.240

t =0.074
sign. = 0.941

T. = 1.717
sign. = 0.101

r = 2.002
sign. = 0.061

t = 1.236
sisn. = 0.233

t = 1.129
sign. = 0.281

t = 2.00a
sign. = 0.062

t= 1.394
0.189

t = 1.246
sign. = 0.244

t = 0.761
sign. = 0.461

t = -1.610

slgn, = 0.016

t = -2,151

sþn, = 0.046

t = -3.843

slgn. = 0,001

t = -1.829
sign. = 0.085

t = -0.494
sign. = 0.629

t = -3,128

slgn, = 0.006

t = -1.891
sign. = 0.091

t = -7.850

dgn = 0.000

t = .6.814

sþn, = 0,000

t= -27.203

sþn. = 0.000

t= -6.283

sþn. = 0,000

t= -2,629

sþu. = 0.030

t =.12,700
sþn. = O,000

t = -17.635

sþn. = 0.000

t = 2.680

= O.028



Table 3. !-statL8tlcs and slgni"flcanse values found ln corErarlng the number
of twlgs of woody specles ln each habLtat type.

imm.dec.

mat.dec.

h-s
No
H

nåt.d€c.

t = 0.008
sign. = 0.944

b-s

s-h

w-a

m.conif.

mat.con.

imm.con.

t=O.441 t=-0.683 t=-2.350

sígn. = 0.663 sþn. = 0.501 slgru =0.028

t=0.417 t=0.638 t=-2'032
sign = 0.680 sign. = 0.530 sign. = 0..057

t = -.l.091 t=-2.378

sþn. = 0.286 slgn = 0.027

t = -1.765
sisn. =0.095

e-h m.conif. mat.con.

NOTE: Values in bold indicate significant differences between habitat types.

t = O.421
sígn. = 0.677

t = 0.385
sign. = 0.704

t = 0.119
sign, = 0.906

t = 0.875
sign. = 0.392

t = 2.010
sign. = 0.061

t = 0.969
sign. = 0.346

t = 0.985
s¡gn. = 0.343

t = 1.020
sign. = 0.323

r = 1.092
0.296

t=1.1.126
sign. = 0.289

t = 0.50'l
sisn. = 0.625

Ls¡.con. Dar.¡mrak.

t=-2.392
slgß = 0.026

t= -2,171

slgn = 0.044

to -2'7E4

sþn = 0.011

t = -1 .490
siEn. = 0.1 54

t = 0.998
sign. = 9.335

t= -2'163

elgn = 0,045

t = 
.83{5

slgn = O.ü)0

t = .E511

sþn. = O.000

t--.11.852
sþn. = 0.000

t= -5175

sþn. = O.fÐ0

t = '0.423
sign. = 0.683

t = -1 .669 t=-74344
sign. = 6.1 29 sþn. e 0.000

t =.3.024
sþn. - O.016

t = -6570

sþn. = 0.fi)0



Table 4. '!-stablstlcs
dlameters

imm.dec.

mat.dec.

h-s
ì\'o
t\)

mat.d€c.

and slgnlflcance
of current y€are

t = 1.289
sign. = 6.219

s-h

w-a

m.conif.

mat.con.

imm.con.

h-s

t = 0.404
sign. = 0.689

t = {.936
sign. = 0.356

valuee found ln
growÈb of browse

8-h

t=0.512
sign. = 0.614

t = -0.670
sign. = 0.511

t = 0.167
sign. = 0.869

comparlng ¡[ean tvtlg
apecles in each habLtat tYPe.

t = 1.264
siEn. = 9.222

t = 0.289
sign. = 9.775

t - 1.003
sígn. - 9.326

r = 0.777
s¡gn. =0.449

m.coni.f . naù.con. igl.con. mar.mush.

NoTE: Values in bold indicate significant cüfferences between habitat types.

t=0.111
sign. = 0.912

t = -1 .139
sign = 0.268

t ={.264
sign. = 0.794

t ={.384
sign = 0.706

t = -t .171
sign. = 0.260

t = 1.458
sign. = 0.167

t = 1.170
sign. = 0.263

t = 1.369
sign. = 0.1 91

t = 1.167
sign. = 0.268

t = 1.088
sign. - 0.308

t = 1.395
sign. = 0.190

t = 0.687
sign. = 9.591

t = -0.375
s¡gn. = 0.71 3

t = 0.394
s¡gn. = 0.698

t = 0.218
sign. = 9.939

t = -0.559
sign. = 0.586

t = 0.573
sign. = 0.575

t = -1.049
s¡gn. = 0.325

t = 1.078
sign = 0.301

t = 0.8'15
sign. = 0.431

t = 0.991
sigru = 0.338

t = 0.841
sign. = 0.420

t = 0.930
sign. = 0.383

t = 1.042
sign. = 0.322

t =4.204
sign. = 0.852

t = 0.769
= O.467



llable 5. f-statLÊtlcs and elgnlftcance values found ln coryarlng ¡Rean welghü
of, twlgs of current yeara grot*h (dcg) in eacb habltat ÈyPe'

imm.dec.

mat.dec.

N¡o
lú)

mat.dec.

t = 0.87.|
sign. = 0.393

h-s

s-h

w-a

m.conif.

mat.con.

t - -.126
s¡gn. = 0.900

t = '1.250
sign = 0.223

8-h

t = -0.078
sign. = 0.939

t = -0.811
sign. = 0.426

t = 0.016
sþn. = 0.987

t -0.687
sign. = 9.569

t = -0.091
sign. = 0.928

t = 1.057
sign. = 0.303

t = 0.623
sign. =0.536

m.conlf . mat.con. lsn.con. mar.m¡ah.

NOTE: Values in bold indicate sign¡ficant differences between habitat types.

t = 0.165
sign. = 0.870

t. = 0.771
sign. = 0.449

t = 0.346
sign. = 0.732

t = 0.215
sign. = 0.832

t = {.644
sign = 0.528

t = 0.656
s¡gn. = 0.522

t = 0.273
s¡gn. = 0.789

t = 0.990
sign. = 0.338

t = 0.570
0.579

t = 0.380
s¡gn. = 0.71 3

t = 0.707
sign. = 0.494

t = -0.51 5
sign. = 9.612

t = 1.305
s¡gn. - 0.207

t ='0.502
sign. = 0.621

t = -0.376
sign. = 9.711

t = -1.062
sign. = 9.365

t = -0.600
slgn. = 0.51B

t = -0.833
siEn. = 0.424

t = 0.340
sign = 0.739

t = {.084
sign. = 0.935

t - 0.555
sign. = 0.588

t = 0.308
sign. = 0.764

t = {.040
sign. = 0.969

t = 0.336
sign. = 0.744

t = {.331
s¡gn. = 0.763

t = 0,530



Iable 6. Î-staÈlstics and
available twlg

imm.dec.

mat.dec.

N(f
È

mat,.dec.

slgrniflcance values found ln comparing
yíeld (kglha) Per habltat' ùYPe.

t = 0.016
sign. = 0.988

h-s

s-h

w-a

m.conif,

mat.con.

h-s

t = 0.890
sign. = 0.381

t = 0.766
sign. = 0.451

s-h

t = -0.011
sign. = 0.992

t = -0.025
sign. = 0.981

t = -1.100
sign. = 0.283

t = -2.057
sign. = 0.051

T. 
= -1 .773

sign. = 0.092

t = -2,13)

slgu. = 0.045

t = -1.713
sign. =0.104

m.conif . mat.con. lmn.con. tnar.nusk.

NOTE: Values in bold indicate significant differences between habitat types'

t = 1.297
sign. - 0.206

t = 1.125
sign. = 0.273

t = 0.948
sign. = 0.353

t = 1,511
sign. = 0.146

t : 1.976
sign. = 0.064

t=1.110
sign. = 0.282

t = 0.963
sign. = 0.353

t = 1.803
sign. = 0.092

t = 1.451
sign. = 0.172

t = 1.063
sign. = 0.31 3

t = 0.618
sign. = 0.548

t= -2,256

slgn = 0.034

t = -1.953
sign. = 0.067

t= -2.627

slgn, = û.016

t = -1.965
sign. = 0.066

t = 0.509
sign. = 0.61 I

t= -2.483

slgn = 0.02d

t = -1.397
sign. = 0.196

t =.8.436
sþn = 0.000

t = -7.363

sþn. = 0.fi)0

t=.17,937
sþn. = 0.000

t = .10.201

sþn, = O.000

t = {.814
sign. = 0.437

t = -13.1¡16

sþn, = 0.000

t=.1O,794
sþn. = O.002

t = -2.065
= 0.073



fable 7. T-statlstics and
twigs utilized

imm.dec.

mat.dec.

h-s

N)o
(rl

mat.dec.

significance values found
in each babltat tYPe.

t - 0.363
sign. = 0.72'l

h-s

s-h

w-a

m.conif.

mat.con.

imm.con.

t = 0.398
sign. = 0.695

t = 0.398
sign. = 0.695

s-h

t = 0.154
sign. = 0.879

t = -0.375
sign. = 0.713

t =-0.754
sign. = 0.460

ln comparing trulnber of

t = -1 .997
sisn. = 0.063

t = -1 '899
sign. = 0.080

t = -2,513

slgn. = 0.022

t = -1 .936
sign. =0.073

m.conlf . mat.con. i¡sn.con.

NOTE: Values in bold indicate significant differences between habitat types.

t=0.915
sign. = 0.374

t = 2.045
sign. :0.062

t = 1.706
sign. = 0.105

t = 1.517
sign. - 0.1 52

t = 1.940
sign. = 0.076

t = 0,596
sign. = 0.562

t = 1.329
sign. = 0.217

t = 1.'l 32
sign. = 0.277

t = 0'985
sign. = 0.348

r-- 1.229
sign. = 0.254

t= 1.292
sign. = 0.232

t = -0,856
sign. = 0.407

t = -2.172
sign. = 9.955

t=.2.891
slgn = 0.0I1

t = -1.541
sign. = 0.152

t = 0.937
sign. = 0.364

t = -3,195

slgn. = 0,011

t ='1.966
sign. = 6.197



fable 8. T-statistlcs
at point of

imm.dec. t = 1.060
sign. = 0.299

mat.dec.

h-s

N)o
Ol

Íråt.dec.

and slgnLficanee values found
bro!'rse In each habitat tYPe'

b-s

s-h

w-a

m.conif ,

mat.con.

imm.con.

t = 0.551
s¡gn. = 0.588

t= -0.424
sign. = 0.677

s-h

t =0.495
sign. = 0.626

t = -0.606
sign. = 0.551

t = -0.1 5'.|

sign. = 0.882

in corryaring the twig dJ-ameters

t = 0.951
sisn. = 0.353

t = 0.359
siEn. = 0.724

t = 0.836
sign. = 0.423

t = 0.924
sign. =0.374

m.conlf. nat.coD.

NOTE: Values in bold indicate significant differences between habitat types'

t= 4.877
sign. = 0.391

t = -1.846
sign. = 0.083

t = -1.307
sign. = 0.221

t = -1.335
sign. = 0.207

t = -1.516
sign. = 0.168

t = 0.691
sign. = 0.498

t = 0.075
sign. = 0.941

t = 0.451
sign. = 0.663

t = 0.554
sign. = 0.59'l

t = -0.296
sign. = 0.776

t = 1.207
sign. = 0.267

L¡un.con. tr.mu8k. mar.musk'

t = 0.296
sign. = 0.271

t = -0.263

sign. = 0.796

t = -0.013
sign. = 0.990

t = 0.083
sign. = 0.936

t = -O.727

s¡gn, = 0.500

t = 0.699
sign. = 0.51 6

t = -0.359
sign. = 0.738

t = 0.951
sign. = 0.355

L = 0.6?7
sign, = 0.540

t = 1.087
sign. = 0.309

t = 1.104
sign. = 0.295

t = 0.536
sign. = 0.612

t = 1.319
sign. = 0.235

t = 0.669
sign. = 0.533

r = 1.103
sign, - 0.351

t = 1.039
sign = 0.31 4

t = 0.943
sign. = 0.363

t = 1.388
sign. = 0.208

t = 1.354
sign. = 0.209

t= 1.136
s¡gn. = 0.308

t = 1.249
sign. = 0.267

t = 1.062
sign. = 0.348

t = 1.387
sign. = 0.300



Iable 9. ll-stetl"Etlcs and
at dPb ln each

imm.dec.

mat.dec.

h-s
l.)o{

maù.dec.

slgnLficance values found Ln coryarLng mean welght of twLgs
habltat type.

t - 0.873
sign. = 9.399

s-h

w-a

m.conif.

mat.con.

imm.con.

tr.musk

h-s

t = 0.730
sign = 0.472

t = {.220
sign = 0.828

s-h

t = 0.703
sign. = 0.489

t = -0.395
s¡gn. = 0.697

t = -0.167
sþn. = 0.870

w-a

t = 0.610
sign. = 9.549

t = 0.610
sign. = 9.549

t = 0.755
sign. = 6.464

t = 0.883
sign. = 6.393

n.conif . qÂt.con. im.con. èr.muek. Ear.musk.

t = 0.060
sign. = 0.953

t = -1.614
siqn. = 0.126

t = -1.355
sign. = 0.198

t = -1.294
sign. = 0.218

t = '1 .172
sign, = 0.275

NOTE: Values in bold indicate sign¡ficant differences between habitat types.

t = 0.514
sign. = 0.614

t = 0.305
sign. = 0.765

t = 0.482
sign. = 0.639

t = 0.611
sign. = 0.552

t = -0.343
s¡gn. = 0.742

t = 0.984
sign. = 0.358

t = 0.369
sign. = Q.717

t = 0.279
sign. = 0.784

t = 0.397
sign. = 0.700

t = 0.484
sign. = 0.639

t = -0.132
sígn. = 9.991

t = 0.682
sign. = 9.526

t - 0.137
s¡gn, = 0.898

t = 0.469
sign = 0.645

t = 0.482
sign. = 0.637

t = 0.634
sign. = 0.539

t = 0.739
sign. = 0.475

t = {.013
sign. = 0.990

t - 0.891
sígn. = 0.407

t=0.749
sign = 0.487

t = 0.175
sign. = 0.872

t = 0.519
sign = 0.610

ï= 0.92?
sign. = 0.372

t = 1.073
sign. = 0.306

t = '1.167

sign. = 0.268

t = 0.565
sign. = 0.593

t = 0.998
sign. = 0.357

t a 2,761

sþ. =0.040

t = 0.813
sign. = 0.475

t = 2.050
= 0.1 10



Eable 1O. T-Btatistlce and sigrnLfl.cance valuee tound in comparing
browse utllization ln eacb habltat type.

imm.dec.

mat.dec.

lrs
l\,o
@

maù.dec.

t = 0.437
siq. = 9.567

h-s

s-h

w-a

m.corúf.

mat,con.

imm.con.

t = 0.569 t = 0.091

sign. = 0.576 sign. = 0.928

t=0.082 t=-0.641
sign. = 0.935 sign. = 0.531

t = -0.815
sign. = 0.425

e-h l{-â

t=-2,6t2
slgn c 0.020

l= -2.549

elgn - 0.029

t = .3,140

slgn = 0.0û7

t- -2,5¿13

slgn. =().026

m. conif.

NOTE: Values in bold indicate s¡gnificant dfferences between habitat types.

t = 0.880
sign. = 0.392

t = 1.653
sign. = 0.122

t = 1,568
sign. = 0.135

t = 1.620
sign. = 0.'128

t=2.468
sþn. = O.033

¡ûat. coB. isr.con.

t = 0.582
sígn. = 0.572

t = 1.108
s¡gn. = 0.296

t = 1.305
sign. = 0.305

t = 1.067
sign. = 0.311

t = 1.537
sþn. = 0.1 75

t = 1.459
sþn. = 0.'l83

t = -1.218
sign. - 0.245

t= -2,671

slgn e 0.01lÍ1

l= -3,224

sþn = 0.00ó

t = -1.973
sign. = 0.074

t = 1.239
s¡gn. = 0.255

t = -3.356

slgn = 0,fi)8

t = -2.072
sign. = 0.093



Tablell.teclalslandnooaeherilsÈructurealðpopulat.ionsufmarTfroml9Tl-1989.

iññ ffiE r ilffi õ ñûEõ ñõffi 3Ëñõ I 5FiñE ûñãffiiGffiõ fiffiõ õñfiñõ7iõõ õiEiffiiiõõ ãüElõ7iõõ

THIrsuALBsuAI..EslÀ¡|ILERcotfsADULrscows

1972/73 47 39 24 1 1 i 2 61'5 27'6 120'5

1973/74 53 27 29 137 o 26'9

1g74/7s 2? 18 29 130 3 ze'z

1975/76 61 58 46 167 I I 79'3 38'6 105'2

1976/77 32 51 24 107 3 5 4 47 '1 28'9 62'7

No
\0 1977/78 35 53

1978/79 52 89

1 979/80 51 48 10 109 1 12 z8 2O'8 10'1 106'3

1980/81 25 43 16 84 o 3 1? 37 '2 23'5 58'1

1981/82 NO DATA

'1982/83 17 36 19 73 1 52'8 35'9 47 '?'

1983/84 20 29 17 69 2 2 7 s6',7 34'7 70

r9B4/85 45 55 39 141 3 13 19 7o'9 39 81'8

1985/86 48 63 41 152 4 6 33 6s'1 36'9 76'2

1986/87 53 36 31 120 3 10 23 86'1 34'8 147'2

1988/89 37 48 17 102 2 6 I 35'4 20 77

17 105 3

29 169 4
36 177 2 4 11 2 40.4 25'5 58'4

32.1 19.3 66



APPENDIX C.

woody plant species occurring on Hecla Island, 1988-
1989.

Common names Scientific names

speckled alder
arrowwood, downY
ash, green
aspen, trembling
fir, balsam
birch' bog
birch, paper
birch, swamP (dwarf )
balsam poPlar
buffaloberry
chokecherrY
currant, black
dogwood, red-osier
elm, american
gooseberry
hazelnut, beaked
high-bush cranberry
Manitoba maPle
mountain maPle
nannyberry
raspberry. wild red

rose, wild
saskaLoon
will-ow

Al.nus rugosa
V iburnum ra f inesqu ianum
Fraxinus pennsYTvanica
Populus XremuToídes
abies balsamea
Betula glanduTosa
BexuLa papytiteta
BexuLa pumiTa
PopuTus balsamifera
Shepherdia c,anadensis
Prunus vJ-rgJ-nla
Ribes americanum
Cornus stol-onífera
ULmus americanum
Ribes oxycanthoídes
Corylus cornuta
Viburnum oPuTus
Aeer negundo
Acer spicaxum
Viburnum Tenxago
Ru.bus idaea var.
strigosus
Rosa sPP.
aneTanèhíer alnifoLía
Salix spp.

2ro


